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Abstract 
In a context where environmental issues are increasingly taken into account, the chemical related 
industry faces situations imposing a chemical product substitution. Computer aided molecular design 
methods, which consist in finding molecules satisfying a set of constraints, are well adapted to these 
situations. 
Using a systemic analysis of the needs and uses linked to this context, we develop a computer 
aided product design tool implementing a genetic algorithm. It is able to explore a wider solution space 
thanks to a flexible molecular framework. Besides, by allowing a very flexible setting of the problem to be 
solved, it enables the search of molecules sourced from renewable resources. 
Based on concepts from system and enterprise engineering, we formalize a decision making 
process dedicated to the product substitution in an industrial context. This multi-criteria decision process 
includes the phases of the requirements definition, of the generation of alternative solutions, of the 
selection of the best alternative and of the product application. It uses a model driven approach and 
decision making techniques that guaranty an operational alignment in addition to the strategic alignment 
across the chemical enterprise. 
Through a case study, we expose how the combination of our computer aided product design tool 
and our decision making process enables an environmentally compliant approach of product substitution 
which is both efficient and in adequacy with enterprise context. 
Key Words 
Process system engineering – Computer aided product design – Computer aided molecular design 
– Industrial systems – Enterprise engineering – Decision making – Sustainability – Biosourced solvents. 
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Résumé 
Titre : Approche systémique et processus décisionnel pour le développement durable en génie des  
 
procédés: Application à la substitution de produits par formulation inverse 
 
Dans un contexte de prise en compte croissante des enjeux environnementaux, l’industrie de la 
chimie et des procédés se retrouve confrontée à des problématiques de substitution de molécules. Les 
méthodes de formulation inverse, qui consistent en la recherche assistée par ordinateur de molécules 
satisfaisant un ensemble de contraintes, répondent de manière efficace à ces problématiques. 
A partir de l’analyse systémique des usages et fonctionnalités nécessaires dans ce contexte, nous 
développons un outil logiciel de formulation inverse mettant en œuvre un algorithme génétique. Celui-ci 
est capable d’explorer un espace de solutions plus vaste en considérant les mélanges et non les 
molécules seules. Par ailleurs, il propose une définition des problèmes très flexible qui permet la 
recherche efficiente de molécules issues de filières renouvelables. 
En s’appuyant sur l’ingénierie système et l’ingénierie d’entreprise, nous proposons un processus 
formel de prise de décision pour la substitution de produit dans un contexte industriel. Ce processus de 
décision multi-critères englobe les phases de définition des exigences, de génération de solutions 
alternatives, de sélection de la meilleure alternative et de mise en œuvre du produit. Il utilise une 
approche dirigée par les modèles et des techniques de prises de décision qui garantissent un alignement 
opérationnel en complément de l’alignement stratégique. 
A travers un cas d’étude, nous montrons comment l’utilisation conjointe de notre outil de recherche 
par formulation inverse et de notre processus de décision permet une démarche environnementale de 
substitution de produit à la fois efficiente et conforme à la réalité de l’entreprise. 
Mots clés 
Génie des procédés – Formulation inverse de molécules assistée par ordinateur – Conception de 
produits assistée par ordinateur – Systèmes Industriels – Ingénierie d’entreprise – Prise de décision – 
Développement durable – solvants biosourcés. 
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ABSTRACT 
This part outlines the scientific context in which our work is performed, our objectives and the 
expected benefits of our work. Then the research frame of our work is described and all the themes that 
are addressed are presented. Finally the structure of the document is detailed and the different parts are 
described. 
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4 A. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
1.1 INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT 
1.1.1 A need for eco-friendly chemical products 
In the last decades, the necessity to take into account environmental issues has grown into a 
global awareness in our society. Companies are now pushed toward sustainability by regulations and by 
customer demand. A commonly used definition of sustainable development is the definition given in the 
Brundtland commission in 1987. It defines sustainable development as a "development that meets the 
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs". The 
chemical industry, which has for purpose to convert raw materials into a very wide range of products, is 
particularly concerned by this evolution. Indeed, this industry is largely associated to the ecological impact 
of chemical product waste and to the consumption of non-renewable natural resources. The REACH 
regulation1 or the VOC directives2 goes this way by imposing strict constraints on the chemical products. 
Those constraints are forcing chemical companies to give up some of their products or molecules. They 
then have to find replacement products respecting environmental constraints as well as their production 
processes and their business strategy.  
This represents a real challenge for chemical engineering. Indeed, the substitution methods 
traditionally used are “trial and error” ones. In these methods, an engineer specialized in chemical 
synthesis has for mission to find a molecule or product that has specific characteristics on given 
properties. From this given set of properties, the engineer uses his knowledge and his experiences to 
select the molecular structures which are the most appropriate according to him. Those structures are 
then synthesized and their properties are evaluated. For having a chance to find a replacement product, 
this process must be repeated several times, but a satisfactory outcome is never guaranteed. 
With the increasing need to replace products, and with substitutions becoming more and more 
complex due to the number of constraints to take into account, the chemical industry is repeatedly 
confronted to challenging problems. Traditional “trial and error” methods must be replaced by more 
efficient ones, like Computer Aided Molecular Design (CAMD) that can handle simultaneously functional, 
economical, health, safety and life cycle constraints. 
                                                     
1 http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/chemicals/reach/index_en.htm 
2 The VOC Solvents Emissions Directive (Directive 1999/13/EC) amended through article 13 of the Paints Directive 
(Directive 2004/42/EC) 
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However, even CAMD methods are becoming overwhelmed. Indeed, with the multiplication of the 
constraints, it becomes difficult to find molecules satisfying all constraints. A solution is to consider 
mixtures instead of single molecules. 
CAMD methods are also limited by another fact: they request a large domain of expertise in 
chemical engineering and in chemistry. They are hence not adapted to be used in large scale industries 
were business strategy and policy are to be taken into account. Expertise in industrial engineering is then 
also needed. 
1.1.2 The ANR project InBioSynSolv 
Taking note of this situation, the ANR project InBioSynSolv3 coordinated by Vincent Gerbaud4  
aims first at developing a “virtual laboratory” dedicated to the replacement of solvents, by means of a 
Computer Aided Product Design (CAPD) software prototype. This project involves several partners. The 
responsibility of our laboratory is to implement the CAPD tool. The Rhodia group5 provides the general 
specifications on the products to be found. The “Laboratoire de Chimie Agroindustrielle” (LCA)6 and the 
“Laboratoire de Chimie Organique et Macromoléculaire” (LCOM)7 find synthons coming from renewable 
source destined to be used as basis in the product to be found. They are specifically in charge of the 
synthesis and the testing of the product found by our tool. 
This project has initiated the development of a CAPD tool presented in this thesis, but my work 
goes beyond the scope of this project by proposing a systemic approach and decision process for 
chemical engineering dedicated to product design.  
1.2 SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES 
There are two main objectives to my PhD work. The first consists in developing an innovative and 
complete CAPD method and the associate tool. The second is to initiate from a more global reflection on 
the product substitution process. Both gave rise summarized hereafter. 
                                                     
3
 Programme ANR 2008: ANR-09-CP2D-08, Chimie et Procédés pour le développement durable 
4
 http://lgc.inp-toulouse.fr/ 
5
 http://www.rhodia.com/en 
6
 http://lca.ensiacet.fr/ 
7
 http://www.ensc-lille.fr/art96-6-146-laboratoire-de-chimie-moleculaire-et-formulation.html 
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1.2.1 A innovative CAPD method  
The CAPD method we propose has several innovative aspects. Indeed, it goes further than CAMD 
method as it is a chemical product design method able to find the most suitable mixture by optimizing 
molecular structures, composition and operating conditions. It also offers the possibility to fix parts of the 
molecular structures in order to focus the search on synthons coming from renewable sources.  
1.2.2 A formalized decision process for product substitution 
Having access to such a tool is however not sufficient to tackle the complexity of a chemical 
product substitution. The task of specifying the requirements is still highly complex in particular in an 
industrial context where many players are involved. Also, the final choice of the replacement product 
among the set of results proposed by the tool remains critical. 
For those reasons, we have decided to develop a formalized decision making process dedicated to 
chemical product substitution. This process uses concepts such as model driven engineering, enterprise 
modeling and decision making methods. It aims at easing the substitution process and ensuring that the 
product chosen for the substitution is compliant not only with the environmental constraints, but also with 
the enterprise production processes and business strategy. 
1.3 EXPECTED BENEFITS 
This innovative approach has the potential to bring significant value to the chemical industry, 
specifically when it comes to the design of new chemical products. We can identify three main fields of 
value creation. 
 Our proposition can save R&D cost with a search algorithm selecting within few hours of 
computing the best alternatives among many. The traditional “trial and error” methods 
would utilize significant human resources, mobilize expensive laboratory assets and 
consume expensive chemicals. 
 Time-to-market is the second source of value that our process can optimize. Within a few 
days or weeks, a good chemical product alternative can be recommended for 
implementation in the production process cutting short the long traditional process by 
months. Therefore fast reaction time can be achieved, providing a leading edge to the 
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competition and/or enabling continuity of production despite changing regulations and 
market demand. 
 Innovation is the third value proposition of our approach. Since the search algorithm 
explores randomly the space of solutions, it may explore opportunities that have not been 
explored before and would not be explored with traditional method because of lacking time 
and money. Eventually the algorithm will discover solutions that are genuinely innovative 
and create valuable intellectual property. 
 Finally, our decision process can lead to better knowledge management of the process, 
enabling a faster response to a future similar problem. 
1.4 RESEARCH FRAME 
In this manuscript, we propose a complete frame which will facilitate the response to situations 
where the replacement of a chemical product is needed. This had lead us to formalize a decision making 
process specific to product substitution in an industrial context in which the alignment on the requirements 
coming from different enterprise levels and expertise domains was ensured, and to develop a method and 
a software tool of Computer Aided Product Design. Our objective is to grasp the problem in all its 
complexity and thus consists in a systemic approach as defined by Le Moigne (1994). This work follows 
the work of two other PhD students from our laboratory: 
 Mourad Korichi (2010) who has initiated the works on Computer Aided Molecular Design in 
our laboratory. 
 Jean Stéphane Ulmer (2011) whose work on alignment was a source of inspiration and 
has oriented our work on themes of the French work group EasyDim8 which considers the 
model driven enterprise engineering and information systems.  
Our work is at the crossing of several disciplines as presented on Figure 1. 
                                                     
8 http://www.easy-dim.org/ 
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Figure 1: positioning of our work 
Concerning Chemical Engineering, our work is more precisely centered on Process System 
Engineering. In this latter discipline, we focused on Computer Aided Molecular Design methods and 
associated optimization techniques. Chemistry is also an important part of our work, be it for the 
formulation of molecules or for determining the needs to which we must adapt. Confronted to our 
perception of the enterprise as a complex system, and in adequacy with Industrial Engineering, we make 
efforts to define a systemic approach and we find relevant to use the main concepts of Requirement 
Engineering and Model Driven Engineering. We also address the themes of Enterprise Management, and 
in particular Decision Analysis, Business Rule Management and Enterprise and Information System 
Engineering. We finally relied on Information Software Technologies for the development of our software 
tool. 
All those themes are presented and developed through this manuscript. 
1.5 MANUSCRIPT PRESENTATION 
Regarding the structure, the thesis is organized in four parts containing 10 chapters. To ease the 
reading each parts begins with a table of contents (Figure 2-a) and an abstract (Figure 2-b). 
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Figure 2: Presentation of a part 
After a first introductory part, we have chosen to separate the two main themes of our work which 
are Computer Aided Product Design in part B and decision making process for chemical product 
substitution in part C. Our CAPD tool and our decision making process are complementary, in the sense 
that they provides each other useful information. However, they can also be used independently: it is 
possible to use the CAPD tool in another context, and the decision making process can rely on another 
chemical product design method. Finally the epilogue sets the perspectives. 
 
FIRST PART: INTRODUCTION 
This part outlines the scientific context in which our work is performed, our objectives and the 
expected benefits of our work. Then the research frame of our work is described and all the themes that 
are addressed are presented. Finally the structure of the document is detailed and the different parts are 
described. 
 
  
 a 
 b 
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SECOND PART: COMPUTER AIDED PRODUCT DESIGN IN CHEMICAL FIELD 
We plan to develop an innovative and efficient Computer Aided Product Design (CAPD) method 
and tool dedicated to chemical product and compliant with today’s needs: advanced mixture handling, 
molecular fragment management… A state of the art of the existing method has allowed the definition of 
an innovative CAPD method using a meta-heuristic search method coupled with a multi-leveled approach 
and relying on a graph based molecular representation. This method has then been implemented in a 
software prototype called IBSS thanks to a model driven approach. 
THIRD PART: DECISION MAKING PROCESS FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCT SUBSTITUTION 
With regard to the complex nature of product substitution issues in an industrial context, we wish to 
formalize a generic approach dedicated to address efficiently the situations where a product substitution 
is needed. We base our approach on concepts from different fields, i.e. model driven engineering, 
enterprise modeling, decision making processes and requirement management. These concepts are 
detailed first and the approach we propose is described just after. Finally, an industry related case study 
is presented. It illustrates how our decision making process and our CAPD tool can be used to find a 
greener solvent for printing facilities. 
FOURTH PART: EPILOGUE 
In this final part, a general conclusion presents the main outcomes and contributions of our work 
and ends with a discussion on the limitations and perspectives. 
The manuscript ends with the bibliography and with the appendixes. 
 
  
SECOND PART 
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2. State of the art …………………………….. 13 
3. Proposition of a Computer Aided Product Design  …………………………….. 51 
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ABSTRACT 
We plan to develop an innovative and efficient Computer Aided Product Design (CAPD) method 
and tool dedicated to chemical product and compliant with today’s needs: advanced mixture handling, 
molecular fragment management… A state of the art of the existing method has allowed the definition of 
an innovative CAPD method using a meta-heuristic search method coupled with a multi-leveled approach 
and relying on a graph based molecular representation. This method has then been implemented in a 
software prototype called IBSS thanks to a model driven approach. 
 
 
  
 
2. State of the art 
Within the REACH regulation context, finding new molecules that are both environment and health 
friendlier has become a major issue for the chemical related industry. To cope with the challenging 
complexity of the problem, “trial and error” usual methods must be replaced by more efficient ones, like 
Computer Aided Molecular Design (CAMD) that can handle simultaneously functional, economical, 
health, safety and life cycle constraints.  
In this chapter, after having defined Computer Aided Molecular Design (CAMD), the main features 
of CAMD methods are outlined. The different molecular representation models, numerical resolution 
methods and mixture performance evaluation are presented and discussed. We finally outline the few 
existing methods of Computer Aided Mixture Design and describe their limitations.  
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2.1 FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF COMPUTER AIDED MOLECULAR DESIGN 
The concept of Computer Aided Design emerged in 1983 (Gani and Brignole, 1983), in relation 
with progresses made in group contribution methods for estimating property values. The term of CAMD 
appeared three years later in Brignole et al. (1986). Many articles have proposed their own approach in 
several domain of application, as for example in the solvent design (Gani and Brignole, 1983; Pretel et al., 
1994; Sinha et al., 1999; Cismondi and Brignole, 2004), the substitution of refrigerant fluids (Constantinou 
et al., 1996; Churi and Achenie, 1997; Vaidyaraman and Maranas, 1999) and the polymer design 
(Maranas, 1996, 1997). 
The main goal of the CAMD is, for a given set of constraints on properties, to find the molecules 
built with functional groups that match the property constraints. It is the opposite of the traditional 
methods of “trial and error”. In these last methods, the chemist synthesizes molecules that, according to 
his experience and competence, might match the property constraints. These molecules are then 
evaluated and eventually eliminated if they do not fit to the expected constraints. The trial and error 
approach is time consuming, represents a consequent workload and is hence expensive. Further, it 
method is not adapted to multi-objective problems: the chemist’s solution may match a primary property 
but will fail to satisfy secondary constraints. On the other hand, CAMD can handle many constraints, 
provided that property estimation models are available. 
The two methodologies are represented on Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: The trial and error and the CAMD methodology 
Even though CAMD is a largely studied subject, there is no consensus on a unique formalized 
definition in the literature. According to (Korichi et al., 2008), “CAMD is a methodology of “inverse 
formulation” where target property values are first set and candidate molecules are sought among 
existing databases or constructed to satisfy the target values”. 
We consider the following definition: CAMD is a methodology based on computer tools, to find 
molecules satisfying set of property targets that are defined in advance. We have identified two methods 
in the literature: the database approach and the group contribution based approach. 
The database approach consists in consulting an existing database. On the contrary, the group 
contribution based approach is well studied and is at the origin of the term CAMD. In this method, the 
molecules are constructed with functional groups. They are evaluated thanks to group contribution 
methods and then discriminated in order to keep only the bests. This method implies, in addition to the 
definition of the property target values, the definition of the set of functional groups that are used for the 
molecular construction.  
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Moreover, it is based on four main principles: 
 A molecular representation model 
 A set of property calculation models  
 A resolution method 
 A set of performance criteria 
 
Figure 4: CAMD methods 
In the following paragraphs, we survey the four principles enounced above. 
2.2 MOLECULAR REPRESENTATION MODELS 
The molecular representation is an important issue for CAMD because the property calculation 
methods that can be used depend on the molecular representation. With a complex representation, more 
calculation methods can be used but the combinatory complexity of the molecule structure becomes a 
computational challenge. 
Very accurate representations of molecular structures exist, sometimes including chirality. SMILES 
“Simplified Molecular Input Line Specification” (Weininger, 1988; Weininger et al., 1989) and WLN 
“Wiswesser Line Notation” (Smith et al., 1968) are popular methods. However, those sophisticated 
 
 
CAMD Methodology 
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representations are difficult to handle and thus not fitted for CAMD, although more and more property 
calculation methods can use these notations as input. 
Several molecular representations which have been used in CAMD are presented hereafter. 
2.2.1 Strings 
In their CAMD approach using genetic algorithms, Patkar and Venkatasubramanian (2002) use a 
string representation which consists in lists of groups. The first list is the backbone-chain. It is followed by 
lists that represent the side-chains in the order of the backbone-chain. 
Chemical formula Semi-structural formula Computable representation model 
CH3CH2Cl 
 
((C C)((H H H)(H H Cl))) 
Figure 5: Example of a string representation as used by Patkar and Venkatasubramanian (2002) 
 (C C) represents the backbone-chain. 
 (H H H) represents the three hydrogen atoms connected to the first carbon atom of the 
backbone-chain. 
 (H H Cl) represents the three atoms connected to the second carbon atom of the backbone-
chain. 
This representation allows representing the molecular structure but does not permit to deal with 
cyclic structures.  
2.2.2 Collections of groups 
A collection of groups specifies the groups present in a molecule and their occurrence. There are 
many ways to represent it in a computable manner. 
The enumerative method of Gani uses two vectors: 
 SG which contains the identities of the functional groups present in the compound. 
 NT which represent the number of occurrence of each group in the compound. 
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Figure 6: Examples of collections of groups as used in Gani’s method  
In the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm from Song and Song (2008), the two vectors of Gani are 
combined in a matrix with two rows. 
Marcoulaki and Kokossis (2000a) proposed a similar representation with a group vector which 
contains the groups present in the molecule and a composition matrix which is a diagonal matrix 
containing the number of occurrences of the group in the molecules. The molecular vector is obtained by 
multiplying the vector with the matrix. 
 
                   [
  
  
] (1)   
This type of representation is limited because the way the groups are connected to each other is 
not represented. Considering property estimations, only group contribution methods can be used and 
more specifically only those that are based on the same groups as the ones in the collection. 
Such a representation is not unambiguous as a single collection represents all the isomers. 
2.2.3 Binary representation 
Churi and Achenie (1996) introduced a binary molecular representation. All the functional groups 
are stored in a list. All the attachments (called sites) of a group have an identification number. 
The molecules are represented with a basis of groups and two connection indexes: 
 
      {
                                                    
                                                                                           
 (2)   
 
     {
                                                                             
                                                                                                                                             
 (3)   
 
Here follows an illustrative example with 1,1,1-trichro-2-2-difluoroethane: 
 Chemical formula Semi-structural formula Computable representation model 
CH3CH2Cl C C ClH
H
H
H
H
 
 
C3H8 C C CH
H
H H
H
H
H
H
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Figure 7: binary representation of 1,1,1-trichro-2-2-difluoroethane (from Churi and Achenie, 1996) 
If we consider the group “CH”, it corresponds to the 3rd group in the Basic Set list and it is the 7th 
group in the molecule. That’s why     is equal to 1. This group has three attachment sites. The 1
st is 
connected to the 3rd group in the molecule (      ), the 2
nd to the 2nd group in the molecule (      ) 
and the 3rd to the 6th group in the molecule (      ). 
This representation is well adapted for a mathematical optimization but is more difficult to 
apprehend for the user. The characterization of the sites and the variable z make it difficult to use this 
representation in random search methods. 
2.2.4 “Classic” Graphs = G(X, V) 
Classic graphs are represented with two sets:  
 The vertex set             
 The edge set         |                                           
Raman and Maranas (1998) introduced these concepts in CAMD and used the vertex adjacency 
matrix representation. The molecular representation consists of two variables: 
 A vector containing the vertex i.e. the functional groups 
 The adjacency matrix A where: 
 
    {
                                               
                                                                             
 (4)   
 
1 Cl 
 
2 C 
4 Cl 
5 Cl 
7 CH 
 
3 F 
6 F 
1 1 
2 
3 
4 
1 1 
2 
1 
3 
1 1 
Number of the 
group in the 
molecule 
Identifier of the 
site of attachment 
site of the group 
 
 
 
Basic Set 
k Group 
1 CH3 
2 CH2 
3 CH 
4 C 
5 F 
6 Cl 
uik=1 
i k 
1 6 
2 4 
3 5 
4 6 
5 6 
6 5 
7 3 
zijp=1 
i j p 
1 1 2 
2 1 7 
2 2 4 
2 3 1 
2 4 5 
3 1 7 
4 1 2 
5 1 2 
6 1 7 
7 1 3 
7 2 2 
7 3 6 
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Figure 8: Examples of “classic” Graph representations as used by Raman and Maranas (1998) 
This representation is easy to understand and easy to compute. But the fact that there are no 
differences between the types of connections makes it difficult to interpret and it is sometimes impossible 
to differentiate two molecules as shown on Figure 9. 
 
 
CH
C
N
CH
CH
CH
CH3
 
CH
C
N
CH
CH
CH
CH3
 
 
Figure 9: lack of precision of the graph representation model 
(Lin et al., 2005) proposed a more complicated adjacency matrix representation. They replaced the 
2 dimensions matrix A by the 3 dimensions matrix F where: 
 
     {
                                                                     
                                                                                                                                    
 (5)   
 Chemical formula Semi-structural formula Computable representation model 
CH3CH2Cl C C ClH
H
H
H
H
 
 
C6H7N 
CH
C
N
CH
CH
CH
CH3
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Chemical formula Semi-structural formula Computable representation model 
CH2CHCl 
H
C C
H
Cl
H
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Example of the molecular representation used by Lin et al. (2005) 
This representation is a solution to the limitations of the previous representation but introduced in 
the meantime too many degrees of freedom. For example, this representation allows two groups to be 
connected by more than one bond if these bonds are not of the same multiplicity. This imposes to take 
into account additional mathematical constraints on the matrix. 
2.2.5 Structure-composition matrix 
In their work, Ourique and Silva Telles (1998) proposed a matrix representation where the 
information about the vertices and the edges is combined in a single matrix A: 
     {
                    {
                                              
                                                                                
                                                               
 
 
(6)   
Chemical formula Semi-structural formula Computable representation model 
CH3CH2Cl C C ClH
H
H
H
H
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Example of the matrix representation of Ourique and Silva Telles (1998)  
Combining the two pieces of information into a single variable makes it more readable and easier 
to compute. But in this representation, the lack of connection characterization remains a problem. 
2.2.6 Signature 
A Signature representation is used by Weis and Visco (2010). The molecule is represented with its 
atomic Signature at height 1 which consists of the list of all atoms of the molecule associated to their 
direct neighbors. The height determines the level of observation: at height 0 no neighbor is considered, at 
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height 1 the direct neighbors are considered, etc. The molecular Signature is the sum of all atomic 
signatures. An illustrative example is given on Figure 12. 
  
Figure 12: Signature translation example (from Weis and Visco, 2010) 
2.2.7 Others 
Van Dyk and Nieuwoudt (2000) used a chromosome-like representation. The molecule is 
represented as a linear combination of genes where genes are a non-necessarily linear combination of 
structural groups. Very little information is given on this technique, and none on how the genes are 
constructed. 
2.2.8 Conclusion 
The molecular representation models used in CAMD are numerous and very different. The main 
ones are summed up in the table here after. 
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Table 1: Summary table of the commonly used molecular representation in CAMD 
Type reference 
 
Example  
 
Comments 
String 
representation 
(Paktar and 
Venkatasubramanian
, 2003) 
((CC)((HHH)(HO)) 
Very precise but gets difficult 
to read when the molecule is 
complex. It is also not easy 
to compute. 
Collection of 
groups 
(Gani et al., 1991) 
𝑆𝐺 =    3;   ; 𝑂  
 𝑇 =  1;  1;  1  
Easy to understand and to 
compute but it gives no 
detail on how the groups are 
connected. 
Collection of 
groups 
(Marcoulaki and 
Kokossis, 2000) 
 
   3;   ; 𝑂   
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
  
 
ditto  
Binary 
representation 
(Churi and Achenie, 
1996) 
Basic set = {CH3-, -CH=, O=} 
{uik=1}={ (1,1);(2,2);(3,3)} 
{zijp=1}= {(1,1,2);(2,1,1); 
(2,2,3);(3,1,2)} 
Precise but not intuitive and 
not easy to handle. 
Graph 
representation 
(Raman and 
Maranas, 1998) 
 
 
  3
  
𝑂
  
0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 0
  
 
Easy to compute and to 
understand but suffers from 
the lack of precision on the 
type of the connections. 
Graph 
representation 
(Lin et al.,2005) 
 
 
  3
  
𝑂
 
   1 =  
0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 0
 
   2 =  
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 
   3 =  
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 
 
 
Precise and easy to compute, 
but has too many degrees of 
freedom. 
Structure 
composition 
matrix 
(Ourique and Telles, 
1998) 
 
 
  3 1 0
1   1
0 1 𝑂
  
 
Easy to compute and to 
understand but suffers from 
the lack of precision on the 
type of the connections. 
Signature 
(Weis and Visco, 
2009) 
4[H]([C])+[C]([C][H][H][H]) 
+[C]([C][H][O])+[O][C] 
Very precise but gets difficult 
to read when the molecule is 
complex. It is also not easy 
to compute. 
 
C C
OH
H
H
H  
 
In our CAMD method, we will use a structure composition matrix to which we will add an attribute 
for the type of the connections. We believe it is a good representation because it is easy to understand 
and to handle for a computer program while remaining very accurate. 
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2.3 NUMERICAL RESOLUTION METHODS 
To resolve a combinatorial problem, many numerical methods exist. Three groups of methods can 
be identified: the exhaustive methods, exact methods and meta-heuristic search methods. Methods of the 
three groups have been used or adapted to CAMD. They are presented below. 
2.3.1 Exhaustive methods (Generate and Test) 
The CAMD exhaustive methods are also called “generated and test CAMD” and are based on the 
generation of a large number of molecules which are then tested to check if they are compliant with the 
constraints. In order to limit the combinatory explosion, the generation is based on the classification of the 
functional groups and on rules of connection between groups. The three main methods are presented. 
2.3.1.1 Method of Gani and colleagues 
In the method defined by (Gani et al., 1991), the UNIFAC groups are classified in class, according 
to their valency, and in categories, according to the limitation of their presence in the molecule following 
chemical feasibility rules, as shown on Table 2. This allows limiting the number of molecules that can be 
constructed by considering only chemically feasible molecules. The properties are classified into explicit 
properties (prediction methods available) and implicit properties (prediction methods not available, their 
value has to be found by experiments or in literature). 
Table 2: Classification of the Groups by (Gani et al., 1991) 
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The method consists of four stages: 
 Preselection of the groups and the properties 
Functional groups are selected (e.g. −CH3, −CH2−, −CH<, >C<). They will be used to 
construct the molecules. 
The properties and the target values (a minimum and a maximum value for each property) are 
chosen in order to correspond to the problem (e.g. boiling point, vapor pressure). 
 Generation of the feasible molecules 
A set of rules is used in order to reduce the size of the combinatory problem. Among them, 
constraints on the chemical feasibility (valency must be equal to zero and the size of the 
molecule is limited). Other rules take into account the limitations of the group contribution 
methods. The molecules generated are represented as a collection of groups (e.g. {2CH3, 
CH2}). 
 Property prediction 
The estimation of the explicit properties of the generated molecules is done thanks to group 
contribution methods like the model from Joback and Reid (1987) to compute Tc, Tb, etc. In 
this case the calculation equation can be formulated as   ∑      where   represents the 
property value,    represents the number of occurrences of the functional group   and    
represents its contribution. The values are then compared with the targets. Only compounds 
that satisfy most of the constraints on properties are retained. 
 Final selection 
The compounds are rated in terms of performance. The implicit property values are evaluated 
for the bests of them. 
 
Constantinou et al. (1996) updated this method by introducing new group contribution methods, 
new groups and second order groups so that isomers could be differentiated. 
Marrero and Gani (2001) completed with a third order contribution to account for the property value 
corrections due to group interconnections. These properties are melting point, boiling point, critical 
temperature, critical pressure, critical volume, Gibbs energy, enthalpy of formation, enthalpy of 
vaporization and enthalpy of fusion.  
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In order to be able to use more prediction models, Harper et al. (1999) used a multi-leveled 
molecular representation CAMD as illustrated on Figure 13. At each new level, the molecular 
representation is made more complex, enabling the use of new models. Then, all the compounds are 
evaluated and only the most fitted ones are retained as inputs of the next level. On the first level, UNIFAC 
group vector descriptions are considered. UNIFAC  is a group contribution method for computing activity 
coefficient (Fredenslund et al., 1975). On the second level, the collections of groups resulting of level 1 
are transformed into chemical structures by using a structure generation algorithm. On the third level, the 
selected chemical structures are written as a matrix describing the compound connectivity at the atomic 
level. On the fourth level, a 3D representation is used. 
 
Level 4 
Evaluate and test 
Level 3 
Level 2 
Building blocks 
Level 1 
4 CH3, 1 CH2, 2 
CH, 1 CH2COO 
4 CH3, 2 CH, 1 
CH2COO 
4 CH3, 2 CH … 
Build 
Evaluate and test  
   
Evaluate and test    
 
Evaluate and test  
 
 
Generate all structures from group vector 
 
Figure 13: Harper et al. multi-leveled molecular representation algorithm 
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Each level detail is suited to different type of prediction models, from group contribution at level 1 to 
molecular simulation at level 4.  
Another multi-leveled approach proposed by Korichi et al, (2008). It is based on a detailed 
molecular graph. Molecular graphs contain information precise enough to be used by a large variety of 
property estimation models. As seen in Figure 14 taken from Korichi et al. (2008), a molecular graph (top 
left) is well suited for the kind of property estimation methods listed on the right. It can even be expanded 
with explicit hydrogen into an all atom matrix which could be fed as a starting point to some molecular 
simulation packages. 
 
Figure 14: Molecular graph adaptation to property estimation methods (from Figure 3 in (Korichi et al., 2008)) 
2.3.1.2 Method of Brignole et al 
The method of (Gani and Brignole, 1983), (Brignole et al., 1986) and (Pretel et al., 1994) is an 
evolution of the first method of CAMD. It has been upgraded in order to reduce the combinatory problem 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
– Liley et al.,  in Perry’s chemical Handbook, (1997) 
– ASOG (1979), UNIFAC (Lyngby) (1987) 
– Joback and Reid (1987); …  
– Topological indices 
– QSPR, QSAR (Objective property type) 
– Structure – Odour Relationship (Subjective property 
type  
– Constantinou and Gani, (1994) 
– Marrero-Morejon and Gani, (2001) 
– UNIFAC (Dortmund) (1987, 1993,1998,2001). 
– Molecular simulation tools. 
– Conformational analysis 
– other 
2nd order group contribution methods 
Molecular scale 
Molecular Descriptor based methods 
1st order group contribution methods 
CAMD  Property estimation techniques 
ELEMENTARY GROUP 
–C, =C, –O, =O, 
–O–, –NH, … 
Group interaction contribution methods 
 – Marrero-Morejon and Pardillo-Fontdevila, (1999); … 
BASIC GROUP 
CH3 , –CH2, =CH, 
C, –OH, –NH2,… 
Simple basic 
group 
Composed 
basic group 
–COO–, –COOH, –
NO2, … 
DETAILED STRUCTURE 
COMPOSED GROUP 
CH3COO–, –CH2COO–, 
=CHCOO–, CH2=CH2, ACCH2, 
THF, DMSO, DMF, … 
Level 1 
Level 2 
Level3 
Level 4 
Molecule  
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and to explore cyclic and aromatic molecules in addition to linear and branched ones. The functional 
groups are issued of the UNIFAC groups set. The compounds are represented as a collection of 
functional groups. 
The generation proceeds in two stages. Firstly, intermediate molecular structures are generated. 
Those structures consist of sets of groups of valency of 2 or more which forms the central part of the 
future compound. Secondly, after a pre-screening which takes into account the chemical feasibility and 
the models ability to evaluate their properties, terminals groups (groups of valency of 1) are added. The 
properties of those new structures are then evaluated and the best molecules are selected. 
The major issue of evolution is the combination rules (i.e. the feasibility restrictions). The use of 
combination rules is a mean to prevent the formation of unstable compounds. At first, those rules were 
only considerations on attachments of non-hydrocarbon groups, like “all non-hydrocarbon groups can 
only combine with a carbon attachment”. Then these considerations evolved to become a real 
characterization of the UNIFAC groups according to their attachment. For example it can be “severely 
restricted”, “partially restricted” or “unrestricted”. This leads to more precise feasibility criteria based on 
the number of each attachment type in a molecular structure. 
2.3.1.3 Method of Joback and Stephanopoulos 
The method of Joback and Stephanopoulos (1995) is an iterative method that relies on the 
abstraction of the molecular representation in order to deal with the combinatory explosion. At each 
iteration, the level of abstraction is reduced and the molecular structures are tested and then screened 
out. The method consists of 5 steps: 
1. Transformation of the target properties 
All properties are decomposed in order to deal only with group contribution methods. 
2. Generation of metagroups 
The functional groups used are Joback and Reid’s. They are aggregated into large cluster of 
groups of the same valency which are called metagroups. For each metagroup, the interval of 
value of each group contribution method is determined (by considering the minimum and 
maximum contribution value of the groups of the metagroup). 
3. Generation of metamolecules 
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A metamolecule is a collection of metagroups which is represented here as a vector of 
occurrences of each metagroup. Considering a minimum and a maximum number of groups, 
all the combinations (metamolecules) are generated.  
4. Test of the metamolecules 
The structure of the metamolecules is tested against chemical feasibility. The octet rule is used 
on the first iteration; other constraints, like constraints on the cyclic and aromatic group or on 
bond types, are used when relevant for the metagroups. If a metamolecule does not respect 
the rules, it is removed. On the remaining metamolecules, the interval of property value is 
calculated from the aggregation of the intervals metagroups making the metamolecule. If the 
intersection of the calculated interval and the property target interval is empty then the 
metamolecule is eliminated. 
5. Reduction of the abstraction 
One metagroup is then divided in two new metagroups separating the high contribution groups 
and the low contribution groups. The new intervals are calculated. The remaining 
metamolecules are expanded in order to integrate the new metagroups. All combinations are 
generated. 
 
The two last steps repeat themselves until all metagroups contain only one group. Then the 
test is done one last time and the remaining molecules are the solution of the considered 
problem. 
 
Exhaustive methods are limited because of the combinatorial explosion. Feasibility rules are 
integrated to reduce it but, as Marcoulaki and Kokossis (1998) state without benchmark, they might also 
bias the algorithms towards traditionally used materials. 
2.3.2 Exact methods 
An exact method is a resolution algorithm which will always find the best solution and will always 
behave predictably: for a given input, it will always carry out the search the same way and will give the 
same output. A specific exact method cannot solve every type of problems. Thus the first step is to model 
the problem, determine its type and finally choose the most adapted algorithm. 
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For CAMD, the problem to solve can be seen as an optimization problem subject to constraints set 
by the properties and the feasibility rules. This problem can be expressed with the two different manners 
which are presented in the following parts. In the first part, Mixed-Integer Non Linear Programming 
(MINLP) models are used and solved with different methods. In the second part, several Mixed-Integer 
Linear Programming (MILP) models and deterministic resolution methods are presented. 
2.3.2.1 Mixed Integer Non Linear Programming based CAMD approach 
Several works have been done in the use MINLP deterministic methods in CAMD like Odele and 
Macchietto (1993), Duvedi and Achenie (1996), Churi and Achenie (1996) and Vaidyanathan et al. 
(1998). Each one of these methods has been used on a well-defined application domain. 
The first research work has been done by Odele and Macchietto (1993). The molecules are 
represented as a collection of functional groups by a vector containing the occurrences of the groups in 
the molecule. The structural feasibility constraints used are the octet rule and rules on a limitation of the 
number of groups. The problem is solved using an algorithm based on the augmented-penalty/outer-
approximation (AP/OA) algorithm. This algorithm involves solving a finite sequence of nonlinear 
programming (NLP) subproblems and a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) master problem. The 
solution of the relaxed problem which has continuous optimization variables (the numbers of groups in a 
molecule may not be integers) is used as an initial guess. 
Duvedi and Achenie (1996) have used a similar approach applied to refrigerants. 
A more complex molecular representation has been introduced by Churi and Achenie (1996). They 
used a set of binary variables in order to represent the connectivity between the groups. This induced 
different structural feasibility constraints which allow the use of more complex, and usually more accurate, 
group contribution techniques. The resolution method used is the augmented penalty-equation relaxation-
outer approximation (AP/ER/OA) which is similar to the AP/OA. 
In the works of Vaidyanathan (Vaidyanathan et al., 1998), polymer composite products are 
considered. They proceed in two stages. In the first stage, the optimum composite matrix elastic 
properties and other target properties of the wanted polymer, like the best fabric architecture and best 
fiber volume fraction, are determined. In the second stage, the matrix properties and the other matrix 
physical properties are used as target properties to the molecular design. They use the UNIFAC groups 
and vector of occurrences in the polymer repeating unit for the molecular design. The structural feasibility 
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of the polymer is provided by the structural feasibility of the monomer. The optimization problem is solved 
using the solver GINO (Liebman et al., 1986). 
2.3.2.2 Mixed-Integer Linear Programming based CAMD approach 
Maranas (1996) used a method based on mixed-integer linear programming. The objective function 
and the constraints (MINLP problem) are transformed into a MILP problem. The constraints on the 
chemical feasibility take into account the octet rule, considerations on the connections between the 
groups and the number of the different groups in the molecule. The molecules considered are polymers 
and are represented as a vector of occurrences of groups in the polymer repeat unit. The resolution 
method is GAMS/CPLEX (Brooke et al., 1988).  
Raman and Maranas (1998) reused the fundamental concepts of this method and applied them to 
non-polymer molecules which were represented with their topological indices. Adapted structural 
feasibility rules were used. 
The complexity of the problems to solve makes it difficult to expect anything more than a limited 
success of mathematical programming methods. Nevertheless, these methods can be efficiently applied 
to simplified and small size cases (Marcoulaki and Kokossis, 1998). 
2.3.3 Meta-heuristic methods 
Contrary to the exhaustive and exact methods, meta-heuristic search methods do not guarantee to 
give the best solution but propose to give relatively quickly a good one. They consist in iteratively 
improving the candidate solution. In CAMD, they are based on the probabilistic evolution of the solutions 
and thus can be qualified as stochastic or random search methods. Most of them are inspired by different 
natural and physical phenomena. The principal works of CAMD based on random search methods are 
now discussed. 
2.3.3.1 Simulated annealing 
The simulated annealing algorithm is based on the analogy between optimization problems and 
statistical physics. Modification operators are randomly and successively applied to transform an initial 
molecule into a molecule with a high performance. After each modification, the performance of the new 
considered molecule is evaluated. If the performance is higher than the previous molecule, then the new 
molecule is kept for further modifications. Otherwise an acceptance probability depending on the 
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difference of performance is used to determine if the new molecule is kept or is reconsidered. The 
acceptance probability usually follows the metropolis criteria (Metropolis et al., 1953): 
 
    𝑇  {
     
     
𝑇
         
                             
 (7)   
Where: 
     𝑇  is the acceptance probability for the move from state i to j under T. 
       is the gain of performance between the state i and j. 
 𝑇is the “annealing temperature”, a statistical cooling parameter (Aarts and van Laarhoven, 
1985) that can be updated by a cooling schedule. 
The main steps of a simulated algorithm are presented on Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15: General steps of a Simulated Annealing algorithm 
The real challenge is to find how to represent the molecules, how to define the modification 
operators and what the objective function is. 
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In Marcoulaki and Kokossis method (Marcoulaki and Kokossis, 1998) (Marcoulaki and Kokossis, 
2000a), the molecular structures are represented by a collection of functional groups with a molecular and 
a composition vector. The modification operators are “substitution moves”, “expansion moves” and 
“contraction moves”. The objective function aggregates the synthesis objectives and the design 
constraints in terms of target property values and feasibility rules. An application of the method for the 
solvent design is presented in (Marcoulaki and Kokossis, 2000b). 
Ourique and Silva Telles (1998) have defined the concept of a simulated annealing algorithm using 
molecular graphs. The molecular graphs are called structure-composition matrix and allow the 
representation of the connections between the groups. The modification operators proposed are 
“insertion”, “deletion”, “replacement”, “ring/aromatic insertion” and “deletion” and “ring fusion”. The 
objective function is an average function of the performance of each property. This performance is 
calculated with an exponential function. 
Song and Song (2008) present an optimization CAMD approach based on a simulated algorithm. 
The groups used are the modified UNIFAC groups (Gmehling et al., 1993) and the molecules are 
represented as a collection of groups. The structural feasibility rules are based on the octet rules and on a 
constraint on the number of groups in the molecules. The modification operators are called transitions. 
They are the “insertion”, the “deletion” and the “replacement transition”. The multi-objective problem is 
converted into a single objective problem by keeping only one objective and converting the other into 
constraints. 
2.3.3.2 Tabu search 
The Tabu search algorithm explores the solution space by jumping from a solution to one of its 
neighbors and by using the Tabu list which contains the last solutions considered. If the new current 
solution is equal to a solution in the list, it is rejected and a different neighbor is considered as new 
current solution. This allows avoiding being trapped in local optima. 
The main steps of a Tabu search are presented on Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: General steps of a Tabu Search 
Lin et al. (2005) have developed a CAMD Tabu Search. Connectivity indices are used to represent 
the molecules. Structural constraints are considered to ensure that the molecules are fully connected and 
satisfy valency. The modification operators to get a neighbor are “replace”, “insert”, “delete”, “swap” and 
“move”. The objective function is the sum of the differences with the properties target values and is to be 
minimized. 
2.3.3.3 Genetic algorithm 
A genetic algorithm explores the solution space using the principle of natural selection and the laws 
expounded by Darwin. The fundamentals of this algorithm have been introduced by Holland (1975). A 
population of solution is successively modified using the best solution of the population n to create the 
population n+1. The population n+1 (children) is constituted of solutions of the population n (parent) which 
have been chosen using a performance biased method (often the Goldberg roulette wheel). They are 
modified afterwards thanks to the genetic operators “crossover” and “mutation”. 
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Figure 17: General steps of a Genetic Algorithm 
The Genetic Algorithm has been first applied to CAMD by Venkatasubramanian and colleagues 
and it is summarized in Patkar and Venkatasubramanian (2002). The molecular representation is a string 
of symbols or functional groups which comprises a backbone-chain and side-chains. The modification 
operators are “single-point crossover”, “main-chain” and “side-chain mutation”, “insertion”, “deletion”, 
“blending” and “hop-mutation”. The objective function depends on the type of constraint considered: for 
target property value with some bounds, a Gaussian like function is used; for property constraints a 
sigmoid function is used. 
Van Dyk and Nieuwoudt (2000) proposed a genetic algorithm based on a chromosome-like 
representation of the molecules using the UNIFAC groups. The algorithm has an elitism policy and four 
modification operators (“point mutation”, “crossover”, “insertion” and “deletion”). The objective function 
contained sigmoid fitness function. 
2.3.4 Conclusion 
Many different methods have been developed. They are summarized here after. 
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Table 3: Summary table of the search methods used in CAMD 
Methods References Advantages Drawbacks 
Exhaustive methods (Gani et al., 1991) 
(Constantinou et al. 1996) 
(Harper et al. 1999) 
(Gani and Brignole, 1983) 
(Brignole et al., 1986) 
(Pretel et al., 1994) 
(Joback and Stephano-
poulos, 1995) 
Easy to use on 
small problems 
Always convergent 
Impossible to use on 
“real” problems”. 
Exact methods (Odele and Macchietto, 1993) 
(Duvedi and Achenie, 1996) 
(Churi and Achenie, 1996) 
(Vaidyanathan and El-
(Halwagi, 1998) 
(Maranas, 1996) 
(Raman and Maranas, 1998) 
The formulation is 
standard. 
Proof of 
convergence. 
Well-tried methods. 
Available solvers 
and library. 
Heavy formulation 
Long computation time 
Meta-heuristic methods 
(Random searches) 
(Marcoulaki and Kokossis, 
1998) 
(Marcoulaki and Kokossis, 
2000-a) 
(Ourique and Telles, 1998) 
(Song and Song 2008 
(Lin et al., 2005) 
(Patkar and 
Venkatasubramanian, 2003) 
(Van Dyk and Nieuwoudt 
2000) 
Easy to use and 
implement. 
Efficient on specific 
problems 
No proof of 
convergence 
Difficulty to tune the 
algorithm. 
As we wish to handle complex molecular structures, we have chosen to implement a random 
search in order to have an acceptable computation time. We have, furthermore, chosen to start with the 
implementation of a genetic algorithm as some work had already been done on the subject in the team 
(Korichi et al., 2008). 
2.4 PROPERTIES AND MODELS 
CAMD is based on property estimation models. The quality of the results of the method depends 
largely on the accuracy of the models used. There exist various classes of property estimation models. 
Another distinction must be made for pure compound models and for mixture models. 
2.4.1 Calculable and subjective properties 
As recalled by Korichi (2010), we may distinguish properties with a numerical value and so-called 
subjective properties. Those later refer to properties described according to a scale related to the 
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observer perception: light is dim or bright, aroma is strong of faint. Once a numerical scaling of the 
perception is done, the subjective properties can be assimilated to calculable properties. 
2.4.2 Pure compound property estimation models 
Regarding pure compound models we can identify: 
 Similarity methods: e.g. the octanol water partition coefficient Kow(aniline) = Kow(benzene) + 
f° (NH2) 
 Molecular descriptor based methods, like QSAR (quantitative structure activity relationship) or 
topological indexes methods. QSPR methods (quantitative structure property relationship) is 
another class dedicated to predict physico-chemical properties.  
- There exist thousands of descriptors, many of which have little physical or chemical 
significance. However they can be classified as 0D-descriptors (i.e. constitutional 
descriptors, count descriptors), 1D-descriptors (i.e. list of structural fragments, 
fingerprints), 2D-descriptors (i.e. graph invariants), 3D-descriptors (size, steric, surface 
and volume descriptors). Other descriptors like atomic signatures rely upon features of 
the molecular graphs themselves. 
- QSAR methods are usually built following a sequential strategy: (i) select a database of 
compounds and their properties; (ii) run a molecular descriptor software to compute the 
descriptor values; (iii) use statistical methods to identify the most significant 
descriptors; (iv) find the correlation that relates the property values to the descriptor 
occurrence in each molecule. 
- Many pitfalls must be avoided: like not representative enough database and statistical 
consistency. For that later, several methods are used: cross-validation test and training 
datasets, data randomization, etc...  
- The predictive value of these methods has been demonstrated for very complex 
problems, like HIV activity of new proteins, and explains its popularity among scientists. 
For less complex problems, like boiling point, its predictive capacity is usually below 
that of other methods, like group contribution methods. 
 Group contribution methods relate the property value to the occurrence of several chemical 
sub-structures in the molecule. Each group is assigned a contribution to the property value, 
after usually running an optimization on some large set of data for known molecules. 
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- Simple groups are made from atoms with hydrogens, like -CH3, -OH, =O, -NH2, -
COOH, etc. and are found in all CG methods. More complex groups are found in 
second and third order methods, considering central atoms and their neighbors or 
position of the –OH group on the carbon backbone for example. They usually help 
improve the predictive capacity as they can enable to distinguish position isomers like 
normal and secondary alcohols. 
- A large database is needed and statistical consistency of the methods must be taken 
care when developing a group contribution based method. 
- As being easy to understand due to their chemical description nature, these methods 
are very popular to estimate physico-chemical properties like phase transition 
temperature, viscosity, heat capacity, etc... Considering one of the best available group 
contribution method based on third order contribution with more than 200 first order 
groups, (Hukkerikar et al., 2012), it shows a predictive capacity which ranks from very 
good for boiling temperature (absolute average error of 6.17K for Marrero-Gani’s 
Method (Marrero and Gani, 2001)) to poor for the melting temperature (absolute 
average error 15.99K). The calculation equation up to a third order contribution is: 
   ∑    
 
  ∑     
 
  ∑𝑂   
 
 (8)   
Where: 
   is the property value 
    is the occurrence of the i
th 1st order functional group 
    is the contribution of the i
th1st order functional group 
    is the occurrence of the j
th 2st order functional group 
    is the contribution of the j
th2st order functional group 
 𝑂  is the occurrence of the k
th3st order functional group 
    is the contribution of the k
th3st order functional group 
 W and Z are coefficients 
Other group contribution methods exist like those based on group interaction contribution that 
accounts for interaction between groups or those based on atomic signatures (Weis and Visco, 2010). 
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2.4.3 Mixture property estimation methods 
Mixture properties depend upon pure compound properties. They can show: 
 A linear dependency (additive). e.g. molecular mass 
 
          ∑    
  
   
 (9)   
Where z is either a molar fraction or a volumic fraction 
 A nonlinear dependency, due to interactions among the mixture compounds: 
                           (10)   
Where Pexcess is either a positive or a negative contribution. Pideal is for example a linear 
dependency upon the pure compound properties, but can also be a more complex function. 
Typical cases of nonlinear property are mixture viscosity or mixture surface tension. 
Some important nonlinear mixture properties can be inferred from process models. Those are 
indirect methods that require solving of some process model. Three examples: 
 For the mixture boiling temperature, solving a vapor – liquid Flash calculation, with constant 
pressure and vaporization ratio equal to unity (flash P, =0), gives as a result the boiling 
temperature of the compound or mixture (Smith et al., 2000). Minimum or maximum boiling 
azeotropes are typical illustrations of the nonlinear dependency of boiling temperature. 
 The calculation of mixture flash point that requires solving together a vapor – liquid equilibrium 
and an equation of saturation in the vapor phase (Liaw et al., 2011). Minimum or maximum 
flash points are typical illustrations of the nonlinear dependency of flash point. 
 The solubility of a compound in the mixture requires solving a solid-liquid equilibrium. 
Minimum or maximum solubility behaviors have been occurring. 
In order to be used for a great variety of situations, a CAMD tool should handle a large panel of 
property estimation models. We have seen that those models can be of very different types. In addition, 
the property estimation models are in a constant evolution. The design of a CAMD tool must take account 
the necessity to follow this evolution so that the tool remains up-to-date. 
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2.5 MIXTURE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
The use of performance criteria is a mean to compare and rate the different solutions. It involves 
some performance functions which calculate the performance for a specific property and an objective 
function which aggregates the performances of all the properties.  
2.5.1 Performance Function 
Three types of objectives can be identified: (1) the target value objective for which the property 
value must be the closest to a specific value, (2) the property constraint for which the property value must 
be beyond a specific value (maximization or minimization) and (3) the range constraint for which the 
property value must be comprised between two specific values. The different performance functions 
found in the literature are presented in the following paragraphs. 
2.5.1.1 Scaled deviations 
The scaled deviation is used for calculating performance when target values are considered. 
Raman and Maranas (1998) and Lin et al. (2005) use it to calculate the performance of a property for a 
target value objective. It is formulated as: 
 
        
|                  |
          
 (11)   
Where: 
   represents the molecules considered 
            is the target value for the property 
 
Figure 18: Performance calculated with a scaled deviation 
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The performance 0 corresponds here to a perfect match. 
This performance calculation consists in assessing the distance between the property value of the 
molecule and the target, divided by the target value. For an optimization problem, the goal would be to 
minimize this performance. If only one property is to be optimized, then the division by the target value is 
useless. If several properties are to be optimized, then the divisions by the target values will not allow 
giving the same weight to each property in the optimization problem. Indeed, if one property has a target 
value ten times greater than a second property, then for a given molecule, the first property can be ten 
times further from its target than the second property and both would have the same performance. 
2.5.1.2 Gaussian functions 
Patkar and Venkatasubramanian (2002) use a Gaussian-like function to calculate the performance 
for a range constraint. It is formulated as: 
 
            [  
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] (12)   
Where: 
   represents the molecule considered 
   is a coefficient that determines the “width” of the function 
         represents the maximum acceptable property value 
         represents the minimum acceptable property value 
     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is the average of        and         and represents the target value 
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Figure 19: Performance calculated with a Gaussian function 
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This function only gives a number between 0 (excluded) and 1.  
For an optimization problem, this performance is to be maximized. However, this results in 
selecting the molecules for which the property value is the closest to the center of the target range. This is 
not exactly the purpose for a range constraint performance calculation. Nevertheless, it can be adapted to 
the case of target value objectives. 
2.5.1.3 Sigmoid functions 
With sigmoid functions another type of target is considered: property constraints. The property 
value must be greater (or smaller) than a specific value. (Patkar and Venkatasubramanian, 2002) and 
(van Dyk and Nieuwoudt, 2000) use sigmoid functions in their genetic algorithm. Sigmoid functions used 
for a maximization can be formulated as: 
         
 
     [  
             
     
]
 (13)   
Where: 
   represents the molecule considered 
   is a coefficient that determines the gradient of the function 
       is the required property value, it corresponds to a 0.5 performance. 
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Figure 20: Performance calculated for a maximization with a sigmoid function 
For a minimization, only the denominator needs to be modified. It is formulated as:  
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Figure 21: Performance calculated for a minimization with a sigmoid function 
This function gives a number between 0 and 1 (both excluded). A result greater than 0.5 
corresponds to a perfect match. 
For an optimization problem, this performance is to be maximized. However, this results in 
selecting the molecules for which the property value is the furthest from the bound (     ). This is not 
exactly the purpose for a property constraint performance calculation, since the solutions that are far from 
the bound will be better rated than those which are close, even though they are equivalent considering 
that they both meet the objective. 
2.5.1.4 Desirability functions 
Desirability functions are often used in random search method, but we haven’t any references in 
the open literature that uses desirability function in CAMD. These functions can apprehend the three 
types of targets. 
For a property constraint, the function is formulated as: 
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 (15)   
Where: 
   represents the molecule considered 
         is the bound beyond which the function will return 1 
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        is the bound beyond which the function will return 0 
    is a coefficient modifying the function appearance 
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Figure 22: Performance calculated for a maximization with a desirability function 
For the value target and range constraint, one simply has to combine two desirability functions, a 
maximization and a minimization. 
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Figure 23: Performance calculated for a target value objective and a property constraint with desirability functions 
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For an optimization problem, this performance is to be maximized. This type of calculation does not 
present the problems of the Gaussian and the sigmoid function. Indeed, if two different molecules are a 
perfect match, they will be both rated with the maximal performance value no matter as far they are from 
the bound. The algorithm will then treat them as equivalent solutions. 
2.5.2 Objective function 
The problems of CAMD are often multi-objective problems. In order to transform the problem into a 
mono-objective one, the easiest way is to aggregate all the objectives into a single objective function. 
In most of the works, the objective function is the average of performance functions. It usually has 
also weightings in order to be able to give more importance to certain objectives. This kind of objective 
function can be written as: 
 
     ∑           
 
   
 (16)   
  represents the molecule considered  
  is the number of objectives on properties  
    is the weighting of the i
th objective. 
       is the performance of the molecules for i
th objective. 
(Vaidyanathan and El-Halwagi, 1996), (Vaidyanathan et al., 1998) and (Patkar and 
Venkatasubramanian, 2002) use this representation. So does (Ourique and Silva Telles, 1998) but 
without the weightings. 
Patkar and Venkatasubramanian (2002) use the product of all the performances calculated with a 
Gaussian function. It can be generalized as: 
 
     ∏         
 
   
 (17)   
This function penalizes more severely bad performances. Indeed, if one          is null then      
is also null regardless of the potential good performances for the other objectives. 
 
Another form of objective function is presented in (Raman and Maranas, 1998). It consists in: 
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 The maximal performance if the performance needs to be minimized (scaled deviation).  
          
 
         (18)   
This objective function is then to be minimized. 
 The minimal performance if the performance needs to be maximized (Gaussian function, 
sigmoid function, desirability function). 
         
 
         (19)   
This objective function is then to be maximized. 
2.5.3 Conclusion 
As we wish to use the three types of objectives (target value, property constraint, range constraint), 
we have chosen to use the principles of combining different functions as done with the desirability 
function. The functions used can be varied: straight lines, Gaussian functions… 
2.6 COMPUTER AIDED MIXTURE DESIGN 
When the number of constraints increases, finding a pure compound that matches all the 
constraints becomes impossible. It is then necessary to consider mixtures (Churi and Achenie, 1997), 
(Duvedi and Achenie, 1997) and (Vaidyanathan and El-Halwagi, 1996). 
Unlike Computer Aided Molecular Design, Computer Aided Mixture Design has not been widely 
investigated. The different methods of Computer Aided Mixture Design are presented hereunder. 
2.6.1 Mixture design methods using existing molecules  
(Klein et al., 1992), (Duvedi and Achenie, 1997), (Churi and Achenie, 1997) and (Sinha and 
Achenie, 2002) have adapted the CAMD mathematical programming approach presented in 2.3.2 to 
mixtures. The set of functional groups is replaced by a set of chemical compound and a vector of 
composition is added. The problem formalized as a MINLP problem and consists in finding the value of 
the vector of composition that corresponds at the best to the objectives. (Klein et al., 1992) solved the 
problem with a successive regression and linear programming (SRLP) algorithm. (Duvedi and Achenie, 
1997) and (Churi and Achenie, 1997) uses an augmented penalty outer approximation (AP/OA) 
algorithm. Sinha and Achenie (2002) have implemented their own global optimization algorithm (LIBRA).  
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Conte and Gani (2011) proposed a chemicals-based formulation design software enabling virtual 
experimentations: PPD-lab Product-Process Design laboratory. Their method is based on a database 
approach. The user sequentially chooses: 
 The active ingredient of the product in a database 
 The solvents mixture in a list obtained by the MIXD algorithm (Conte, 2010). This 
algorithm generates all the combination of molecules of a specified database. 
 The additives in a suggest list. 
The MIXD algorithm is a multi-leveled enumerative database approach. On the first level, all the 
combinations of molecule of a specified database are generated. The linear constraints are evaluated and 
some combinations are rejected. For the remaining combinations, the optimal composition is calculated. It 
must respect the constraints and minimizes the cost. On the second level, the non-linear constraints are 
evaluated and mixtures that do not match these constraints are rejected. On the third level, the phase 
stability constraints are evaluated and mixtures that do not match these constraints are rejected. The 
remaining mixtures are presented to the user. 
These methods propose to find the best mixture of already known compounds. There is no new 
compound created but it can be if the solvent molecules are generated using a CAMD tool.  
2.6.2 Global approach 
Vaidyanathan and El-Halwagi (1996) proposed a computer aided polymer blend design. In their 
method they optimize at the same time the molecular structure of the polymers and the composition of the 
mixture. 
The molecular representation is based on general reaction schemes: 
 
𝑆    𝑇                          (20)   
Where: 
 𝑆 𝑇     are molecular fragments determined a priori 
       are molecular fragments resulting from 𝑆 𝑇     
      are the molecular fragments to determine. They are represented as collection of 
groups 
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The feasibility constraints of the polymer are based on the feasibility constraints of the monomers. 
In this method, only binary polymer blends are considered. This implies the addition of the 
parameter c1 which is the volume fraction of the first polymer in the blend (NB: c2=1-c1). 
The problem is formalized as an MINLP problem and is solved thanks to the solver GINO. 
2.6.3 Concluding remark 
Most of the methods of mixture design propose to optimize the composition of preexisting 
molecules. We have found only one method in the open literature that proposes an approach similar to 
the one we wish to implement, which is to optimize at the same time molecular structures and 
optimization. 
2.7 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, the different approaches of computer aided molecular and mixture design have 
been presented. They all consist in finding molecules that satisfy a list of property related constraints set 
initially. It emerges that the differences between the methods are numerous: e.g. on molecular 
representation models, on resolution methods and on performance criteria. 
Molecular representation models are numerous: linear, string representation, collection of groups, 
binary representation, graph representation, structure composition matrix and signature. The most used 
in CAMD usually rely upon group vectors which are not unambiguously representing single molecules. 
They are also mostly suited for group contribution property estimation methods based on the same 
groups than the representation model. This drawback can be overcome by a multilevel frame used to 
generate all the molecules from the group vectors, then giving access to other types of property 
estimation methods. 
Resolution methods used in CAMD can be classified as exhaustive, exact and meta-heuristic. The 
exhaustive ones are always convergent but are not suited for real problems where a combinatorial 
explosion may occur, unless biasing limits are set. Exact methods use standard optimization codes. They 
require formulating the problem as MINLP or MILP ones. Computation time is also large. Meta-heuristic 
methods do not guaranty an optimal solution, but can explore very large solution space. They may require 
expert tuning of their parameters to explore efficiently that space. 
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The performance criterion associates an objective function built from performance mathematical 
function, like scaled deviation, Gaussian, sigmoid and desirability. Target type can be below a value, 
above a value, near a value or within a range of values. 
Computer Aided Mixture Design studies are scarce in the literature. They are either dedicated to an 
application or treated as a set of problems solved sequentially or partially. 
In the light of these approaches, we have chosen to implement a genetic algorithm that handles 
molecular graphs inspired from structure composition graphs and where the performances are calculated 
through an adapted desirability function. These choices and the method used for their implementation are 
justified and presented in the chapter 3.  

  
3. Proposition of a Computer Aided Product Design 
method 
The current environmental and economic issues multiply the number of constraints on chemical 
products up to a point where finding a single molecule satisfying each constraint is becoming a huge 
challenge. A way of enlarging the possibilities is to considering a chemical product instead of a single 
molecule.  
In this chapter, an innovative Computer Aided Product Design method adapted to a large number 
of industrial cases is proposed. In comparison to traditional molecule design or mixture design methods, 
this method explores a wider solution space, since many optimization parameters exist. The search 
algorithm is detailed as well as the techniques used for handling the molecule structure and the 
performance calculation.  
C
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3.1 FROM MOLECULE AND MIXTURE DESIGN TO PRODUCT DESIGN 
Most of the methods of mixture design seen in the previous chapter only consider the optimization 
of the ratio between the different specified molecules by changing the mixture composition. The only 
global approach found (Vaidyanathan and El-Halwagi, 1996) was limited to binary mixtures of polymers 
because the search method used, namely the so-called exact method, cannot deal with a larger problem. 
With product design, our purpose is to go further in the design of mixtures by using inverse 
formulation and therefore we adapt molecular design method to mixture design. As our project involves 
also industrial partners and chemists, we have taken into consideration their needs concerning the 
structure of each molecule in the mixture, and about the necessity to match many property targets. This 
new approach raises different issues explained in the following paragraphs. 
3.1.1 Optimization variables 
Going from molecule to product design implies naturally the addition of several optimization 
variables, concerning the molecules, their composition and also the operating conditions under which the 
mixture is used as presented in the following figure: 
 
Mixture 
… 
… 
Mn 
zn 
M1 
z1 
M2 
z2 
Molecules 
Composition 
Operating conditions 
 
Figure 24: Optimization variables of mixture design 
3.1.1.1 Molecules 
Within the mixture, the structure of each molecule becomes an optimization variable to be 
constructed by using traditional CAMD methods from functional groups (basic like OH- or complex like 
COOH-). 
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Analyses of industrial problems from the literature have shown that some molecules should be kept 
untouched within a mixture or search within a database of molecules. For example, within the 
InBioSynSolv project, we shall look for solvents to solubilize an active ingredient, which structure is 
known. As seen in section 3.6.1, Conte and Gani (Conte, 2010; Conte and Gani, 2011; Conte et al., 
2011) designed sequentially several mixtures where the active ingredient was sought among databases. 
In another example, Sinha and Achenie (2002) designed a water-organic solvent mixture to wash printing 
ink. The printing ink did not appear explicitly as a molecule but was rather considered implicitly in the 
target properties. 
To be able to deal with all kind of problem, some of the molecules of the mixture can be: 
 fixed (every potential mixture will have this molecule)  
 chosen in a list (every potential mixture will have a molecule from this list) 
 free being then built from fragments 
This is represented in Figure 25. 
 
Figure 25: molecular specification possibilities 
Notice that in the case where the problem consists in searching a single molecule, this one will also 
be considered as a mixture, with one molecule and a composition equal to unity. 
3.1.1.2 Fragments 
With the same logic, it is interesting to constrain parts of a randomly generated molecule. It allows 
integrating chemical knowledge in the CAMD search, mimicking the trial and error approach of the 
chemist in his laboratory, used to start from a fixed chemical structure and attempt to functionalize it by 
chemical reactions. This would allow us exploring the possibilities offered by a renewable source 
fragment.  
 
 
Molecule 
Specified Free 
Fixed List 
Fragment 
Specified Free 
Fixed List 
Chemical 
groups 
built from 
built from 
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As recalled in Figure 25, fragments can be: 
 fixed (the fragment will always be present in the molecule)  
 chosen in a list (a fragment of the list will always be present in the molecule) 
 free being then built from chemical groups. 
3.1.1.3 Composition 
After making the choices about molecules which can be fixed, we must also consider constraints 
on the composition value. The optimization of the composition has been well studied in the literature 
about computer aided mixture design (Sinha and Achenie, 2002; Conte, 2010). Conte et al. (2011) have 
also considered the search for the suitable composition of a mixture but their scope was limited to find the 
suitable composition for matching the linear properties, before checking whether the composition 
matched the nonlinear properties as well. If we take over the example in 3.1.1.1, an active ingredient 
could have a concentration fixed or, if more flexibility is allowed, a concentration set within a range of 
values. The method to handle these constraints during the search is detailed later in appendix 10.5.  
Instead of setting sequential steps, we shall allow the modification of the composition during the 
problem solution search, at the same level than a modification of the molecules (Figure 24). The linear 
and nonlinear properties will be handled equally, rather than sequentially, and will only be considered 
through the performance evaluation. 
3.1.1.4 Operating conditions 
The properties of a chemical element depend on the operating conditions (temperature, 
pressure…). This is particularly true for the physical state: pure phase? (vapor, liquid, solid) phase 
equilibrium? (vapor – liquid, liquid – liquid, liquid – solid), which can affect in a considerable manner the 
value of many other chemical properties, like viscosity, heat capacity... So, it is possible that a potentially 
good mixture is ruled out just because its properties have not been estimated under the right operating 
conditions. Conte et al. (2011) have considered this issue by implementing a STABILITY algorithm to 
evaluate the mixture stability in the third sequential step of their MIXD procedure, after searching for the 
suitable composition matching first linear properties and second and nonlinear properties. 
Instead of setting sequential steps, we shall allow the modification of the operating conditions 
during the problem solution search, at the same level than a modification of the molecules or of the 
composition (Figure 24). 
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3.1.2 Property estimation 
The estimation of a property for a mixture is estimated with a mixture model and pure compound 
models. 
Regarding the property itself, referring to the classification of properties in section 2.4, we design a 
CAPD tool that uses properties that can be quantified with a numerical value; implying that any subjective 
property model will require to be translated into a numerical scale. However if we consider that some 
people involved in the use of the CAPD tool are not expert enough to choose suitable property methods, 
we need to make a distinction between real and calculable properties. 
3.1.3 Real properties and calculable properties 
Inspired by Constantinou et al.(1996) explicit and implicit properties or by Korichi et al. (2008) 
objective and subjective properties, we define two types of properties:  
 the real properties that are understandable by all users but not directly calculable, as for 
example, volatility, toxicity, fluidity, … 
 the calculable properties which are more difficult to understand for a user with limited 
knowledge in chemical engineering but which can directly be associated to property 
calculation models. Examples of calculable properties are either temperature dependent 
properties like vaporization enthalpy, vapor pressure… or temperature independent 
properties like normal boiling point, critical volume, acentric factor… 
A real property will always be associated to one or more calculable properties. Its target will be 
expressed as an assessment which is translated into computable target values for the associated 
calculable properties. Consider the example shown in Figure 26. 
 
Real Property:  
volatility 
Computable Property: 
boiling point 
low high 
200°C -30°C 
30% 
131°C 
Computable Property: 
vapor pressure 
0.01 Pa 10000 Pa 3000 Pa 
 
Figure 26: Example of the definition of the target value of a real property 
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The real property “volatility” is associated to two calculable properties “boiling point” and “vapor 
pressure”. High and low volatility values are associated to boiling point and vapor pressure values. Thus 
when the user defines the target volatility thanks to a scale (30%), the corresponding boiling point value is 
automatically calculated (131°C for boiling point and 3000Pa for vapor pressure) and is set as target of 
the calculable property. Notice that the scale increases for vapor pressure but decreases for the boiling 
point.  
By setting predefined values for the scales of the calculable properties associated to a real 
property, the CAMD tool can be used by users other than chemical engineers, either students that have 
limited time to spend to solve a CAMD problem or business manager… Naturally, the predefined scales 
should be set by experts in property estimation. 
To comply with our choices about property calculation, a calculable property is always associated 
to a single mixture calculation model and to pure compound calculation models for the concerned 
molecules in the mixture. These calculation models can change during the search as the level change: 
more accurate models are used as the level increases. The property is associated to a clear target (such 
as inferior to 275K). 
Overall the calculation of property is described by the following relations. 
 
Property 
Real 
property 
Calculable 
property 
Mixture property 
Model 
Pure compound 
property 
Model 
uses several uses several 
uses one 
 
Figure 27: Property management 
As illustrated on Figure 27, a property can be either real or calculable. A real property is associated 
to one or more calculable properties. A calculable property is associated to one mixture property model 
and to one or more pure compound property models.  
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3.1.3.1 Mixture property estimation models 
A mixture property model estimates the property value of the whole mixture or of a single element 
within the mixture. The value depends on the composition and the property value of each element taken 
alone. The linear model and nonlinear models described in section 2.4 have been considered.  
Regarding the collection of the compounds in the mixture concerned by the property value, we 
shall propose to evaluate a property value which only refers (i) to a pure compound or (ii) to a sub-mixture 
of the mixture considered or (iii) to the whole mixture. Example of (i) is the solubility of the active 
ingredient in the mixture computed by an solid- liquid equilibrium or the toxicity of one particular 
compound; example of (ii) is the viscosity of the binary solvent mixture within a four compound mixture; 
example of (iii) is the boiling temperature of the mixture. 
3.1.3.2 Pure compound property estimation models 
As seen in the previous section, the estimation of the mixture property requires estimating the 
property of each element on the mixture by means of a pure compound model. 
The most popular predictive models are group contribution methods. In this kind of methods, 
specific groups of atoms are identified in the molecule and their presence influences the value of the 
property. A drawback of group contribution methods is that they may fail to estimate the property if some 
fragments of the molecule are cannot be described by the method list of group. To resolve this problem, 
we shall optionally propose to use an alternative model if the main model fails to estimate the property of 
a molecule. 
3.2 SEARCH ALGORITHM 
3.2.1 Limitation of the previous search algorithms 
We have seen in the previous section that the number of variables in our method is much greater 
than the classic CAMD methods. Subsequently the solution space is much larger. Enumerative methods 
(Gani et al., 1991) (Gani and Brignole, 1983) (Joback and Stephanopoulos, 1995), which were already 
challenged by molecular design, are not adapted to such large optimization problems. The addition of 
new optimization variables is also a problem for exact methods. Indeed, the calculation time may be 
prohibitive due to the combinatorial explosion. 
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The meta-heuristic methods are the last methods presented in chapter 2. They are traditionally 
used for very complex problems as they propose to give a good solution in a reasonable period of 
computing time. This kind of methods is thus well fitted for a global chemical product mixture design 
problem that would cover the mixture compounds its composition and operating conditions.  
3.2.2 Choice of a meta-heuristic method 
The meta-heuristic methods already implemented in CAMD methods are genetic algorithm (Patkar 
and Venkatasubramanian, 2002), simulated annealing (Marcoulaki and Kokossis, 1998) and Tabu search 
(Lin et al., 2005). 
3.2.2.1 Advantages and drawbacks 
The main advantage of meta-heuristic methods is that they will always give a usually acceptable 
result in a reasonable period of time. But contrary to exact method, this result may not be the optimal 
result. For CAPD, it is not a severe drawback though. Indeed the property models used to evaluate the 
mixture have a margin of error. We are thus more interested to have several good mixture candidates to 
validate in laboratory than to have the best mixture according to calculation models that might not be 
accurate. 
Another problem is that, for the resolution of CAPD problems, these methods are stochastic and 
hence involves some randomness. Contrary to deterministic method, a stochastic method can be run 
several times with the exact same conditions and give different results. This can be disturbing for the 
future users. 
3.2.2.2 Genetic Algorithm 
We have chosen to implement the genetic algorithm which is a method largely used in several 
application domains and suits very well the problem considered in the scope of our work. Its use in the 
context of CAMD is well documented (Patkar and Venkatasubramanian, 2002), including in our team 
work (Korichi, 2010). Notice that even though we have chosen to implement a genetic algorithm our 
CAPD method is compatible with other meta-heuristic algorithms like the simulated annealing or the Tabu 
search. 
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The principles of the genetic algorithm are based upon the evolution of a population of candidate 
solutions which favors solutions that best fit the constraints. It consists mainly of three steps as illustrated 
on Figure 28. 
 
Figure 28: Basic principle of the Genetic Algorithm (BPMN diagram) 
In the “generation of the initial population” activity, a population of mixture is randomly created. 
Then the properties of the mixtures are evaluated and the performance is calculated during the 
“evaluation of the performance” activity. After that, the performance values are used for the “generation of 
the next population”. We use the roulette wheel for the selection and genetic operators for the 
modification as done in the method proposed by Patkar and Venkatasubramanian (2002). The two last 
activities repeat themselves until a stop criterion is satisfied. The best mixture of the population of the last 
generation is the result of the genetic algorithm. 
The main advantage offered by the genetic algorithm for CAMD is that the population of the last 
generation contains usually several good mixture candidates which are worth some further testing in 
laboratory. 
3.2.2.3 Elitism policy 
The principles of the genetic algorithm through selection and modification lead to a high quality 
population but do not assure that the best solution generated is in the final result. Indeed, if a solution 
which perfectly matches the constraints is found, its children will largely be in the next population but the 
solution itself may be lost. Therefore an elitism policy is necessary. It consists in keeping the best 
solutions at each population generation. This policy is commonly used and more particularly in CAMD 
(Patkar and Venkatasubramanian, 2002). It has however some drawback as it amplifies the domination of 
the best solutions in the search and therefore leads to a less diversified search. 
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3.2.2.4 Multi-level management 
Inspired by the reflections led by Harper et al. (1999) and Korichi et al. (2008), we have 
transformed the classic CAMD genetic algorithm in a multi leveled genetic algorithm. The main idea is to 
use at first some simple models when the population size is large and the search space is large, then 
incrementing the level, to use more complex (and time-consuming) models over a smaller population. 
This way computational time of complex model calculation is not wasted on poor candidates. The main 
process is illustrated on Figure 29. 
 
Figure 29: Basic principle of the multi-leveled Genetic Algorithm (BPMN diagram) 
A few steps are added, compared to a classic genetic algorithm. When the stop criterion is satisfied 
the level must be changed. The population size is reduced by eliminating the least fitted candidates and 
the objective function is modified in order to integrate more complex and more accurate calculation 
models. Finally, when the stop criterion of the last level is satisfied, the search is finished. 
3.3 MOLECULE MANAGEMENT 
After having seen which search algorithm we are going to use, we discuss here the choices of the 
molecular representation model and the operators used to modify the mixtures during the execution of the 
genetic algorithm. 
3.3.1 Molecular representation model 
As it is explained in the previous chapter, property estimation models always require molecular 
information which depends on the molecular representation model used. We have chosen a molecular 
representation model based on the molecular graphs proposed by Korichi et al. (2008). Once 
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decomposed into suitable groups, molecular graphs provide inputs to a large variety of property 
estimation models. 
Molecular graphs are also quite easy to understand for the users. One drawback is that 
modification genetic operators encountered in usual genetic algorithm library packages need to be 
adapted. 
Our molecular graphs consist in matrices where each diagonal element contains a functional group 
coded as an integer identifier EG with indications on its valency, on its integration in a cyclic structure or 
not and on its number of hydrogen. Non diagonal integers represent the bonding type (0: no bond, 1: a 
single bond “-”, 2: a double bond “=”, 3: a triple bond “≡”). All molecules and fragments in the software 
representations are encoded this way. The molecular graph of a given free molecule is the aggregation of 
its fragment graphs completed with the fragment interconnections.  
Unlike some linear representation of molecules, either using chemical groups like those used in 
group contribution methods (Song and Song, 2008) or atomic signature (Weis and Visco, 2010) which 
can give rise to several isomers for each representation, it describes explicitly the bonds, in a similar 
manner as other representations based on adjacency matrices (Achenie et al., 2003). An example of our 
molecular representation model is given in Figure 30. 
 
Figure 30: Molecular graph representation of a molecule 
The diagonal atomic codes EG = P1P2P3P4 are described in appendix 10.1. P1 refers to the atomic 
number preceded with a 1 (106 for C, 107 for N, 108 for O, 117 for Cl…), P2 refers to the highest bond 
order, P3 to the cycle occurrence and P4 to the number of implicit hydrogen bonded on the atom. 
The fragments are also represented thanks to graph. However, they need additional information 
related to their external connections. For example the previous molecule can be managed by the 
algorithm as two fragments like in Figure 31. 
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O
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Figure 31: Fragment representation of a molecule 
The molecular structure is now be simplified showing just how the two fragments are connected. 
Both fragments are detailed by their graph and a vector that specifies where and how the fragment is 
connected. 
Further refining is also available, such as describing a whole fragment by a single code. These 
fragments, named complex groups, are used as any chemical building groups and are distinguished from 
atomic groups by a specific code starting with 2xxxxxx as in Figure 32. Each code identifies a unique 
complex group available in a database. Within the InBioSynSolv project, such complex groups have been 
used to define over 80 biosourced synthons which were them kept as fixed in the molecule structure.  
 
Figure 32: simple and complex group representation of a molecule 
3.3.2 Molecule structure modification 
As it is done in each CAMD genetic algorithm, modification operators are used. The mutation and 
crossover operators are classic genetic operators. The insertion and deletion operators are CAMD 
specific modification operators. All four have been adapted and used by Patkar and Venkatasubramanian 
(2002) and Van Dyk and Nieuwoudt (2000). In addition, we have introduced a new modification operator 
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called “substitution” when we realized that the previous four operators could not modify an aromatic cycle 
without destroying its aromaticity. 
All operators are described in details hereunder. 
 Mutation 
The mutation operator is a classic genetic operator that is not specific to CAMD. In CAMD, 
the mutation is adapted to molecular structure and consists in the replacement of a single 
group by a group that bears the same connections, e.g. >NH by >CH2 in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 33: Mutation operator example 
The group to be changed and the new group are randomly chosen. This operator is 
essential to explore the “neighborhood” of a solution. 
 Crossover 
The crossover operator is the other classic genetic operator. In CAMD, the crossover 
involves two molecules.  
 
Figure 34: Crossover operator example 
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A non-cyclic bond of the same type (single, double or triple bound) is randomly chosen in 
both of the molecular graphs matrices, thus creating four semi-graphs. In Figure 34, the 
position of the cut (between =C< and >CH2) is symbolized by a red bold line across the 
bond. The semi-graphs are then switched and recombined to form two new molecules. 
Starting with a purple and a green molecule, two half purple – half green molecules are 
obtained. 
The crossover operator allows an effective exploration of the solution space. 
 Insertion 
The insertion operator is another usual CAMD operator. It consists in the addition of a 
group in the graph. We have improved this operator by adding the possibility to insert a 
group that has more than two connections. This leads to complete the graph with some 
branches (Figure 35). 
 
Figure 35: Insertion operator example 
A bond is randomly chosen, here symbolized with a red line. Then a group having at least 
two connections of the type of the bond is randomly chosen (-CH<). If this group has other 
connection, branches are constructed and added to the graph. 
This operator allows exploring the “neighborhood” of a solution. 
 Deletion 
The deletion operator is a CAMD operator. It consists in the removal of a group in the 
graph (Figure 36). To be consistent with the insertion operator we have added the 
possibility of the deletion of a group that has more than two connections. This can lead to 
the deletion of whole branches of the molecule.  
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Figure 36: Deletion operation example 
A group of the graph is randomly chosen (=C<). If it has at least two connections of the 
same type, it is a candidate for deletion. The extra branches are deleted and the two 
remaining branches are directly reconnected. Here the branch NH= is deleted and the 
group F- is directly connected to the remaining part of the graph. 
This operator allows exploring the “neighborhood” of a solution. 
 Substitution 
The substitution operator is a new operator. It has been added because the other operator 
failed to modify aromatic cycles. Indeed the low number of aromatic groups makes it 
difficult for the mutation operator to be effective. Indeed, the only changes possible are to 
replace –CH= by –N= and conversely. Then, the crossover operator cannot be applied on 
cycle. Furthermore, in order not to destroy the aromaticity of the cycle, the insertion and 
deletion operators can only add or delete the aromatic hetero atoms –O- and –NH- which 
is insufficient. 
Our substitution operator combines the principles of mutation and insertion. It consists in 
the replacement of a group by a group that has more connections (Figure 37). 
 
Figure 37: Substitution operator example 
Both groups are chosen randomly and the same method as insertion is used to complete 
the new connections. 
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3.4 PERFORMANCE CALCULATION 
3.4.1 Target values  
In order to compare the different candidate solutions, we have chosen to use a performance 
criterion, which value is in-between 0 and 1. A performance of 0 means that the mixture does not satisfy 
any of the constraints set on the properties whereas a performance of 1 means that all constraints on the 
properties are respected. 
In order to be able to deal with actual problems, several types of targets must be defined. For 
example, in the case of a substitution of a molecule, the constraints can be to match a temperature of 
ebullition (be the closest to a value), to have a toxicity lower than a specified level (be below or above a 
value) and a viscosity at 298,15K within a range of values (being between two values). 
Besides, to allow more flexibility, for each target, we shall propose to the user to choose among 
several mathematical functions that were detailed in chapter 2: Gaussian-like, desirability-like and straight 
line like functions. They are recalled in the table below. 
Table 4: Performance functions 
 Be the closest from a value Be below a value Be above a value Be between two values 
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Notice that to our knowledge, the ranged constraint with two half functions (right column in Table 4) 
was not used in the previous CAMD methods but is useful for industrial cases. Besides, a ranged 
constraint target can mix two different performance functions. Finally the Gaussian parameters, tolerance 
and value at tolerance, could be used to account for the model accuracy and confidence respectively.  
3.4.2 Objective function 
An objective function aggregates all the performance functions of a candidate with respect to each 
property target into a single performance value so as to be used by the genetic algorithm. This way, the 
multi objective problem is transformed into a single objective one: maximize the global performance. 
There are many ways to aggregate the property performances and we have chosen the simplest 
one, which is the weighted mean of all the property performances. It can be formulated as: 
 
        
∑            
 
   
∑   
 
   
 (21)   
Where: 
   represents the mixture/molecule considered 
   is the number of objectives on properties 
    is the weighting of the i
th objective 
      is the performance of the molecules for the i
th objective 
The random generation of molecules may lead to chemically unrealistic structures. In order to avoid 
them, our method penalizes the molecules which do not respect basic feasibility rules such as “no cycle 
with only three elements”, “no −O−O−O− structure” etc. If one of the0se rules is violated the performance 
is reduced of a specified percentage. Each rule is associated to a percentage if several rules are violated 
the highest percentage is used. It can be formalized as: 
 
                    
 
                (22)   
Where: 
 M represents the mixture/molecule considered 
    is equal to 1 if the i
th rule is violated, 0 otherwise 
    is the percentage to be removed if the i
th rule is violated 
         is the performance of the mixture calculated with (2) 
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3.5 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, we presented our proposition of CAPD method. It optimizes composition, mixture 
structure and operating conditions. A wide range of constraints can be applied to these parameters. For 
the composition and operating conditions, classical numerical constraints can be set. For the mixture 
structure, we define three types of molecules; fixed, in a list and free. The free molecules are built from 
fragments which can themselves be fixed, in a list or free (build with chemical groups). Through the 
definition of a molecule by its fragments, our method allows exploring the possibilities offered by 
renewable synthons. 
In order to avoid the combinatorial explosion, meta-heuristic methods have been selected, and a 
genetic algorithm has been chosen for implementation. This search algorithm is multi-level, as proposed 
by Korichi et al. (2008), and uses an elitism policy. 
The molecular representation used is based on molecular graphs with bond type, where basic 
functional groups and complex functional groups can be handled. The precision of this representation 
enables to use numerous property estimation models. 
The modifications of the molecular graphs are performed thanks to classical genetic operators, 
mutation and crossover, and CAMD specific operators, insertion, suppression and substitution. Those 
latter have been improved by adding the possibility of inserting/deleting complete branches. 
Regarding the properties, two types have been defined: real and calculable properties. For the 
evaluation of the performance associated to the properties, several targets can be set: match a value, 
below/above a value and within a range. With those targets, the performance of each property is 
calculated thanks to either a Gaussian like, a desirability like or a straight line like function. 
The objective function consists in the global performance which aggregates all the performance 
functions thanks to a weighted mean. If the mixture does not respect some feasibility rules, its global 
performance is penalized. 
A software prototype that implements this method is presented in the next chapter. 
  
4. Development of the IBSS tool 
The Computer Aided Product Design method proposed in the third chapter has led to the 
development of a software tool prototype called IBSS. This tool is presented here through the software 
development decisions that have been made as well as through the different steps of the realization: e.g. 
functional, structural, behavioral and architectural. Then the deployment solutions are detailed and finally 
validation cases are presented.  
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4.1 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
4.1.1 Software development method 
Our development method has been greatly influenced by the IBM Rational Unified Process (RUP) 
software development method (Kroll and Kruchten, 2003) (IBM, 2011). This process, recommended by 
the creators of UML (see 4.1.2.1), is an iterative process which is centered on the architecture and is 
driven by the functional needs. The RUP method is based on best practice principles such as the 
management of the risks as soon as possible, being sure that the end-user (client) needs are met and 
making the system adaptable for future changes. The RUP implements these principles in an iterative 
process. The iterative approach permits the adaptation of the evolution of the requirements. In this way 
we want to embrace the agility principles as defined by Boucher (2007). 
The RUP method has been developed for a specific modeling software application: the Rational 
Software, but its principles can be used with any other modeling tool. It is specially well suited for large 
projects involving many people. Since our project is a research and development project aiming for the 
production of a software prototype with only a few people involved, we have considered that following 
strictly the RUP process was too heavy for the purpose. Instead we have applied the main principles of 
the method. 
4.1.2 Modeling language 
Modeling a system, in our case a software application, simplifies the communication between the 
different partners of the project and eases the development and the future maintenance. Several standard 
modeling languages exist. We have chosen to use the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and the 
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) because they are both well tested modeling languages 
largely used in the industry. 
4.1.2.1 Unified Modeling Language  
The modeling language used in our work is UML2 (Unified Modeling Language). This graphical 
language has been conceived to represent, to specify, to construct and to document the artifacts of 
systems and specifically software systems. Furthermore, it is a formal and normalized language and 
highly capable communication support (Booch et al., 2000) (Belaud, 2009). It is an industry-standard 
language which was originally created by Rational Software, and is now maintained by the computer 
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industry consortium Object Management Group (OMG). It is the most used modeling language for 
software design and many tools are available with automation capabilities, such as source code or 
documentation generation for example. 
4.1.2.2 Business Process Modeling Notation 
The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) has been developed by the Business Process 
Management Initiative and the first specifications were released in 2004. Its purpose is the modeling of 
business processes in a way that is readily understandable by all the business users (White, 2004). It 
mainly consists of sequences of activities, events and gateways.  
In our software development, we used BPMN to model some dynamic aspects of the software. 
4.1.3 Software developing tools 
4.1.3.1 Programming languages 
The software is divided in three independent parts that need coding: the man-machine interface, 
the search part and the property calculation library. 
We first chose Java as programming language because a java application can run on different 
operating systems (Windows, Linux …). But after one year, we needed to integrate the “MB.dll” Dynamic-
Linked Library which calculates the Hansen parameters developed by Professor Steven Abbott and 
Hiroshi Yamamoto (http://www.hansen-solubility.com). As this DLL is written in C#, a language dedicated 
to Windows applications, it impaired the platform portability of our software but also caused some 
advanced interoperability issues with java. Needing the MB.dll features, we decided to restrain the search 
and calculating parts of the software to Windows systems and to use .NET languages. Finally, the search 
algorithm is written in C#, the property calculation part is written in VB.NET and the man-machine 
interface is written in Java. 
4.1.3.2 Integrated Development Environment 
An Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is a software providing facilities for software 
development. It combines all the tools necessary, compiler, source code editor, build automation tool and 
debugger, into one single frame. 
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The developing tool Visual C# from the Visual Studio 2010 Ultimate suite has been chosen to 
develop our system. It is edited by Microsoft and is dedicated to the development of C# programs. The 
Ultimate version allows the developer to construct UML diagrams. Some of these diagrams can then be 
directly used for source code generation. Inversely a modification of the source code will impact the 
diagrams. This automation of models alignment between design and implementation enables us to 
always keep models of our software up-to-date. 
4.2 SYSTEM VIEWS 
The software application itself is now presented. In the previous section, it has been explained that 
our software development is model driven. The models resulting from the model driven approach are 
used in the following sections. But understanding a complex system such as a software application is 
complicated. UML recommends the use the different views of the system in order to show every aspects 
of it sequentially. The four views are: 
 the structural view 
 the architectural view 
 the functional view  
 the behavioral view. 
As represented on Figure 38, the views are organized in two main types. The structural and 
architectural views are of static types whereas the functional and behavioral views are of dynamic ones. 
All four views and the associated models are briefly presented in the following sections. 
 
Figure 38: The system views 
Dynamic View 
Static View 
Functional View 
Behavioral View 
Structural View 
Architectural View 
Use case diagrams 
Section 4.3 
Process diagrams 
Section 4.6 
Class diagrams 
Section 4.4 
Component diagrams 
Section 4.4 
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4.3 THE FUNCTIONAL VIEW 
The functional view highlights who are the potential users and which are the main functionalities 
the software must provide. These functionalities are presented here as a UML use case diagram. This 
type of diagram shows how the application will meet the needs of the potential users. As it is easy to 
understand for all partners, even those with no particular competence in software development, the use 
case diagram is the reference document for the specifications of the application.  
For the sake of simplicity, it has been chosen to present only some parts of the use case diagram. 
The entire use case diagram can be consulted in appendix 10.3.1. 
4.3.1 Users 
One of the qualities of a software application is to correspond to the need of a large panel of users. 
In our case we are confronted to the fact that the potential users of our application have contradictory 
needs. A researcher with expertise in property models for example, will want to have access to as many 
parameters as possible, in order to get results corresponding perfectly to his problem. On the other hand, 
a student in the domain of chemistry and chemical engineering will want fast parameters setting in order 
to get results before the class ends.  
We thus have defined two types of users, simple and expert, as represented on the following use 
case diagram (Figure 39). 
 
Figure 39: the different types of users 
The inheritance relationship between the users shows that the expert user (e.g. researcher) will 
have access to more functionalities than the basic user (e.g. student). A user that identifies himself as an 
“Expert user” will have access to all the functionalities of the application. A user that identifies himself as a 
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regular “User” will have access only to the main functionalities. This also allows proposing a simplified 
version of the application to users with limited knowledge in chemistry. 
The application is named IBSS, which corresponds to the initials of the project name. It is designed 
to offer four main functionalities for the user to launch a search, to create a CAMD problem file, to define 
properties and models used to evaluate the molecule or mixture property and to evaluate the properties of 
a set of mixtures. They are now detailed. 
4.3.2 Launch a search 
The functionality “Launch a search” is the main functionality of the application and corresponds to 
the CAPD method developed in the previous chapter. It allows the user to search for a product, molecule 
or mixture, that satisfies a set of properties and constraints that are specified a priori. The main steps of 
this functionality are represented on Figure 40. 
 
Figure 40: “Launch a search” use case diagram 
When the user chooses to launch a search, the application asks him to choose a problem in a list. 
A problem contains all the data needed for the launching of the search algorithm. The storage and 
loading of a problem has numerous interests. Indeed, it allows not having to redefine the entire set of data 
each time a search is launched and it makes it easy for the users with no particular experience in 
chemistry to use the application, like students. 
The user has then the possibility to personalize the data of the problem. Three types of data have 
been identified: 
 The mixture parameters are all the relevant data of the structure of the mixture and of its 
components. With these parameters, the user can customize the mixture by defining the 
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possible fixed parts and the degrees of freedom of the different variable parts. The 
composition and the building blocks of the molecules are found among these parameters. 
 The objective function parameters are all the data related to the properties to evaluate, 
their target values, the property estimation models and the operating conditions used to 
calculate these properties. 
 The search algorithm parameters are all the data that can directly influence the speed and 
the effectiveness of the search: population size, elitism, etc. 
The order in which the parameters are set is preferably the mixture before the objective function as 
the property calculation models must be chosen for each mixture component which number must be 
known beforehand. 
When the data are correctly defined, the application proposes to the user to launch the search 
algorithm. The results are displayed as a list of candidate product which he can choose to save. 
4.3.3 Create a CAPD problem and create an objective function 
We have seen in the previous section the interest of the storage and loading of the problem data. 
For the same reasons it is interesting for a user to be able to create such data sets. These functionalities 
are only accessible to the expert user as they require some knowledge and experience. Figure 41 shows 
how the expert user can create a CAPD problem or an objective function. 
 
Figure 41: “Create a CAPD problem” and “Create an objective function” use case diagram 
To create a CAPD problem, the expert user will define data concerning the mixture, the objective 
function and the algorithm. To create an objective function, he defines only the data concerning the 
objective function. The CAPD problem data are then saved into a problem file which can be used to 
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launch a search. The objective function data are saved as an objective function file that can be used to 
perform an evaluation or define the objective function parameters within a CAPD problem data. 
4.3.4 Create a property and create a model 
In order to benefit from the expertise of expert users, our application proposes to create properties 
and models. Figure 42 shows the associated use case diagram. 
 
Figure 42: “Create a property” and “Create a model” use case diagram 
A calculable property is defined as a property that can be directly evaluated as a numerical value 
thanks to a property estimation model: boiling point, molecular weight. A real property is defined as a 
property understandable by all users but not directly calculable (see section 3.1.3). Thus, a real property 
must be associated to at least one calculable property and a calculable property must be associated to at 
least one property estimation model. 
The user can directly either create a model, a calculable property or a real property. 
 To create a model, the user will have to define the input and output parameters and the 
numerical equation. This functionality is limited to very simple models. 
 To create a calculable property, the user will have to choose the models that can estimate 
this new property among the list of the pre-existing models. For mixtures, a mixture model 
will first be chosen, either linear or nonlinear. Then a pure compound model will be 
selected for each compound within the mixture. 
 To create a real property, the user will have to choose the calculable properties that can be 
associated with the new real property among the list of the pre-existing calculable 
properties. 
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The Table 5 presents some real properties that are already available in our program and 
associated with calculable properties and calculation models. 
Table 5: Real properties available in our application  
Real Property Calculable Property Default calculation model 
Fluidity Viscosity (Conte et al., 2008) Molecular weight  
Volatility Boiling point (Marrero and Gani, 2001) Vapor pressure (Riedel, 1954) 
Toxicity 
log(Kow) (Marrero and Gani, 2002) 
-log(LC50) (Martin and Young, 2001) 
Log(BFC) (Veith and Konasewich, 1975) 
 
4.3.5 Evaluate mixtures 
Taking advantage of the ability of the CAMD tool to evaluate mixtures during a search, the user can 
evaluate any mixture independently from a search, with respect to an objective function. As the 
application can evaluate mixtures during a search, we thought it would be interesting to offer this 
functionality directly to the user. This way the user can for example evaluate his products and compare 
them to search results. Figure 43 shows the different steps of the mixtures evaluation functionality.  
 
Figure 43: “Evaluate mixtures” use case diagram 
The user first gives the information about the mixtures, such as SMILES description of the 
molecules and the composition. Then he defines the properties and the property estimation models. All 
properties are aggregated in an objective function and some targets can be defined if the user wants to 
rate the mixtures. Both evaluation mixture data and objective function data are saved as data files and 
can be reused for another evaluation. 
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A restriction exists: the properties are defined for a specific number of elements in a mixture. It is 
thus important that all the mixtures have that same number of elements and a systematic check is 
performed before the evaluation. 
4.4 THE ARCHITECTURAL VIEW 
The architectural view presents the different software components that constitute the IBSS 
application. 
4.4.1 Overview 
We have chosen to divide the application into three components. Each component is independent 
and can easily be reused in other application. 
The three independent components are the man-machine interface (MMI), the search and the 
property calculation component. The search and the property calculation components form the CAMD 
program (Figure 44). 
 
Figure 44: Component Diagram 
The three components and their interface of the IBSS solution are presented in the following 
sections. 
4.4.2 MMI component 
The man-machine interface is independent from the CAMD program. The user uses the interface to 
set the parameters of his problem. The parameters are then written in an XML file that will be set as input 
of the CAPD program. This way the user does not need the program to be available or installed on his 
CAPD back office 
CAPD front office 
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computer to create a problem. The user can launch the CAPD program via the interface by providing the 
name of the XML file containing the parameters value and the name of the exit files. 
4.4.3 Search component 
The search component manages the search algorithm. It can be launched directly or via the MMI 
component. It initializes itself with the user information that is contained in the input XML file. It generates 
mixture candidates and modifies them to investigate the solution space. The evaluation of the properties 
of all the potential solutions is performed thanks to the property calculation component. The search 
component then uses the property values to calculate the performance of each candidate solution with 
respect to the target values set in the objective function. 
4.4.4 Property calculation component 
The Property calculation component is a Dynamic-Link Library (DLL) called MolPropEstim.dll. It 
already proposes numerous property calculation models listed in appendix 10.2 and will be continuously 
updated in order to offer our application up-to-date models and solve problems over a wider range of 
application domain. The interface of the DLL is represented on Figure 45 with its main attributes and 
methods. 
 
Figure 45: Interface of Property calculation service (MolPropEstim.dll) 
During the search, when the ObjectiveFunction object is created, the set of the property estimation 
models to compute is transmitted by the search component thanks to the “PropIdList” attribute. With the 
“SetPropIdTable” method, the property calculation component elaborates a calculation sequence which 
determines the order in which the different models and sub-models are calculated. This prevents the 
duplications of calculation processes and thus saves computational time. 
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At each mixture evaluation, the search component pushes forwards all the information of the 
mixtures: molecular graphs (via “GmList”), composition (via “CompositionVect”), and operating conditions 
(via “OpConditionMixVect”). Then it orders the evaluation by calling the “MolPropEstimMix” method 
(Figure 45). The property calculation component launches the calculation sequences. It may happen that 
a model specified by the user is not adapted to the present mixture. In such cases, the calculation 
component can decide, if authorized by the user through an attribute within the “PropIdList”, to substitute 
the chosen model by a different model that is better suited.  
The property values, “PropValueVect”, are then sent back to the search component which uses 
them to calculate the mixture performance. 
These three components are developed in parallel in the frame of our project and different persons 
are in charge of their implementation. Our focus in this thesis is the search component. 
4.5 THE STRUCTURAL VIEW 
The structural view presents the modeling abstractions (the classes and the relationships that exist 
between them). Here, only the structural aspects of the implementation of the search component are 
presented, thanks to package and class diagrams. 
4.5.1 UML packages overview 
We have identified four distinct parts; each file containing any source code has been assigned to 
one of these parts. These parts, called packages in UML, are presented in the following paragraphs. 
 
Figure 46: Package diagram 
 
 
MMIplug 
Problem  Resolution 
 FunctionalGroup
Database 
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The MMI plug package uses both the Problem and the Resolution packages. The Resolution 
package uses the Problem package as well and the FunctionalGroupDatabase package. 
4.5.2 The MMI plug package 
The interface of the application allows a user (man or machine) to use the method. Attention must 
be paid to the fact that the interface discussed here is not the MMI component presented in 4.4.2, but an 
interface integrated in the search component. It is constituted of 5 classes interacting the way shown on 
Figure 47. 
 
Figure 47: The MMI plug package 
The Program class is the main class of the application. It is the one called when the application is 
started. If the application is launched by another application an object Interface is created. Otherwise, if 
the application is directly launched by a user (developer) a UserInterface object is created. Thanks to the 
inheritance relationship, this last object has the same behavior as an Interface object but it will also ask 
the user what he wants to do. Both interfaces use the BackupObject methods to load or save problem 
data in XML format. They use the ExitFileWritter methods to write the results files. An Interface object 
manages the Problem and the Resolution packages. 
4.5.3 The Problem package 
The Problem package contains all the data of a search to launch. It is totally uncoupled from the 
resolution procedure for two main reasons. First it allows a clear XML serialization and deserialization 
(transcription of the data into an XML file and inversely). This way loading and saving data is simple. 
Second, it allows organizing the data in an understandable manner for the user, instead of an 
organization optimized for computing like what is done in the Resolution package. 
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Thus the Problem and Resolution packages are very similar. They have distinct classes but some 
shared name. In order to avoid any confusion, the classes from the Problem package have a name 
starting with “Pb”. 
We describe here step by step the class diagram that represents how the data is stored. The whole 
diagram is given in appendix 10.3.2. 
The Figure 48 shows the main classes of the problem package. 
 
Figure 48: Root of the Problem package 
It can be seen on Figure 48 that the problem package structure respects the organization of the 
problem data introduced in 4.3.2: the data on the algorithm, on the objective function and on the mixture 
is separated.  
The search algorithm can be chosen among several meta-heuristic methods but for the moment 
only the genetic algorithm is implemented. In addition to the search algorithm, a problem object is also 
associated to objective functions via level objects and to a mixture data object. 
4.5.3.1 The objective function structure 
Figure 49 details the objective function data structure in the Problem package. 
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Figure 49: Structure of the objective function data 
As represented on Figure 49, a different objective function is associated to each level. This way the 
user can, at each level, add properties or change property estimation models to more complex ones in 
the spirit of the multilevel approach described in chapter 3 (section 3.2.2.4). The objective function 
aggregates properties that can be either real or calculable as formulated in chapter 3. Each real property 
is associated to one or more calculable property as was illustrated in section 4.3.4. Each calculable 
property is associated to a mixture model and to several pure compound models. The Simulis properties 
are calculated with the SimulisThermodynamics.COM component program (Baudouin et al., 2008) which 
bears its own interface. For this reason, the process of collecting the data is not the same as with a 
standard calculable property, and they shall therefore be differentiated. Each calculable property is 
associated to a target object. 
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Figure 50 shows how the targets are defined. 
 
Figure 50: Structure of the target data 
In accordance with what has been said in chapter 3, we have three types of targets: 
 An equality target, “PbTarget”, deals with constraints where a property must be the closest 
to a value. 
 An inequality target, “PbConstraintTarget”, is a constraint where a property must be below 
or above a value. 
 A frame target is a constraint where the property value must be within a specific range. 
Each type of target is associated with a performance function, except the frame target which is 
associated with two. The three types of performance functions seen in the previous chapter are available, 
but any other function can be implemented. 
4.5.3.2 The mixture structure 
Figure 51 details the structure of the mixture data in the problem package. The structure is complex 
in order to respect all the specifications made in chapter 3. 
 
Figure 51: Structure of mixture data 
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As specified by Figure 51, a mixture is made of elements and operating conditions. Each element 
of the mixture is associated with a molecule and a composition value. 
Regarding composition and according to the needs recalled in chapter 3, we have three types of 
composition as represented in Figure 52. 
 
Figure 52: Structure of the composition data of an element in the mixture 
 For the elements with a fixed composition, a value between 0 and 1 is given. This value will 
be the composition value of the element during the whole search. 
 For the elements with free composition, no value needs to be given. The composition value 
of those elements will vary during the search between 0 and 1 while respecting the need 
for the sum of the composition over all elements to be equal to 1. 
 For the elements with a framed composition, a minimal and a maximal value, both between 
0 and 1, are set, defining the range where the composition can vary during the search. The 
composition value of those elements will vary during the search but will always be between 
the two defined values. The inheritance relationship means that a framed composition is a 
special free composition. Here, it has two additional attributes: the minimal and maximal 
value. 
Regarding the molecule of each element of the mixture and with a logic similar to composition, 
some of the molecules of the mixture could be fixed (every mixture candidates will have this molecule) or 
could be chosen in a list (every mixture candidates will have a molecule from this list), or could be free, 
then being built from fragments. Our structure corresponds to these requirements as shown on Figure 53. 
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Figure 53: Structure of molecule data 
 A fixed molecule will not change during the search. Its description is given by the user.  
 A list molecule can only be chosen in a list of molecules given by the user. During the 
search, if this element is asked to change its molecule value, it will choose another value in 
the same list.  
 A free molecule is defined by some fragments connected according to a flexible structure. 
Figure 54 shows an example where a molecule is made of four fragments.  
 
Figure 54: Illustration of a free molecule 
The structure of the molecule remains the same all along the search. In other words the different 
fragments may be modified but they are always connected together the same way. The only restriction to 
this representation is that two fragments cannot be connected with two different bond types. 
Keeping the same logic, the specifications given on fragments in chapter 3 have led to the following 
structure (Figure 55). Three different types of molecular fragments can be defined. 
 
 
 
FragmentA FragmentB FragmentC 
FragmentD 
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Figure 55: Structure of molecular fragment data 
 A molecule that contains a fixed fragment will always contain this fragment. Its description 
is given by the user. 
 A molecule with list fragment will always contain a fragment belonging to a list given by the 
user. During the search, if the molecule is asked to change this fragment value, it will 
choose another value in the same list. There is one restriction: the fragments in the list 
must have the same bond number and type. 
 A free fragment is built by assembling different chemical building blocks that are selected 
by the user. During the search these kind of fragment can be modified by the modification 
operators described in the previous chapter. 
Regarding the operating conditions data of a mixture, Figure 56 displays their structure. 
 
Figure 56: Structure of the operating condition data 
Operating conditions can be either fixed or variable, then enabling to find the best operating 
conditions for the new mixture, as it was explained in chapter 3. 
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4.5.4 The Resolution package 
The Resolution package is the dynamic and central part of the application. It coordinates the entire 
search algorithm, including mixture handling and performance calculation. It initializes itself with the user 
information that is contained in the Problem package. It uses the information of the functional groups 
thanks to the FunctionalGroupDataBase package and calls the property calculation DLL for the estimation 
of the property calculation models. 
The Figure 57 shows the main classes of the resolution package. 
 
Figure 57: Root of the Resolution package 
When a search is launched, the interface (MMI package) creates a search object which launches 
the search algorithm specified in the problem package. As shown in Figure 57, each search algorithm is 
associated to an objective function, and the genetic algorithm is additionally associated to two mixture 
populations: the current population which is the population of the “parents” and the next population which 
is the population of the “children”.  
Compared to the Problem package, there is only one objective function in the Resolution package. 
When the level changes, the current Objective function is deleted and the next one is loaded with the 
properties constraints specified in the Problem package. The structure of an objective function in the 
resolution package and the one in the Problem package are similar. 
The Figure 58 describes the mixture population structure. 
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Figure 58: Structure of a mixture population 
As shown on Figure 58, a mixture population is made of several mixtures. The structure of a 
mixture is very similar in the Resolution and in the Problem package, except that here the composition is 
managed as a vector. The element by element definition, used in the Problem package, is convenient for 
the user but not for a computer which would rather access composition data in a vector, for example to 
make sure that the sum of the composition is equal to 1. 
Regarding molecular fragments, the architecture in the Resolution and in the Problem packages is 
very similar except for the FreeFragment class which uses two other classes in the Resolution package 
as illustrated by Figure 59. 
 
Figure 59: GraphConstructor and GraphModifier class 
The GraphConstructor and GraphModifier are classes that respectively construct and modify 
graphs. They are used by every FreeFragment object when being created or when a modification 
operator is needed. They both use the FunctionalGroupDatabase package to access the information 
about the functional group, such as the type and the number of connection of the group. 
These two classes are the classes of the application where the largest coding effort was needed 
during the development process evolving from handling simple chemical structures to most complex 
structures. First, the application was only able to create and modify linear and branched molecular 
structures. Then the management of the external connections has been added, enabling a fragment 
management, finally, cycles, then fused cycles and finally aromatic cycles managements were 
implemented, each adding complex chemical building rules.  
 
 
 
 FunctionalGroupDatabase 
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Note: during the course of the development, new methods were added incrementally to these 
classes. Step by step, the code has become too large with more than 3000 lines of source code for each 
class. Further, the structure of the code is too procedural to be a real object architecture. For the sake of 
maintenance, as future evolution of the IBSS, we recommend to reengineer these classes into an 
independent reusable component. 
4.5.5 The FunctionalGroupDataBase Package 
The FunctionalGroupDataBase package contains all the data of the functional groups used to build 
free fragments. The class diagram given in Figure 60 is more detailed than the previous ones. Indeed as 
the data of functional groups is important, the attributes of the classes are presented here. 
 
Figure 60: Class diagram representing the different types of functional groups 
All the chemical building blocks are accessible via the FunctionalGroupsSetDatabase. They can be 
basic or complex functional groups. 
Basics functional groups (e.g. −CH3, −OH…) are instances of the FunctionalGroup class. Being 
single non-hydrogen atom (S, C, N, O…), they allow creating a great diversity of molecules and are useful 
in many property estimation models like group contribution models which identify groups from one or 
more basic functional groups. In a molecular graph, they are encoded as an integer as proposed by 
Korichi et al. (2008) and follow the formalism detailed in appendix 10.1. This integer is unique for each 
group and is stored in the “id” attribute. For the molecule creation and modification, more information is 
needed. It is stored in the following attributes: 
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 “bondVector”, a vector representing the number of each type of connection of the group. 
With this attribute the number and type of the bonds of each group is known, which is 
essential for the creation and the modification of molecular graphs. 
 “canBeAromatic”, a Boolean value that is true if the group can be part of an aromatic cycle. 
This attribute allows the algorithm to manage aromatic cycle. 
 “id”, an integer that identifies the group and that is understandable for the algorithm. 
 “userId”, a string that identifies the group and that is understandable for the user. For 
−CH3, it would be “CH3−“. It allows the user to quickly understand the graph. 
Complex functional groups are instances of the ComplexFunctionalGroup class. Contrary to basic 
groups, they are multi-atomic groups. They allow directing the search toward molecules coming from 
sustainable sources as the user can select complex groups that represent chemical structures specific to 
a given raw material. Examples are C5 and C6 sugar ring, glycerol backbone, fatty acid … 
The inheritance relationship with the FunctionalGroup class means that all the attributes from the 
FunctionalGroup class are attributes of the ComplexFunctionalGroup class. 
A complex functional group needs supplementary attributes which are: 
 “graph” which is the representation of the complex group in terms of basic groups. 
 “connection” which is a vector containing a list of integer and which represents the location 
of the connections of the group in the “graph”. 
 “strConnection” and “strGraph”, strings that contains the data of “connection” and “graph” 
in an XML compatible format. 
Basic and complex group can be easily differentiated thanks to their “id” attribute first digit: a basic 
group “id” will always start with a 1, whereas a complex group “id” will start with a different digit, 2 for 
example. The “id” attribute of the group allows the software to access to all the attributes of the functional 
group, and in particular to “graph” and “connection” attributes of a complex group as represented on 
Figure 61.  
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Figure 61: Information associated to a complex group 
These attributes are essential as the property estimation models usually need information provided 
by the basic functional groups. The molecule/fragment structure will thus be written with two different 
types of graph: 
 The complex graph which contains both basic and complex groups. It is constructed by the 
“create graph” method and is used for all the modifications of the molecule/fragment in 
order to guaranty that the complex groups remain untouched. 
 The expanded graph which is the exact translation of the complex graph into a graph which 
contains exclusively basic groups. It is used for the evaluation of the molecule properties. 
The Figure 62 represents those two types of graph for the propionic acid, here described by a 
complex carboxylic acid functional group and two basic groups >CH2 and –CH3. 
 
CH2C
OH
O
CH3 
 
 
 
Figure 62: Example of a complex graph and an expanded graph 
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4.6 THE BEHAVIORAL VIEW 
The behavioral view presents how the different processes are implemented in the software in a 
specific situation and for a given result. The sequencing of the activities is presented thanks to BPMN 
diagrams and UML activity diagrams. 
4.6.1 The behavioral view outline 
The global overview of the different activities during a search is presented in Figure 63. Some of 
these activities are detailed in the following sections. This overview also shows how the different 
components and packages are working together. 
 
Figure 63: BPMN diagram giving a global overview of the system behavior 
First via the Java MMI component, the user chooses a problem to be solved, that is to say the 
parameters of the problem he wishes to solve. He can edit them afterwards (more details in 4.6.2) and 
save them in a specific XML file. He then launches the search. The MMI package of the search 
component takes over by ordering the loading of the parameters. In the Problem package, a problem 
object is created. It contains all the data in the XML file. Then the search algorithm (here a genetic 
algorithm with a single level) is launched: the Resolution package generates the initial population (more 
details in 4.6.3 and 4.6.4). Then all the properties of each mixture of the population are evaluated by the 
property calculation component. These values are used to calculate the performance of each mixture. 
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Once the performance of every mixture is evaluated, the next population is generated (more details in 
4.6.5). This new population is then evaluated. This sequence goes on until a stop criterion is satisfied and 
the search is over. The results are then saved in a text format be the MMI package of the search 
component. The data in these files are afterwards displayed by the MMI component. 
The activities of data specification, mixture creation, fragment creation and mixture modification are 
detailed in the following sections. 
4.6.2 Data specification 
A process of specification of the parameters is proposed to the user. Indeed interdependences 
exist between the different parameters of a problem. For example, the properties of the objective function 
are dependent of the number of elements in the mixture. It is thus better to set some parameters before 
others. Defining this process allows finding the sequencing where the interdependences will not affect 
already specified parameters. 
Four steps have been identified in this process: 
1. The specification of the mixture structure 
2. The specification of the objective function 
3. The specification of the operating conditions 
4. The specification of the algorithm parameters 
These macro-activities are sequenced as illustrated in Figure 64. 
 
Figure 64: Macro-process of the specification of a problem data 
During the first activity, the user specifies the constraints on the molecules and on the composition. 
Then he defines the objective function using the number of compounds in the mixture to properly set the 
property estimation models. The third activity consists in finishing the setting of the parameters of the 
mixture by defining the constraints on the operating conditions of the mixture. This step cannot be 
performed earlier, within the first step for example, because the operating conditions, that are required, 
depend on the property estimation models that are going to be used. This step thus must be performed 
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once the objective function is fully defined. Finally the parameters of the genetic algorithm are set. This 
step is put at the end of the process as all the mixtures parameters, molecules, composition and 
operating conditions must be defined before specifying the algorithm modification probabilities. 
4.6.3 Mixture creation 
A method for creating a random set of mixtures is used for the generation of the initial population. 
All the optimization variables seen in the previous chapter, namely composition, the molecular structures 
and the operating conditions of the mixture, are set randomly in order to offer a high diversity of the 
mixtures in the initial population. This diversity is necessary for the genetic algorithm as it guaranties a 
better investigation of the solution space. The process that has been implemented in our application is 
illustrated on Figure 65. 
 
Figure 65: Simplified process of a mixture creation 
 The mixture creation starts with the generation of all the molecules. If the molecule is fixed, nothing 
is to be done. If the molecule is a list molecule, a molecular graph is randomly chosen in the 
relevant list. If the molecule is a free molecule, then all its fragments are generated and are finally 
put together to form a unique molecular graph. 
 Then the random definition of the composition vector is realized. The attribution of the composition 
is done iteratively. At each iteration, a randomly chosen element gets a composition value. Picking 
randomly an integer value “i”, the composition value will then be equal to           
              . Then the real range is updated and the next iteration is considered until a 
composition value is defined for each element of the mixture while satisfying a unit value for the 
sum of the composition. The appendix 10.5.1 describes more precisely this method. 
 At last the operating conditions are set. Each one of them is randomly initialized to a value between 
the specified ranges. 
This process is repeated until the initial population is complete. 
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4.6.4 Fragment creation 
This section gives the details on how a free fragment is generated. This is a critical step as the 
performance of the genetic algorithm relies greatly on the diversity of the candidates. The molecular 
fragment graph generation is the responsibility of the GraphConstructor class. The sequencing of the 
different step is presented in Figure 66. 
When a fragment is created, the first activity is the initialization (1). It consists in the loading of all 
the user parameters. Then the GraphConstructor class is called to construct a random fragment graph 
that respects the user parameters. 
The process of the graph construction begins with the initialization (2): all the input data are 
treated. Then some random choices (3) are made to determine k, the number of functional groups in the 
fragment, and m, which determines the number of cycles in the fragment. The group vectors are 
generated with these two parameters and one group vector is chosen as a basis of the fragment graph 
construction following the method proposed by Korichi (2010). Using group vectors to build the graph is 
not necessary but it helps the algorithm to create more complex structures. 
The elements are added sequentially one by one. If at one point the graph cannot be completed for 
a reason or another, the last element that has been added is modified. This process is detailed in 
appendix 10.4.  
When an element is added, it can be a regular acyclic element or a whole cycle. The type of 
addition (4) is chosen randomly considering the number of cycles that remain to be constructed and the 
number and type of elements yet to be inserted. 
If the addition of an acyclic element is chosen, then a functional group is randomly selected. After 
the insertion of the chosen group, the next element (acyclic element or whole cycle) is considered. This 
process goes on until the fragment is complete (12). 
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Figure 66: Activity diagram of the creation of a FreeFragment object 
When a cycle is added (6), all the elements that form the cycle are inserted one after the other. The 
branches that can be linked to the cycle are inserted only once the cycle is closed. This way the elements 
of a cycle are consecutive in the graph and thus it makes the graph easier to read. The size (number of 
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elements in the cycle) and the nature (aromatic or non-aromatic) (7) of the cycle are decided before the 
construction and the cycle elements are added one by one (8) (9), in the respect of the nature of the 
cycle, until the cycle is complete. The graph is then closed (10): this action corresponds to the connection 
of the last element of the cycle with the first element of the cycle. When the cycle is constructed, it is 
possible to add a fused cycle (11) on the new cycle. The decision is made randomly considering the 
number of cycles yet to be constructed and the remaining number of elements that can be inserted. Then 
it is randomly decided whether the fused cycle is aromatic or not.  
For a non-aromatic fused cycle, the “attachment points” of the fused cycle are searched on the last 
inserted cycle and its adjacent cycles. A couple of “attachment points” is randomly chosen and the 
shortest way between these two points is determined. This path is then considered as a part of the fused 
cycle to build. Then the number of elements still to be added is randomly chosen and the elements are 
added one by one.  
The process to construct an aromatic cycle is the same with more constraints. We have 
deliberately decided to limit ourselves to simple schemes to guaranty the aromaticity of the generated 
structures. More work needs to be done for being able to propose complex fused aromatic cycles. The 
additional constraints are the following: 
 The “attachment points” must be consecutive in the last cycle. 
 They must be connected with a double bound and must be potentially aromatic groups. 
 There must be only one non carbon atom per aromatic cycle. 
For both types of fused cycle, the groups are added one by one until the cycle is complete. The 
cycle is then closed (10) and the addition of another fused cycle is considered. 
If it is chosen not to add a fused cycle, the next element is considered. This process goes on until 
the fragment is complete (12). 
When the graph is complete, the output data are updated following the formalism of the 
FreeFragment class. The graph and the other variables consistency are then tested (13). If they are not, a 
new attempt of graph construction is made (NB: if the test failed several times in a row, then the search is 
stopped). When a graph passes the test, then all the complex groups it contains are expanded (14) in 
order to create an “expanded graph” only constituted of basic groups. This expanded graph is mandatory 
for the property evaluation procedure. 
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4.6.5 Mixture modification 
Any genetic algorithm uses randomness, and probabilities are used to control the ratio of the 
different modification operators. In product design, many types of modifications are possible: 
 a composition modification 
 a molecule modification 
 a fragment modification  
 an operating condition modification 
We have decided to extend the traditional use of probability to the management of mixture 
modification. With our method, probabilities are assigned by the user to rule the modifications of the 
mixture: composition, operating conditions, molecule itself. 
The Figure 67 shows how a mixture is modified. 
 
Figure 67: Simplified process of a mixture modification 
As illustrated on Figure 67, if a molecule modification is chosen, then the algorithm chooses which 
molecule will be modified thank to the probabilities assigned by the user. A fixed molecule cannot be 
modified. A list molecule modification consists in choosing another graph in the associated list. A free 
molecule modification implies the modification of one of its fragments. 
The modification of a fragment is similar to the modification of a molecule concerning fixed and list 
fragments but, for a free fragment, some modification operators are applied: mutation, crossover, 
insertion, deletion or substitution as proposed in chapter 3. 
If the composition modification is selected, then the algorithm chooses which element will have its 
composition modified. It selects a new value for the composition that respects the user constraints, for 
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example the composition range constraint. Then in order for the sum of the composition vector to remain 
equal to 1, it selects one element (or more if necessary) and modifies its composition value so that the 
first modification is compensated (More details are given in appendix 10.5.2). 
If the operating condition modification is chosen, then the algorithm selects which condition will be 
modified. It assigns another value respecting the user constraints. 
4.7 DEPLOYMENT 
The deployment is one of the last activities of a software development process. The purpose is to 
make the application available to the user. Three deployments are possible for our software application. 
4.7.1 Restricted deployment 
The restricted deployment only uses the search and the property calculation component 
(respectively the CAPD engineering service and the property calculation server). This configuration was 
used by the developers and by the different project partners when the MMI component (user interface 
service) was not available. 
 
Figure 68: Deployment diagram of the restricted deployment 
The entire execution is made on a single Windows personal computer. 
4.7.2 Standalone deployment 
The standalone deployment uses all the components of the final application.  
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Figure 69: Deployment diagram of the standalone deployment 
The entire execution is made on a single Windows personal computer. 
4.7.3 Distributed deployment 
With a distributed deployment, the application is distributed on different machines. Here the MMI 
component is on a personal computer and the search and calculation component are on a server. 
 
Figure 70: Deployment diagram of the distributed deployment 
As the MMI is written in Java, any Operating System (OS) (Windows, Linux …) can execute it. The 
server hosting the two other components is a Windows calculation server that will have a greater 
computing power than a regular personal computer. This configuration thus enables the user to have the 
OS that he wants and a greater computing power. 
4.8 VALIDATION 
Some validation tests have been performed early in the software development with the first version 
of the software in order to validate our method in the first stage of development. As we have chosen to 
progressively add functionalities, this first prototype was already able to deal with free molecules that are 
built from a single free acyclic fragment. The objective function contains only calculable properties with no 
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operating conditions required. The application has been tested with very simple problems in order to 
compare the results to experimental data taken from the DIPPR data base. 
Both of the following tests have been presented in (Heintz et al., 2011). 
4.8.1 Test with a Tb=358.15K target 
The mixture contains only one element and this molecule is built with one free fragment. The 
fragment is acyclic and it can be constructed with up to 10 functional groups among the following: CH3-, 
NH2-, OH-, Cl-, F-, Br-, I-, -CH2-, -CH-, >C<, CH2=, -CH=, >C=, CH≡, -C≡. The objective function is 
composed only of the boiling point temperature calculated with Marrero and Gani’s first order group 
model (MG). The target value is 358.15K. The performance was calculated with a Gaussian function that 
was at the time expressed the following way: 
 
𝐺       [   (
        
   
)
 
] (23)   
We have chosen     and        . The algorithm consists of 30 iterations on one level, the 
population size is 100 and the elitism is 20. The genetic operator choice probabilities are 50% for cross-
over, 20% for mutation, 10% for insertion and 20% for deletion.  
The ten best molecules found are presented in the following table. 
Table 6: Ten best acyclic molecules matching a 358.15K boiling point target 
 molecule (SMILES) Tb (MG) Tbexp Performance 
1 C=CC#CC#C 358.08 K NA 0.99999973 
2 CC#CCC#C 358.24 K 353.7 K 0.99999944 
3 FC#CCC#C 358.30 K NA 0.99999854 
4 NCCCF 358.84 K NA 0.99997061 
5 FC=CO 357.15 K NA 0.99993720 
6 CC=CO 357.09 K NA 0.99993029 
7 OCC#C 360.07 K NA 0.99976953 
8 ClC#CC#C 356.08 K NA 0.99973128 
9 ClCC=CC 360.57 K 356.7 K 0.99963449 
10 ClCC#CC#C 355.51 K NA 0.99914651 
 
Considering that this first test is very simple, it is not surprising to find many candidate molecules 
with values close to the 358.15K target. Many molecules have no associated experimental data. But 
when the experimental value exists, the deviation is within the margin of error of the MG model. 
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4.8.2 Test with a Tb=358.15K and Tm=100K target 
In this second test, the objective function is composed of two properties: the boiling point 
temperature with the same target value and the melting point with a target value of 100K. The other 
parameters are kept alike. Both properties have the same weight. 
The ten best molecules for the second test are presented in the following table. 
Table 7: Ten best molecules matching a 358.15K boiling point and 100K melting point target 
 molecule (SMILES) Tb (MG) Tm (MG) Performance 
1 FC(Cl)C(C=C)=C 357.09 K 97.64 K 0.99979073 
2 IC(F)Cl 368.26 K 98.05 K 0.99669527 
3 ClC(F)C(Cl)=C 355.08 K 123.55 K 0.98266449 
4 ClC(F)C(C=C)=CF 389.71 K 139.57 K 0.92321512 
5 C=CI 346.16 K 167.64 K 0.87117724 
6 BrCC=C 344.25 K 170.97 K 0.85896164 
7 C=C(C=C)C=C 333.79 K 167.39 K 0.85826189 
8 C=CCCl 319.16 K 166.73 K 0.83318863 
9 BrC=C 307.55 K 158.86 K 0.82871597 
10 BrCCC=C 375.75 K 182.17 K 0.81830087 
 
The first two molecules match fairly well the constraints. Then, as expected from a more 
constrained problem than the first test, the candidate molecules have more widespread objective function 
values. It can be noticed that the best results are chlorofluorocarbons, which are molecules well known 
for having low boiling points and very low melting points.  
4.8.3 Tests within the InBioSynSolv project 
Due to confidentiality reasons, details are not provided. However one can say that 5 case studies 
have been considered within the InBioSynSolv project. Each time a single molecule is sought, aiming to 
match about 15 properties. To the date of this manuscript, some >40 property estimation models have 
been coded in the property calculation component, covering 24 different properties. The structure of the 
molecule itself is built by the search component from a mix of fixed, list and free fragments. The fixed or 
list fragments are sourced from seven pools of complex groups stored in the functionalGroupDatabase, 
coming from renewable resources. About 1.2 millions of chemicals have been generated and tested. 
Several original molecule candidates have been found thanks to the IBSS tool and are under further 
investigation by the Laboratoire de Chimie Agroindustrielle, by the Laboratoire de Chimie Organique et 
Macromoléculaire and by Rhodia). 
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4.8.4 Concluding remarks 
These examples have shown that the research algorithm is able to give good results. Indeed, the 
molecular solutions proposed by the application are coherent with a good performance and highly 
diversified. Another validation test concerning a mixture is presented in chapter 7. 
4.9 CONCLUSION 
4.9.1 The IBSS tool development 
The IBSS software solution implements the CAPD method proposed in the previous chapter, with 
all its functionalities.  
The IBSS tool development relies upon four components: a search algorithm written in C#, a 
property calculation part written in VB.NET, a man-machine interface written in java and a functional 
group database stored as an XML file. Prior coding, UML2 have enabled to identify the users (basic and 
experts) and the main software functions listed afterwards. BPMN diagrams have described some 
dynamic behaviors between and within the software packages. 
At the core component implementing the CAPD method, the search component has an object 
oriented and component oriented architecture. It uses a multi-level genetic algorithm and a molecular 
graph representation with a wide range of possibilities of specification. 
4.9.2 The IBSS tool features 
As a generic tool, it has a flexibility suited for many applications. Now comes a list of the main 
functionalities of the software, [ X ] indicating features unique to IBSS compared to other CAMD tools. 
If we refer to the Problem package structure (Figure 48) with the algorithm, the mixture, and the 
level/objective function branches, we can list features: 
For the objective function branch: 
 Ability to choose target properties (min, max, bracket, set values) 
 Ability to weight the properties in the objective function 
 Ability to select all kind of models for the property estimation (similarity, QSAR, QSPR, 
group contribution of 1st order or higher order) 
 [ X ] Ability to select the performance function (scaled, Gaussian, desirability function) 
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 [ X ] Ability to introduce the uncertainty of the property estimation method within the 
tolerance variable for the Gaussian performance function 
For the mixture branch: 
 [ X ] Ability to impose some of the mixture compounds (e.g. an active principle) and/or to 
seek some among a pre-defined list (e.g. a database of additives) 
 [ X ] Ability to impose some of the mixture compounds composition (e.g. an active principle 
fraction) and the mixture operating conditions (e.g. temperature is set at 200K) 
 [ X ] Ability to search at the same time the mixture compounds, their composition and 
operating conditions 
 [ X ] Ability for each mixture compound molecule to fix or seek among a predefined list 
some fragments (e.g. a fragment sourced from renewable raw materials) 
 [ X ] handling of lists of predefined fragments  
 Handling of lists of predefined molecules 
For the algorithm branch: 
 [ X ] Ability to search for a mixture, incl. its compounds, its composition and its operating 
conditions (see above) 
 Multi-level search with the ability to select different property estimation models for each 
levels 
4.9.3 The IBSS tool perspectives 
Among the functionalities identified in chapter 3, the penalization of unrealistic molecular structures 
is still under development. In parallel to the writing of this manuscript, a new functionality has been added. 
It concerns the use of experimental data for the evaluation of properties of a mixture. Indeed, we find 
necessary that our software could be able to use known properties of a molecule instead of calculate 
them with a property estimation model which may give an approximate value. This functionality remains 
to be tested. 
To date, IBSS is deployed and is used by different user types. Three chemistry PhD students are 
using it as “basic user”. Two PostDoc in chemical engineering are using it as “expert user”. The Industrial 
partner will also be taught how to use it. 
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In order to give some numbers about the software application, the search component consists in 93 
classes, 254 attributes and more than 28000 lines of source code.  
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ABSTRACT 
With regard to the complex nature of product substitution issues in an industrial context, we wish to 
formalize a generic approach dedicated to address efficiently the situations where a product substitution 
is needed. We base our approach on concepts from different fields, i.e. model driven engineering, 
enterprise modeling, decision making processes and requirement management. These concepts are 
detailed first and the approach we propose is described just after. Finally, an industry related case study 
is presented. It illustrates how our decision making process and our CAPD tool can be used to find a 
greener solvent for printing facilities. 
 
 
  
5. State of the art 
It rapidly occurred that a CAPD tool alone was not enough to guaranty that the best decision is 
made when it comes to the parameters setting or the choice of the final replacement product. This 
chapter has for purpose to define the main concepts needed for the formalization of a decision making 
process dedicated to the chemical product substitution in an industrial context. We rely on concepts from 
enterprise modeling, model driven engineering and decision making fields.  
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In the frame of our work on Computer Aided Product Design within the InBioSynSolv ANR project, 
we have noticed that all our project partners contributed during the phase aiming at setting the 
parameters of the problem. Indeed, product specifications are mostly given by the industrial partner, while 
our chemical engineer team uses internal competencies to set concrete and calculable property targets 
and the chemist partners define the constraints on the chemical structures of the molecules. 
Nevertheless, difficulties arose: time was needed for each partner to explain to the others its own 
understanding of the problem. This is further complicated by the fact that each expert has its own 
semantic language. 
The collaborative meetings are relatively easy to perform with a few partners as in our case. 
However, formalization is useful as it can improve the collaborative process efficiency in small scale 
projects and it is necessary for large scale problems like the ones occurring in a chemical international 
company. 
The chemical companies are nowadays in a strongly competitive context where regulations like 
REACH or the VOC directives are pushing them to investigate new molecules. The CAPD tool presented 
in the previous chapters allows a more effective, quicker and less expensive investigation than other 
methods to find new molecules. But in order for our tool to provide solutions compliant with the enterprise 
needs and objectives, it is necessary to involve all the actors taking part in the chemical product 
substitution process, who are coming from different levels of the organization. We propose to formalize a 
decision making process for the substitution of products in a chemical related enterprise. This process 
integrates our tool and relies on the different concepts coming from system and enterprise engineering 
and decision theory.  
We can superimpose our decision process with the chemical supply chain as defined by 
(Marquardt et al., 2000) and sketched in Figure 71.  
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Figure 71: Chemical supply chain inspired by (Marquardt et al., 2000) 
Our decision making process encompasses all the scales of the supply chain aggregated in four 
blocks: one at the small chemical scale, one at the process unit scale, one at the plant unit scale, and 
finally one at the production site and enterprise scale. By considering the entire chemical company, this 
decision process goes a step further in the use of the CAPD tool described in chapter 3 and 4. Indeed, it 
goes beyond the molecular aspects and considers the entire chemical supply chain. We have highlighted 
with dashed circles in Figure 71 the four main blocks that we are going to reuse in the next chapter. 
5.1 ENTERPRISE MODELING 
Our framework must be integrated into the environment of the chemical enterprise. In this section, 
we define formally the enterprise and introduce the fundamental of enterprise modeling in order to use its 
main concepts in our framework. 
5.1.1 Definition 
According to Izza (2006), an enterprise is the place where diverse activities are performed. Each 
activity aims at creating value, and information is considered as a vital resource for its functioning. The 
enterprise activities are performed by actors or by resources. To reach the aims and the objectives of the 
enterprise, their orchestration is essential. 
According to the report of the PROLOG specification (AS n°35 PROLOG) of the GDR MACS 
(LAAS-CNRS, 2003), these activities can be done in a similar way in a project, in a traditional enterprise 
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or in a network of enterprises. The achievement of these collective activities in a specific domain is the 
very definition of the business of an enterprise according to Martin et al.(2004).  
Through these different definitions, it can be seen that an enterprise is a complex system of 
systems. In order to analyze the properties of an enterprise, the characteristics of these sub systems 
must be defined. 
5.1.2 Enterprise modeling 
Enterprise modeling aims at building a model including all or a part of the enterprise. The 
enterprise is then seen as a system and its modeling must explain its structure, its organization and its 
functioning (Pourcel and Gourc, 2005). The model must give a representation of the enterprise 
architecture in order to ease its comprehension. Enterprise modeling is also seen as the art of 
externalization of the “know-how” of the enterprise (Touzi et al., 2009), making it a prerequisite for all 
enterprise integration approaches. 
For representing the complexity of an enterprise in an understandable manner, multiple points of 
views are necessary. According to the IEEE standard, Recommended Practice for Architectural 
Description of Software-Intensive Systems (IEEE, 2000), a view is a representation of the integrality of a 
system through a specific perspective of a set of linked interests. As described in the norm ISO TC 
184/SC 5 (2000), four views can be considered: 
 The functional view describes the processes and their structures. The names, goals and 
actions of the processes can be identified.  
 The informational view forms the data-flow. This view indicates which documents and data 
are used at each stage of a process. It describes the system objects, their relationships 
and their different possible states.  
 The organizational view defines who is responsible or capable to carry out the process.  
 Lastly, the resource view or operational view specifies the tools or systems allowing the 
fulfillments of the process by describing the human resources and necessary equipment as 
well as the type of resource management. 
Each of these views manipulates its own concepts and can be expressed through different 
formalisms. However the global consistency must be kept in mind and guarantied. The views do not have 
the same importance during an enterprise modeling approach. 
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The Figure 72 from Touzi (2008) represents the four views and highlights the formalism presented 
by Vernadat (1999). 
 
Figure 72: The four views of the enterprise from (Touzi, 2008) 
For our approach, we focus on the dashed red contour outlined in Figure 72, encompassing the 
informational view, the resource view and a part of the functional view. 
5.2 MODEL DRIVEN ENGINEERING 
In order to further formalize our frame and in accordance with Model Driven Engineering, we 
propose to associate a model and a metamodel of the constraints defined by each person involved in the 
setting of the parameters. Here, we define Model Driven Engineering. More information can be found in 
Ulmer (2011) 
5.2.1 Definition 
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is a “general integrative approach” (Favre et al., 2006) (Perez et 
al., 2008) (Combemale, 2009) which makes tools, concepts and languages available for creating and 
transforming models. It is an evolution of Model-Driven Architecture and an initiative of the Object 
Management Group (OMG). It allows the integration of different technical spaces which can be object 
oriented technologies (using UML) or structured documents (using XML). 
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The majority of the modeling methods define contemplative models, essentially used in an aim of 
communication and understanding between human agents/actors. These models need to be transformed 
to be understood and compiled by a computer. To achieve that, it is necessary to formalize the models, 
the transformations to which they are subjected, the representation languages and the metamodel to 
which they are associated. The main idea proposed by MDE is to be able to use as many Domain-
Specific Modeling languages (DSML) as required by the technological aspects that are used. The MDE 
proposes also a systematical use of metamodels, models and processes of design which are precise and 
formal enough to be interpreted and transformed by computers. 
5.2.2 Real system, model, metamodel 
The links between the real system, model and metamodel are represented in Figure 73. The level 
M0 contains the real system. At the M1 level, a model represents a simplification of this previous system. 
This model must be compliant with an expression language which is defined by its metamodel at the M2 
level (Bézivin, 2004)(Favre et al., 2006). 
 
Figure 73: the real system, the model and the metamodel 
Figure 73 shows a simplified representation of a house through the different abstraction layers. In 
this example, the real system is the house as it truly exists (M0 layer). It is represented by an architectural 
drawing (M1 layer). This drawing uses a legend (symbols like graphical elements to sketch a table, a 
door, a car, etc.) and conventions of representation (constraints like a scale, colors per room usage, etc.) 
which are defined by the metamodel (M2 layer). For information, the abstraction goes until the 
metametamodel (M3 layer) which defines the language in which the metamodel is expressed.  
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5.3 DECISION MAKING PROCESS 
The goal of our frame is to provide a structure where the decisions about the substitution of 
molecules can be made in the best and most efficient conditions. We present in this section how we 
define a decision and what are the most used decision making processes. 
5.3.1 Definition 
Mintzberg et al. (1976) define a decision as a specific commitment to action, which usually means 
a commitment of resources. 
Simon (1960) introduces the notions of programmed and nonprogrammed decisions: 
 A programmed decision is a repetitive decision where the process is clearly defined. 
 A nonprogrammed decision is a novel decision where the process is ambiguous. 
These are not distinct types but they define a continuum where every type of decision can be 
placed. In a more recent literature, the vocabulary has evolved, becoming structured and unstructured 
decisions (Mintzberg et al., 1976; Aurum and Wohlin, 2003; Cauvin, 2005). Cauvin (2005) goes further by 
specifying the decision system, the design situation and the production situation for each type of decision. 
Their relations are reported in Table 8 and provide various situations, from routine to creative for the 
design and for the production.  
Table 8: Types of decisions and associated situations (from Cauvin, 2005) 
Type of decisions Slightly structured Moderately structured Highly structured 
Type of the system of 
decision  
Human 
Artificial 
Design situations 
Creative design 
situations 
(new products) 
Innovative design 
situations (known 
products) 
Routine design 
situations 
(variants) 
Production situations highly disrupted  situations 
moderately 
disrupted situations 
not disrupted or 
slightly disrupted 
situations 
 
Basically, a decision can be represented by different types of format: 
 The decision table 
 The graphical diagram (decision tree, inference diagram) 
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 The declarative (natural or semi-natural) language 
 The specific (standard or proprietary) modeling language 
Our main objective is to structure the currently unstructured decision that is the decision of the 
substitution of a problematic molecule. For this purpose we have to formalize a decision making process. 
5.3.2 Decision making process model 
5.3.2.1 Simon’s IDC model and derivatives 
A decision process is a set of actions and of dynamic factors that begins with the identification of a 
stimulus for action and ends with a specific commitment to action (Mintzberg et al., 1976).  
Simon’s IDC (Intelligence, Design and Choice) (Simon, 1960) is the most common decision 
process. It consists in three phases: 
 The Intelligence phase: identification and understanding of the problem 
 The Design phase: design and identification of alternative solutions 
 The Choice phase: selection of one of the alternatives 
Vallin and Vanderpooten (2000) have added a fourth phase: the Implementation phase which deals 
with the operational Implementation. Eventually corrections and validation are needed and then the 
process starts over. The process is schematized in Figure 74. 
 
Figure 74: Outline of the decision making process (from Vallin and Vanderpooten, 2000) 
When a problem occurs, the Intelligence phase identifies the main parameters and models it. The 
model is then used to produce alternatives or solutions during the Design phase. The Choice phase 
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Design phase 
Choice phase 
Implementation phase 
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consists in the analysis of the solutions and the choice of a specific one which becomes the decision. 
Finally, the actions associated to the decision are performed during the Implementation phase. 
Following the expanded model of Huber (1980), Ashrafi (1998) proposes an additional phase: the 
Monitoring phase. This phase is the feedback and control phase. It comprises maintenance, support and 
updates. Cauvin (2005) introduces the knowledge capitalization as a final phase as shown Figure 75. 
This allows reusing the analyses made for a decision in future decision making processes.  
 
 
Yes No 
reuse 
capitalization 
Identify the decision 
situation 
("intelligence") 
Develop the 
catalogued reaction 
Set up the reaction 
("design" + 
"selection") 
Evaluate and 
catalogue the 
reaction 
("control") 
Known 
situation 
Knowledge 
available 
Event to be 
treated 
End of the 
decision making 
process 
Figure 75: Cauvin’s decision process (from Cauvin, 2005) 
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5.3.2.2 Howard’s decision analysis procedure 
In Howard (1966), the definition of a decision is restricted to “an irrevocable allocation of 
resources”. Compared to the IDC model (Simon, 1960), the decision analysis procedure is more oriented 
toward business decisions dedicated to profit making. It has for specificity that the alternatives cannot be 
automatically generated and that uncertainty must be taken into account. The decision analysis 
procedure of Howard (1966) can be simplified the following way: 
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Figure 76: Howard’s decision analysis procedure (Howard, 1966) 
The first step of the deterministic phase consists in defining which decision is to be made. Then, 
the possible alternatives are identified and the criteria of good or bad outcomes are defined. With these 
criteria, the state variables are determined. These are the variables of the problem which will impact the 
values of the outcomes. Once the state variables are determined, nominal values and ranges of variation 
are assigned to them. Finally the relationships between the different variables (dependencies) and 
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between the variables and the value of the outcomes are established for each alternative. At this step, a 
deterministic model of the decision problem is available. It is possible to perform analyses with this model. 
The first one consists in sweeping the state variables through their range of values in order to select 
promising alternatives. The second one aims to identify the crucial state variables through a sensitivity 
analysis. 
Following the deterministic phase, the probabilistic phase begins. Using the current state of 
knowledge, probabilistic distributions are assigned to the state variables (taking into account the 
relationships between the variables). They represent the uncertainty on the variables. Once this is done, 
an analysis can be performed to determine the probabilistic distribution of the profit associated to each 
promising alternative. This is named “profit lottery” of the alternatives. According to a risk preference, a 
best alternative is chosen. But the decision making process does not necessarily stop there.  
During the post mortem phase, the impact of the uncertainties of the variables on the profit of the 
selected alternative is evaluated. It allows finding the variables for which it would be profitable to eliminate 
or at least reduce uncertainty by gathering more information. With this new knowledge, the probabilistic 
distributions are modified and the currently selected alternative might no longer be satisfactory. If it is the 
case, the probabilistic phase starts again with the new probabilistic distributions.  
5.3.2.3 Multi Criteria Decision Analysis/Making 
Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) or Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) has for objective 
to support the decision makers facing a problem with antagonistic criteria. For this type of problems no 
optimal solution exists. One of the methods is to consider the set of nondominated solutions. A solution is 
nondominated when, in the entire solution space, there is no solution that is better for every criterion. This 
set of solution defines the Pareto optimal solutions. The decision makers have then to make a trade-off by 
defining their preferences. (Baez Senties et al., 2010) uses a genetic algorithm to define the Pareto front. 
Other methods are multi-level approaches. The main difference is that the preferences are made a 
priori. Homburg (1998) has established a hierarchical procedure where the general preferences are 
expressed on a top-level and the compromises are made on a base-level in order to find a final 
compromise solution. Thery and Zarate (2009) propose a decision making structure dedicated to energy 
planning. Decision making levels are defined according to a space/time scale and a top-down approach 
where the decisions made at a specific level become constraint for a lower level. 
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5.3.3 Enterprise decision making 
In the context of enterprises, different kinds of decision can be identified. There are three 
categories of decisions according to Ansoff Model (Ansoff, 1965): the strategic, the administrative and the 
operational decisions. They are represented in Table 9. His approach is very economic oriented. 
Nowadays sustainability issues should be integrated to this model by considering environmental and 
societal aspects. 
Table 9: Ansoff’s decision making model (from  Ansoff, 1965) 
 Strategic Administrative Operating 
Problem 
To select product-market 
mix which optimizes firm’s 
ROI potential 
To structure firm’s 
resources for optimum 
performance 
To optimize realization of 
ROI potential 
Nature of 
problem 
Allocation of total 
resources among product-
market opportunities 
Organization, acquisition 
and development of 
resources 
Budgeting of resources 
among principal functional 
areas 
Scheduling resource 
application and conversion 
Monitoring and control 
Key decisions 
Objectives and goals 
Diversification strategy 
Expansion strategy 
Administrative strategy 
Finance strategy 
Growth method 
Timing of growth 
Organization: structure of 
information, authority, and 
responsibility flows 
Structure of resource 
conversion: work flows, 
distribution system, 
facilities location 
Resource acquisition and 
development: financing, 
facilities and equipment, 
personnel, raw materials 
Operating objectives and 
goals 
Pricing and output levels 
Operating levels: 
production schedules, 
inventory levels, 
warehousing, etc. 
Marketing policies and 
strategy 
R&D policies and strategy 
Control 
Key 
characteristics 
Decisions centralized 
Partial ignorance 
Decisions nonrepetitive 
 
Decisions not self-
regenerative 
Conflict between strategy 
and operations 
Conflict between individual 
and institutional objectives 
Strong coupling between 
economic and social 
variables 
Decisions triggered by 
strategic and/or operating 
problems 
Decentralized decisions 
Risk and uncertainty 
Repetitive decisions 
Large volume of decisions 
Suboptimization forced by 
complexity 
Decisions self-regenerative 
 
In this table, three types of decisions are introduced: 
 The strategic decisions: they are the most important as they determine the general 
orientation of the enterprise.  
 The administrative decisions: they are the prolongation of the strategic decisions and 
command the operational directions 
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 The operational decisions: they are the decision of the common management and 
correspond to the least important decisions.  
Anthony (1965) has a similar approach when he proposes a framework for planning and control 
systems. This framework must facilitate the decision making process. It is made of three main activities: 
the strategic planning, the management (tactical) control and the operational control. The strategic 
planning is defined as the process deciding the objectives and the policy of the organization. The 
management control is the process by which the managers ensure that the resources accomplish the 
organization objectives. The operational control is defined as the process of assuring that specific tasks 
are carried out. These three activities are supported by the information handling and the financial 
accounting. Relationships between the activities exist and they are indicated on Figure 77. 
 
Figure 77: Planning and control processes in organization (Anthony, 1965) 
The management control is influenced by the strategic planning activity as its goal is to reach the 
strategic objectives. It also influences the operational control as it imposes the tasks to be performed. 
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These two approaches by Ansoff and Anthony are very similar and highlight the propagation of the 
decision making into the organization of an enterprise. Our opinion is that a formal enterprise modeling 
will facilitate this propagation and is necessary for our frame. 
5.3.4 Decision making methods 
Once all the alternatives are generated, the choice of the alternative that will be implemented must 
be made. For multi-criteria problems or group decision making, choosing the best alternative can be 
difficult. To help the decision makers, many decision making methods exist, as for example multi-attribute 
utility technique (MAUT) (Keeney and Raiffa, 1993), ELECTRE (Roy, 1968), DELPHI (Dalkey and 
Helmer, 1963), PROMETHEE (Briggs et al., 1990), Analytic Network Process (ANP) (Saaty, 2001) and 
Analytic Hierachy Process (Saaty and Vargas, 1994). We have chosen to focus on the DELPHI method.  
Linstone and Turoff (1975) define DELPHI in a very general manner as “a method for structuring a 
group communication process so that the process is effective in allowing a group of individuals, as a 
whole, to deal with a complex problem”. More concretely, this method consists in soliciting experts and 
making them answer questionnaires individually. A facilitator then gives an analysis on the questionnaires 
answers and on the motivations of these answers. Then a second round starts and the experts answer 
the questionnaires once again but this time, in light of the analysis of the previous round, their answers 
may be different. The rounds go on until a stop criterion is satisfied (consensus or number of rounds). If 
no consensus is reached, the median scores of the final round determine the results. This method relies 
on the hypothesis that this process of communication of the results will lead the group to converge toward 
the correct answer. 
Many variants of the DELPHI method exist such as DELPHI-SWOT in (Tavana et al., 2012). Some 
are reformulations and others are mixed method combining the DELPHI method with other decision 
making methods.  
5.4 REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT 
The Intelligence phase of the decision process for the substitution of a molecule consists mainly in 
the determination of the requirements on the replacement product. In this section, the requirement and 
business rule concepts are defined and the requirement engineering process is presented.  
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5.4.1 Definition 
Requirements Engineering originally comes from Software Engineering but has been generalized 
to system engineering. According to Wiegers (2009), there is a lack of general agreement in research as 
to what is a requirement. Indeed several definitions exist. The IEEE Standard Glossary of Software 
Engineering Terminology (IEEE, 1990) defines a requirement as “(1) A condition or capability needed by 
a user to solve a problem or achieve an objective, (2) A condition or capability that must be met or 
possessed by a system or system component to satisfy a contract, standard, specification, or other 
formally imposed documents, or (3) A documented representation of a condition or capability as in 1 or 2”.  
Coulin (2008) interprets this formal definition by identifying a requirement as something that the system 
must do, must have or must satisfy as determined by someone related to its development. Wiegers 
(2009) goes further by encompassing both the users’ view of the requirements and the developer’s view. 
Hellouin (2002) gives a less software development centered definition. “A requirement […] merges 
the needs, the requests, the wishes and the constraints. These words can be employed to express a 
requirement according to the entity who expresses it, wishes it, or undergoes it. A requirement defines an 
expectation expressed by one of the stakeholders in a direct (performance) or indirect (forbidding, 
limitation) manner.” We choose this definition and add that a requirement is a formal and technical 
expression of a need or of a constraint (Konaté, 2010). 
5.4.2 Business rules 
Business rules are a special type of requirements. Indeed requirements are usually constraints that 
guide the design of a system. Once the system is created, modifying one of the requirements is difficult 
and sometimes impossible. Business rules define the control part of the requirements and can be 
modified at any moment. They rely on the definitions of terms and facts. Business rules can be used to 
represent both user requirements and conditions to which the system should conform (Wan-Kadir and 
Loucopoulos, 2004). 
The main concepts of business rules appeared in the 80’s and are today defined as “a statement 
that defines or constrains some aspect of the business” (BRG, 2000). Ross (2003) identifies three 
categories of rules: 
 Rejectors: if an event causes the violation of this rule, then the event is not allowed. 
 Producer: this rule produces value. 
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 Projector: this rule causes new events. 
The OMG (Object Management Group) specification makes a difference between the structural 
rules which claim a necessity and the operative rules which claim an obligation. The rules can thus have 
different level of enforcement. 
Business rules are volatile concepts (Wan-Kadir and Loucopoulos, 2004). They allow externalizing 
control from the processes or procedures (Ross, 2003). The rules can be established in a separate rule 
layer or component which enables a direct management of the rules. Software tools have been 
developed in order to manage this layer within any enterprise Information System. Those tools are 
generally called Business Rules Management System (BRMS). Among them, the most famous are IBM-
ILOG JRules, OpenRules, OpenLexicon, or Drools. Those solutions integrate a specific component, the 
Business Rule Engine (BRE), which relies on rules repository. Figure 78 is IBM’s overview of its BRMS 
ILOG JRules. 
 
Figure 78: ILOG JRules 
In this specific BRMS, the business rules are managed and stored in the business maintenance 
environment. The technical maintenance environment is responsible for support and debugging whereas 
the production environment is the BRE as it executes the rules. The rule scenario manager is here to 
simulate business policy changes. 
5.4.3 Requirements engineering process 
According to Nuseibeh and Easterbrook (2000), a requirements engineering process consists of 
five core activities: 
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 Eliciting requirements: gathering and interpretation of information about the requirements. 
 Modeling and analyzing requirements: construction of an abstract description. 
 Communicating requirements: documentation of the requirements for a better 
communication between the stakeholders.  
 Agreeing requirements: validation of the requirements by all stakeholders in particular by 
those who have divergent goals. 
 Evolving requirements: management of the requirements changes 
Our proposal focuses on those activities except the “evolving requirement” one. 
A considerable part of requirements engineering relies on the social and psychological aspects for 
improving the requirement process. For example, they allow answering questions such as how to 
motivate the people involved in the process or how to avoid withholding of information. These aspects are 
out of the scope of our work. We simplify the problem by considering perfect stakeholders (competent, 
motivated and meticulous). 
Aurum and Wohlin (2003) consider requirement engineering as a decision making process. Indeed, 
the stakeholders have to decide of a set of requirements. They combine Macaulay’s Requirement 
Engineering model with two decision-making models of Anthony (1965) and Mintzberg et al. (1976).  
5.5 MODELING LANGUAGES 
Coming from Object Oriented world and semantic, web and interoperability fields, many modeling 
languages/notations/techniques that can be valid for requirements management exist such as UML2, 
SysML, OCL, SBVR, OWL, RIF, RuleML, SWRL, BRML, PRR, SRML, ISO CL… 
Those modeling languages allow expressing requirements without ambiguity, which is not the case 
with natural language. The drawback is that it generally requires some mathematical background. We 
chose to focus more particularly on OCL and SBVR. Those two languages are presented hereafter. 
5.5.1 Object Constraint Language 
The Object Constraint Language (OCL) (OMG, 2006) is “a formal language [that remains easy to 
read and write,] used to describe expressions on UML models”, particularly on class diagrams. It has 
been developed at IBM and is now part of the Object Management Group standard. The structural 
constraints are expressed thanks to invariant conditions and the constraints on behavioral features are 
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specified thanks to pre- and postconditions. These expressions cannot directly modify the system or 
trigger any action, contrary to what business rules can do. Here follows an example taken from Cabot and 
Teniente (2007). 
 
 context Department inv:  
 self.employee->forAll(e|e.salary>self.minSalary) 
 context Employee inv:  
 self.salary->self.employer.minSalary 
 context Department inv:  
 self.employee->select(e|e.salary<=self.minSalary)->size()=0 
The three OCL expressions represent the same constraint: the salary of an employee must be 
higher than the minimum salary of his/her department. 
5.5.2 Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Rules 
The SBVR (Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Rules) (OMG, 2008) is a fairly new standard for 
specifying business objects and rules. SBVR describes structural aspects of business processes, as well 
as the policies that should guide agents’ behavior in certain situations (Solomakhin, 2011). The structural 
business rules are expressed using alethic modal operators (“It is possible that …”) and the operative 
business rules use deontic modal operators (“It is permitted that …”). The SBVR metamodel is based on 
two main features:  
 the business vocabulary which defines  
- noun concepts: “concept that is the meaning of a noun or noun phrase” 
- fact types or (verb concepts): “a concept that is the meaning of a verb phrase” and 
represents the relationships between noun concepts 
 the business rules which can be structural rule or operative behavioral rule as already 
defined in section 5.4.2 
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(OMG, 2008) uses SBVR Structured English to define the SVBR vocabularies and rules but adds 
that it is just one of the possibilities. SVBR Structured English is presented in Annex C of (OMG, 2008). It 
defines key words, logical operations and modal operations. In this Annex, the following example can be 
found, which applies to a fictitious car rental company with branches in several countries. This example 
includes three key words or phrases (‘keyword’ font, i.e. red text), two designations for noun concepts 
(‘term’ font, i.e. dark cyan and underlined text) and one for a fact type (‘verb’ font, i.e. blue italic text): 
 
It is obligatory that each rental car is owned by exactly one branch. 
Keywords for 
modality 
Quantifier 
Designation 
for an object 
type 
Designation 
for a fact 
type 
Quantifier 
Designation 
for an object 
type 
 
Figure 79: SVBR Structured English example 
Another famous business rules language is BRS RuleSpeak (Ross, 2003) which is based on rule 
sentence templates (must, may, need, can…). This language is older than SBVR as it started in 1996. 
Contrarily to SBVR, it is only a business rule notation and does not provide a frame for expressing 
business vocabulary. RuleSpeak can however replace SBVR Structured English in SBVR rule definition. 
The RuleSpeak version of the example given for SBVR Structured English is the following:  
 
Each rental car must be owned by exactly one branch.  
 
Keyword: 
quantifier 
Designation for 
a noun concept 
Keyword for 
a modality 
(obligation) 
Designation 
for a fact 
type 
Keyword: 
quantifier 
 
Designation 
for a noun 
concept 
  
 
Figure 80: RuleSpeak example (from www.brcommunity.com) 
It can be noticed that RuleSpeak and SBVR using Structured English are very similar.  
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5.6 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, we have introduced some concepts that we are going to use for building a 
formalized decision making process for the design of product in a chemical related enterprise. 
Firstly, we have presented how an enterprise can be defined, and how it can be modeled. In 
particular, we have seen that four views enable to represent an enterprise and its complexity: the 
functional view, the informational view, the organizational view and the resource view.  
Second, we have introduced the concepts of model driven engineering, which we will use in order 
to propose a formalized frame. We have detailed, in particular, the notions of real system, model and 
metamodel. 
We have then presented how to define a decision, what are the most common decision making 
processes, and what decision making methods exist. We will keep in mind the three phases, 
“Intelligence”, “Design” and “Choice”, in the decision making process proposed by Simon (1960), to which 
a fourth phase “Implementation” has been added by Vallin and Vanderpooten (2000). We have also 
introduced the decision analysis procedure of Howard (1966), and in particular the “Post-mortem” phase, 
which consists in reducing the uncertainty by gathering information. Concerning the decision making 
methods, we have detailed on the DELPHI method. 
Within the Intelligence phase, we have focused on concepts associated to requirements 
management. In particular, we have detailed more thoroughly the business rules. We have also 
introduced the requirement engineering process activities. 
Finally, we have presented some modeling languages which can be used for requirement 
management. In particular, we have detailed the Object Constraint Language (OCL) which has for 
purpose to express constraints on UML models, and particularly on class diagram. We have also focused 
on the Semantic for Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR), which can be used for expressing business 
rules. 
The next chapter uses these concepts and languages to propose a formalized decision making 
process for the design of products in the context of a chemical related enterprise. 
  
  
6. Proposition of a decision making process for 
chemical product design 
This chapter presents our proposal for a decision making process based on the concepts 
introduced in chapter 5. We build a three-phase process by adapting Simon’s approach to our problem. In 
the Intelligence phase, we guarantee an alignment of the requirements of business players issued from 
different levels of the enterprise and having different fields of expertise. In the Design phase, alternatives 
satisfying these requirements are generated using a product design method, possibly our CAPD tool. The 
Choice phase is divided in two stages, one for determining which promising alternative is going to be 
consolidated by laboratory testing, and one for determining if this alternative will finally be chosen in light 
of the laboratory results.  
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6.1 DECISION MAKING PROCESS OVERVIEW 
Our decision making process model is inspired by the decision process proposed by Vallin (Vallin 
and Vanderpooten, 2000). The last step, the Implementation phase, is out of the scope of this PhD. We 
thus focus only on the first three phases, which reduces the model to the decision process model of 
Simon (Simon, 1960). The process is summarized on Figure 81. 
 
Figure 81: Overview of our decision making process 
Let us consider a general chemical product substitution problem. A stimulus, for example a 
regulation evolution, imposes the enterprise to adapt itself. This leads the project director to launch our 
decision making process. During the Intelligence phase, the stakeholders decide if the substitution of a 
chemical product is necessary. If not, other actions than the substitution must be undertaken, and this 
particular decision making process stops. Otherwise, they define the requirements for the future chemical 
product. These requirements hence constitute a model of what is wanted. The Design phase consists in 
the generation of candidate solutions, called alternatives, by using the requirements resulting from the 
Intelligence phase. During this phase, any method can be used, but in this PhD only the use of our CAPD 
tool is presented. In the Choice phase, the DELPHI method is used in order to select the best option. If 
the experts involved in the DELPHI method judge that the alternatives proposed are unsatisfactory, then 
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the people of the Intelligence phase are asked to reconsider their requirements. Finally when an option is 
selected, the Implementation phase begins.  
The main challenges are to define a structuring frame for each phase and to propose a formal 
approach of decision analysis in order to enable strategic and operational alignment, as defined by Ulmer 
(2011) and illustrated in the information system area by Ulmer et al. (2011). Our decision making process 
should hence enable a quicker convergence between the different people involved, and a reduction of the 
workload necessary for finding a satisfactory substitution product. 
6.2 INTELLIGENCE PHASE 
The Intelligence phase is the first activity of Simon’s process (Simon, 1960). During this phase, the 
information about the problem must be gathered and criteria must be set in order to limit the number of 
possible alternatives. In our context of product substitution, the final result of this phase is a set of 
requirements that constrain in particular the mixture structure and the target properties to be matched. 
Concerning our CAPD tool, these requirements may concern specific chemical sub-structures, either to 
source the future molecules form renewable materials or to ensure their synthesizability. 
6.2.1 Several business players 
Our work performed in the framework of the project InBioSynSolv has highlighted that the setting of 
the parameters of our CAPD software requires several competences encountered in the chemical related 
enterprise: chemistry, thermodynamic, business and management. The project industrial partner defines 
the global specification, the chemical engineering expert sets the property models and targets and the 
chemist defines the chemical fields to explore. These persons are spread across the whole chemical 
supply chain as defined by (Marquardt et al., 2000) and presented in chapter 5 (Figure 71). 
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the definition of the requirement can be considered as a 
decision making process itself (Aurum and Wohlin, 2003). As we are in an industrial context, we have 
chosen to use Ansoff (1965) and Anthony (1965) models. We thus distinguish three levels of decision 
making: 
 The strategic decision making level where the project manager defines the business 
strategy and policy. 
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 The tactical decision making level where a business process expert is responsible of the 
respect of the business strategy. 
 The operative decision making level where the constraints on the substitution product are 
set: the chemical engineering expert refines the property constraints and the chemical 
expert defines the constraints on the molecular structures. 
We have hence four business players as represented on Figure 82. 
 
Figure 82: Business players in the Intelligence phase 
A business player is a role: it has commitments that can be distributed among several people. 
Conversely, a single person can play several roles.  
The project manager defines the business policy, including market opportunities and supply chain 
issues. The business process expert determines how the company objectives can be reached and he has 
a global overview of the supply chain. The chemical engineering expert is proficient to define the 
thermodynamic property constraints that the new molecule or product must satisfy. He also has in mind 
issues related to the chemical process context. The chemical expert brings information on the molecular 
system, like the available raw materials or the possible chemical transformations to synthesize the new 
molecules and to guarantee its chemical stability. 
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Concerning the operational decision making level, iterations between the chemical engineering 
expert and the chemical expert are mandatory. Indeed, even in a very simple case, the chemical 
engineering expert needs some information about the chemical structures chosen by the chemical expert 
in order to properly select the property estimation models. In the case where properties on a specific 
mixture component have to be set, a more complex iterative process must be performed. 
6.2.2 Modeling of the requirement 
For each business player, we use the concepts of model driven engineering to define the layers of 
abstraction of the information they are dealing with.  
 The layer 0 corresponds to the real system i.e. to the knowledge as it truly exists, for 
example as documentation or simply in the player mind. This knowledge grasps every 
aspects of the enterprise, internal or external, at any level of detail.  
 The model at layer 1 must show each one of the four views of enterprise modeling seen in 
the previous chapter: informational, organizational, functional and resource views.  
 On layer 2, the metamodel used at each decision making level is specified.  
The concepts of this approach are shown on Figure 83. 
 
Figure 83: A global multi-level and multi-layer approach for the Intelligence phase from Heintz et al, (2012a) 
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The project manager deals with information such as the REACH regulation or internal 
documentation. This information can be modeled as business rules using a business rule metamodel 
(BRMN).  
The business process expert manages the business process. He has to undertake actions in order 
to apply the business policy decided by the project manager while respecting of the business process 
already in place, such as the supply chain, the suppliers or the clients. His knowledge is represented as a 
business process diagram conformed to the Business Process Management Notation (BPMN) 
metamodel. 
The chemical engineering expert decides about the constraints on the thermodynamic properties 
that the new product must meet, according to the requirements set at the previous levels and to his own 
knowledge of the chemical process where the new product should be used. His knowledge can be 
modeled as a file conformed to the ThermoML specification (metamodel) that are given in an XSD (XML 
Schema Definition) (Frenkel et al., 2006). 
Then the chemical expert chooses the constraints on the molecular structure within the mixture 
product to find which are going to best respond to the requirements set earlier. He can define the number 
of elements if he chooses to consider a mixture, the synthons that a molecule should be synthesizable 
from or the composition of the different elements in the mixture. His knowledge can be represented as a 
file respecting the CML metamodel (Holliday et al., 2006). As ThermoML metamodel, CML metamodel is 
specified as an XSD. 
With this information, the chemical engineering expert is able to associate the most suitable 
property estimation models to each property constraint. He also sets the constraints on the operating 
conditions that are necessary to run the chosen property estimation models. 
One of the main issues of this approach is the operational alignment. Indeed, as each player uses 
his own model, it is necessary to align them in order to guaranty that each level understands fully the 
requirements set previously even if they have been specified with a different formalism. 
As a first version, we have simplified this general approach. We have opted to model only the 
requirements, that is to say a part of the informational view of enterprise modeling. Moreover we have 
chosen to use only a unique model for all the decision levels and we also use an existing metamodel: 
UML2.  
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The Figure 84 represents the current approach. 
 
Figure 84: A simplified multi-level and multi-layer approach for the Intelligence phase 
6.2.3 Model for requirements 
Within SysML (modeling language dedicated to complex systems), there exists a part dedicated to 
requirements but we develop our own model based on UML2 diagram in a concern of consistency with 
the part B of this manuscript. Nevertheless, SysML requirement diagram could be used. The syntax 
would be different but the semantic would remain the same. We propose the requirement model given in 
Figure 85. 
 
Figure 85: An UML model of requirement 
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Two types of requirement are available: constraints for the chemical engineering expert and the 
chemical expert and local rules for the project manager and the business process expert. The constraints 
are expressed using OCL and the local rules are expressed as SBVR rules using structured English. 
It must be noted that traditional business rules are not used here as they are meant to constrain 
some aspects of the business and are applicable to the whole enterprise on a permanent basis. Indeed, 
for our application, we do not wish to define general company rules. Instead, we need rules specific to a 
given decision making process, and which must only last until the process is completed. That is why we 
have introduced what we call “local rules”. Local rules are temporary and apply only to the current 
decision making process. 
Setting constraints with OCL also required some adjustments. Indeed, OCL is primarily dedicated 
to the setting of constraints on the classes (M1 layer). Just like business rules, these constraints are too 
general for our application. Indeed, we need to specify constraints on the objects which are instances of 
the class (M0 layer). It is possible to go around this problem by extensively using qualified associations in 
the associated class diagram. Qualified associations allow selecting the objects at the other end of the 
association. In addition, we need to define a property “type()” in order to define constraints on the type of 
constraint when there are inheritance relationships. It can also be noted that among the possible OCL 
conditions; invariant, pre- and post-conditions; we only need the invariant ones. 
As represented on Figure 85, constraints and local rules can either be “leaf” or “container”. A 
container object will be refined by the next business players. They will associate it to new and more 
detailed requirements which integrate their own knowledge. A leaf object, on the other hand, will not be 
transmitted to the other players. At the end of the process, all container requirements must be associated 
to at least one more detailed requirement. 
A local rule container can be associated to both local rules and constraints. On the other hand, a 
constraint container can only be associated to other constraints and not to local rules. In other words, 
constraints come from local rules and not the other way around. This is logical since, in our idea, local 
rules express higher level requirements than constraints. 
6.2.4 Propagation of the decisions 
A first issue concerns the management of all the information through the decision process. Using 
this model, the business players will sequentially create a requirements tree. An illustration of such a 
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requirements tree can be found in chapter 7. The tree will grow until the information it contains covers 
with sufficient details all the aspects necessary for launching the design phase. 
As a triggering event of the decision process, a stimulus either conflicts with the business policy or 
motivates a change in the business policy. In other words, a stimulus can either violate an existing 
business rule or will lead to the addition or the modification of a business rule which will be violated. The 
decision of launching our decision making process is then made. 
The local rule object associated to the violated business rule is created by the project manager. It is 
nevertheless possible that the solutions found to validate this rule will invalidate others. To avoid this to 
happen, the project manager has the possibility to add several local rules associated to business rules 
currently valid, but risking to be violated. After this step, the process is the same as for any other player. 
For building the requirements tree, each player will sequentially derive the higher level 
requirements into more precise and specific ones. At each level, it is important for the business player to 
have access to the whole tree in its current state and not only to the requirements of the previous level. 
Indeed, when a requirement is derived from another one, it then includes more specific information in a 
particular domain, but the general information of the initial requirement might still be needed, in order to 
be derived in another domain. Such an awareness of all the available information participates to the 
strategic alignment that we aim at. 
A second issue concerns the “classification” of the requirements. As the current business player 
uses most of the times the “container” requirements that are still associated to no other requirements, 
those later ones need to be highlighted. But on the other hand some requirements are not necessary and 
their presence may over the player with too much information. 
In order to help a player to cope with the large number of requirements he may have to manage, 
every requirement has a level of interest. A requirement can be marked as “to be considered in priority”, 
“to be considered” or “ignored”. The “container” requirements that are still associated to no other 
requirements are automatically marked as “to be considered in priority”. The “leaf” requirements are 
automatically marked as “ignored”. All other requirements are by default marked as “to be considered”. 
Moreover, when the current player finds that a “container” requirement has been fully exploited and 
covered, he can set its level of interest to “ignored”. As the requirements “to be considered in priority” are 
highlighted and the requirements “ignored” are hidden, the requirements tree contains only the essential 
information for the next player. 
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A requirements tree is hence built by deriving the higher level requirements into lower level ones. 
Each time a business player creates a more specific requirement from a higher one, he implicitly makes a 
decision, which will later impact the global decision made at the end of the whole process. It is therefore 
important for each of these “small” decisions to be correct. With the approach proposed here, we ensure 
that, as the decision propagates through the levels of the enterprise, each business player has access to 
all the information he needs, while not being lost in useless details. The business players have thus a 
greater chance to make good decisions. 
This propagation of the decision ensures a strategic alignment as the decisions taken have an 
impact on the lower levels. This way the business strategy is followed at each level of the enterprise. 
6.2.5 The facilitator 
As we have seen we propose a formalism to represent the local rules and constraints. Even though 
we have chosen to use rather accessible modeling languages for now, the different business players may 
need some help to correctly express their rules/constraints and may experience difficulties to understand 
the requirements set on the upper levels. A facilitator is thus needed. He is an expert of our approach and 
of SBVR rules and OCL constraints. He is in charge of monitoring the progress of the requirements tree 
building. He alerts the business players when action is needed from their side or when they are late in 
performing their actions. He must also be proficient in the use of the tool used during the design phase of 
the decision making process. Indeed, he will be in charge of translating the requirements in an 
understandable format for this tool in the Design phase.  
A future perspective is to make this translation automatic. One can also consider making the 
monitoring of the progress of the Intelligence phase automatic. Both these perspectives will be permitted 
by the systematic use of formal languages for expressing the requirements. 
6.3 DESIGN PHASE 
The Design phase is the second phase of Simon’s decision making model. It mainly consists in the 
generation of the alternatives which are potential solutions for the problem requiring a decision. In our 
context, the alternatives are the different possibilities for the molecular substitution. 
This part of the process can be schematized as presented on Figure 86 and is detailed in the 
following sections.  
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Figure 86: The Design phase 
6.3.1 Generation of alternatives using IBSS 
For generating alternatives, any method of molecular design can be used, even the trial and error 
ones. Indeed, using the same requirements tree, other means than our CAPD tool could potentially be 
used to generate alternatives. In other words, the requirements tree is not meant to contain the 
information focusing exclusively on the parameters of our tool. Now we consider the case where our 
CAPD tool, IBSS, is used. 
For launching a research with our tool, the input file must be generated with the correct XML 
format, which sets the parameters of the objective function, of the mixture and of the genetic algorithm. 
The facilitator will use the requirements defined during the Intelligence phase to properly set this file. All 
the necessary data concerning the property targets and the constraints on the molecular structures is 
contained in the requirements tree. Indeed, since the facilitator also supervised the requirement setting, 
he is aware of any missing requirement during the Intelligence phase, and he has continuously requested 
the business players to provide them. However, the parameters of the search algorithm concern 
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specifically our CAPD tool. Setting these parameters requires being proficient in the use of our tool, which 
is not the case of the business players of the Intelligence phase. In addition, the facilitator is well indicated 
to set the parameters of the genetic algorithm. 
It can be noted that some requirements of the requirements tree may no bet useful for the tool. 
Thus, they are not written in the CAPD tool XML input file but are kept in order to be used during the 
Choice phase. 
Once the input file is finalized, the CAPD tool is run. It shall return products which are in theory 
reasonably good candidates for the substitution. But in practice their goodness depends on the accuracy 
of the property evaluation models currently available. Besides, purely theoretical molecular structures 
may not be actually feasible. Chemical synthesis feasibility rules could be integrated in our tool to reduce 
the probability to generate products which synthesis is impracticable. Finally, the product candidates 
depend on the weighting of the many constraints to be satisfied. 
As a conclusion, it can be observed that the tool proposes candidate products supposed to be 
good ones, but that human expertise and laboratory consolidation are still necessary for various reasons. 
There is a need to select which candidates is the most promising one and worth being synthesized and 
tested in laboratory. 
6.3.2 Generation of a reference document 
In parallel of the generation of alternatives, the facilitator transforms the requirements tree into a 
document understandable for the experts involved in the Choice phase. This way the experts will be able 
to choose the product that best fits the requirements of the Intelligence phase. This document is a classic 
text document that translates the requirements tree. It will be used as a reference for the future steps of 
the decision process.  
The document generation step does not traditionally belong to the design phase but, in our opinion, 
it is coherent to create such a document in parallel of the generation of the input file and the running of 
our CAPD tool. Indeed, during these steps, all the elements necessary for creating the reference 
document are available and such a document is mandatory for the Choice phase. 
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6.4 CHOICE PHASE 
The Choice phase is the third and final phase of Simon’s model. It consists in choosing which one 
of the alternatives generated during the Design phase will be implemented. 
The inputs of this phase are the reference document explaining the requirements set at the 
Intelligence phase and the alternatives obtained as an output of the CAPD tool. 
This part of the process can be schematized as presented on Figure 87 and is detailed in the 
following sections.  
 
Figure 87: The Choice phase 
6.4.1 Actors of the Choice phase 
The actors of the Choice phase are the experts involved in the DELPHI method, introduced in 
chapter 5. Those experts must come from various domains in order for the final decision to be consistent 
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with the enterprise and economic environment. We stress that the business players of the Intelligence 
phase must not be members of the panel of experts in the Choice phase, in order to ensure impartial and 
supplementary judgments. 
A proper selection of the experts’ domain can help reducing the weaknesses of the results of our 
CAPD tool. Indeed, a chemist will identify unrealistic molecules and the alternatives containing such 
molecules will be discarded through the DELPHI method. In a same order of idea, a thermodynamic 
expert will recognize the misused models. 
We have identified several domains that should be represented in the Choice phase. They concern 
chemical engineering (synthesizability, respect of the constraints), process system engineering (QHSE, 
adaptability of the constraints), industrial engineering (supply chain) and economics. 
Finally, to guaranty a better efficiency of the DELPHI process, it is recommended that the experts 
must remain anonymous. Indeed, this allows putting each expert on an equal footing. 
6.4.2 A two stage process 
Before implementing any alternative, its properties must be known with an accuracy and a level of 
confidence that only laboratory tests can provide for molecules. As those tests can take several months 
and can be costly, it is thus necessary to carefully choose the alternatives that are worth testing. We have 
considered a two stage process inspired by the post-mortem phase of Howard method (Howard, 1966) 
presented in 5.3.2.2. First, the experts choose the best alternative on the basis of their knowledge and on 
the information given by the property estimation models used by the CAPD tool. This product is then 
synthesized and tested in laboratory. This phase corresponds to the gathering of information in Howard 
method (Howard, 1966), except it reduces the uncertainty directly on the actual performances of the 
alternative (the “profit” of this alternative), and not on the state variables of the problem. The experimental 
data then replace the property estimation and the experts choose if this alternative is still worthy in a 
second stage. If not, another alternative is chosen for testing. If on the contrary the experts are still 
satisfied with the alternative, it is decided to select this product for substitution. 
At each one of the two stages through the answers given in the questionnaire, the experts can also 
decide that some requirements of the Intelligence phase must be modified. Under special circumstances, 
they may recommend to modify a very high level requirement that will reassess the need for a substitution 
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and that will have for consequences the end of the decision process. They hence perform a kind of 
double check of the requirements. Both stages are now described. 
6.4.3 First stage: selection of an alternative for laboratory consolidation 
The desired outcome of this first stage is the selection, for laboratory testing, of the most promising 
alternative. However other outcomes are possible if no alternative is considered promising. In this case, it 
can be decided that requirements of the Intelligence phase must be revisited. Four cases can be 
imagined: 
 There is no alternative with a high enough performance. It can mean that the problem was 
too constrained and that some constraints, either on the property targets or on the 
molecular structures, must be relaxed. If the relaxation of those constraints is not an option 
then some higher level requirements (strategic or tactical) must be modified. This can lead 
to give up the decision of product substitution and put an end to the current decision 
making process. 
 Some alternatives have a high performance but they are not credible from the experts’ 
point of view. This can be the result of inappropriate requirements on molecular structure, 
property estimation models or operating conditions. 
 The best proposed alternatives have medium performances except on specific properties. 
In this case, a better tuning of the weighting of the property target in the global objective 
function must be encouraged. 
 In the case where promising alternatives exist, one must be selected for laboratory 
validations. A large panel of experts will enable to effectively filter the chemically non-
feasible alternatives and select the best compromise on estimated performances for each 
property. It will also allow taking other factors into account such as the difficulty to 
synthesize, the cost of used raw materials and so on. 
The questionnaires used for this phase are created specifically each time a Choice phase takes 
place, but are always organized as follows. For illustration, the questionnaire used for the case study 
presented in the next chapter is available in appendix 10.8. A set of questions guides each expert to 
determine whether he believes that the set of alternative is worthy of consideration or not. If not, the 
answers to the questions will help to understand why, and to identify a way forward. It is indeed important 
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to identify the wrong decisions of the previous phases and to know the corrective actions for the new 
Intelligence and Design phases.  
Firstly, technical questions are asked closely linked to the requirements which have been 
previously set. These questions have been organized the following way in the questionnaire: 
 The first group of questions concerns the way the performance has been calculated. The 
property considered, the targets fixed, the relative weighting of the properties set and the 
property estimation models used are submitted to the experts’ appreciation. The experts 
also have the possibility to identify missing and/or unnecessary properties, and to give their 
opinion on the credibility of the returned property values. 
 The second group of questions is focused on the way the structure of the mixture has been 
constrained. The experts give their opinion on the choice on the molecules, on the 
constraints that they must respect and on the chosen composition. 
 The third group of questions is dedicated to the parameters set for the search algorithm. 
These three groups of questions are limited to the various aspects on which constraints have been 
established. They hence follow the structure of the CAPD tool input file. However, in the case where 
some aspects have been forgotten, each group of question ends by an open question to which a free 
answer can be given. 
Surely, the level of detail of these questions is quite high for some of the experts involved. For 
example, a marketing expert is not expected to know whether the models used for evaluating the property 
values are correct. Therefore, for each question, it is possible to simply answer “No opinion”. 
Secondly, following these groups of detailed questions dedicated to technical experts (but for which 
the opinion of everyone is welcome) the questionnaire becomes more general and accessible. Each 
expert is asked if he considers that the number of alternatives with a satisfactory theoretical performance 
is sufficient, and if he sees any other choices which could have led to obtain a better set of alternatives. 
Then, he indicates whether he considers that the set of alternatives proposed is worth consideration or 
not. If not, he details if a better set can be obtained, or if he believes that no satisfactory set can be 
obtained. In this latter case, it means that the expert believes that the substitution is not feasible. 
In the case where the expert judges the set of alternatives to be worthy of consideration, he is 
asked to indicate the top 5 alternatives and the alternatives which have to be rejected. He also has to 
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justify his choices. For example, a chemical expert may identify that an alternative is not feasible, 
whereas all the other experts place it in their top 5. On the next round, those other experts will probably 
reconsider their top 5 knowing that this alternative will not be synthesizable. Therefore, knowing the 
alternatives to be rejected is just as important as knowing the top 5. 
When a consensus is reached on a promising alternative, this product is synthesized and tested in 
laboratory. Then the second stage begins. 
6.4.4 Second stage: validation/invalidation of the alternative tested 
The second stage consists in evaluating if the chosen alternative is still satisfactory in the light of 
the experimental values returned by the laboratory testing. If it is not the case, another promising 
alternative must be tested. This goes on until a satisfactory alternative is found or until there are no 
promising alternative left for testing. In this last case, the requirements of the Intelligence phase must be 
reconsidered with a rational similar to the one of the first decision. 
For illustration, a particular case where no promising alternatives would be left is the following. It 
might happen that, after having tested several alternatives, it appears that the one particular property 
performance is never close to the expected value. In this case, it can be assumed that the model used for 
evaluating this property was not correctly chosen, and that therefore all the alternatives currently available 
can no longer be trusted. It would then appear useless to keep on testing them in laboratory. This case is 
quite similar to the case considered in the first decision, where the performances are considered as not 
credible by the experts. It leads to the same outcome: requirements on molecular structure, property 
estimation models or operating conditions shall be reviewed. 
The questionnaire used in this stage is very similar to the questionnaire of the first stage. A set of 
questions guides each expert to determine whether he believes that the alternative meets his 
expectations or not. If not, the answers to the questions will help to understand why, and to identify a way 
forward. In addition, if an expert is not satisfied with the alternative tested, he is asked if the set of 
alternatives currently available can still be used, in which case he has to indicate the top 5 alternatives 
and the alternatives which have to be rejected, just like he did during the first stage of the Choice phase. 
If in his opinion the whole set of alternative must be rejected, he has to mention if he considers that a 
better set can be obtained, or that no satisfactory set can be obtained. 
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6.5 GENERAL PICTURE OF OUR PROPOSAL FOR A PRODUCT SUBSTITUTION DECISION PROCESS 
A general overview of the whole process is depicted in Figure 88.  
 
 
Figure 88: General picture of our decision making process 
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The fourth phase is the implementation phase that is not in our scope. It involves common process 
design activities. Its aim is to adapt the production process to the new product. Other decisions 
associated to preliminary design will then have to be made but they are not closely related to our decision 
process in the present state of our work. 
6.6 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, we proposed a decision making process for the substitution of chemical products in 
an industrial context. This process follows the decision process of Simon (1960): namely the Intelligence, 
the Design and the Choice phases. 
The Intelligence phase uses the concepts of enterprise modeling for ensuring a correct propagation 
of the decisions on the requirements through the different levels involved. Four business players spread 
across the whole chemical supply chain are involved. They use information formalized on different 
abstraction layers. The outcome of this phase is a requirements tree which translates the propagation of 
the decisions, and provides all the information necessary for the next phases. For building this tree, a 
modeling of the requirements is proposed based on a distinction between rules and constraints using 
SBVR and OCL formalism respectively. 
During the Design phase, alternatives are generated by using our CAPD tool, once the appropriate 
input file is easily built with the requirements tree available with the help of a facilitator. In addition, during 
this phase, we propose to capitalize the information of the requirements tree in a reference document. 
The Choice phase is divided in two stages inspired by the post-mortem phase of Howard (1966). It 
uses DELPHI methods where the questionnaires are built with technical questions related to the problem 
requirements relevancy and related to the chemical product alternatives pertinence. The first stage 
consists in involving a large panel of independent and anonymous experts in a DELPHI group decision 
method aiming at selecting the most promising alternative returned by the CAPD tool. This alternative is 
then tested in laboratory for determining its actual performance value. In the second stage, the experts 
are involved once again in a DELPHI method whose purpose is to decide whether the alternative tested is 
indeed satisfactory, or if another shall be tested. During both stages, it is possible for the experts to 
question the alternatives available, and consequently the requirements which have led to their generation. 
In such case, instead of going forward, the process goes back to the Intelligence phase. 
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The execution of the whole process relies on a facilitator who monitors the progress and provides 
assistance to the business players. However, since we extensively based our Intelligence and Design 
phases on computer approaches and model driven engineering, it can be considered that a large part of 
the tasks performed by the facilitator can be performed automatically.  
  
7. Industry related case study 
In this chapter, through the combination of our CAPD tool and our decision making process, and 
with a case study based on Sinha and Achenie (2002), we illustrate how our approach can enable an 
efficient integration of environmental considerations among other enterprise needs. The case of a 
chemical company confronted to the necessity to find a greener solvent is treated. All the steps of our 
approach are detailed, and a focus is made on the information produced and on the role played by the 
enterprise resource, either human or material. The strategic, tactical and operational aspects of the 
problem are considered, and the propagation of the decision through these levels is highlighted. The 
possibility for our CAPD tool to be constrained by a wide range of enterprise requirements is 
demonstrated. The general frame retained for the final choice is detailed with more precision on several 
considerations which may arise in this particular case.  
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7.1 CONTEXT 
In the lithographic printing process sector, ink residue and dried ink need to be removed from 
rubber blankets. The “blanket wash” is one of the most used solvents, and among the 40 formulations 
used in printing facilities throughout the United States, 21 contain petroleum distillates, raising 
environmental, health and safety (EHS) concerns (Sinha and Achenie, 2002).  
The enterprise of our case study produces “blanket washes” and sells it to printing facilities. It also 
uses SBVR for expressing its business rules. In this context, we explain how our decision making process 
can be used for the substitution of the blanket wash. 
7.2 STIMULUS 
The whole process is triggered by a stimulus which claims for a decision to be made. In the scope 
of this case study, this stimulus is the following: pushed by regulation evolutions, and wishing to apply to 
the ISO 14001 standard certification about designing and implementing an effective environmental 
management system, one of the clients of the enterprise expresses the wish of having a greener “blanket 
wash”. As a consequence, a new fact is created in the business rule repository of the enterprise: 
 Fact1: Customer C1 wants a replacement product that is greener than product 
Blanket Wash. 
In addition, among others, the following business rules and fact already existed within the 
enterprise. 
 Fact2: Each thing that is wanted by a customer is a customer need of that customer. 
 BusinessRule1: It is obligatory that each customer need of each customer is 
satisfied. 
 BusinessRule2: It is obligatory that each functionality that is performed by a product 
is performed by each replacement product of that product. 
 BusinessRule3: It is obligatory that each supplier is located at less than 300 
kilometers from the site supplied by this supplier. 
 BusinessRule4: It is obligatory that each product respects the security rules. 
 BusinessRule5: It is prohibited that a product prevents a process to function. 
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BusinessRule1 translates the commercial policy of the enterprise, which is to satisfy each need of 
its customers. 
BusinessRule2 ensures that products are replaced by adequate substitutes. In this rule, 
“functionality” must be understood as what the product offers to the customer, and not as the chemical 
properties of the product. For example, a product removing ink can be used as a replacement product of 
the blanket wash, even if it does not have the same vapor pressure. Since the enterprises follows SBVR 
standard, the concept associated to the term “functionality” is explicitly defined, and any confusion is 
avoided. 
BusinessRule3 is the result of a particular policy of the enterprise, which is to favor local suppliers 
in order to avoid the drawbacks of long distance transportation of goods (including the impact on the 
environment). 
BusinessRule4 and BusinessRule5 are security and performance requirements.  
It can be observed that the conjunction of Fact1 and Fact2 results in the violation of 
BusinessRule1. The business rules 2, 3, 4 and 5 are not violated but they are mentioned because they 
need to be considered since they may become violated by the substitution product. 
7.3 INTELLIGENCE PHASE 
As presented in the previous chapter, the Intelligence phase is the first phase of the decision 
making process. It mainly consists in the definition of the requirements by the business players thanks to 
a process guarantying the propagation of the decisions from the strategic to the operational decision 
making levels. To unambiguously express the requirements and as presented in chapter 5, SBVR 
Structured English is used on the strategic and tactical decision levels and OCL is used on the 
operational decision level. The facilitator assists the business players in expressing their requirements in 
these modeling languages and also helps them to understand the requirements set at the higher decision 
levels. 
7.3.1 Strategic decision level 
After having observed that BusinessRule1 is violated, the project manager launches the decision 
making process by starting the requirements tree. He defines the trunk of the tree by creating the 
following local rules:  
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 StrategicLocalRule1: A replacement product of product Blanket Wash that is greener 
than product Blanket Wash must be found. 
 StrategicLocalRule2: It is obligatory that each functionality that is performed by 
product Blanket Wash is performed by the replacement product of product Blanket 
Wash. 
 StrategicLocalRule3: It is obligatory that each raw material is available at less than 
300 kilometers from the production site. 
 StrategicLocalRule4: The production cost of the replacement product of product 
Blanket Wash must be at most 10% greater than the production cost of product 
Blanket Wash. 
 StrategicLocalRule5: It is obligatory that the replacement product of product Blanket 
Wash respects the security rules. 
 StrategicLocalRule6: It is prohibited that the replacement product of product Blanket 
Wash prevents a process to function. 
StrategicLocalRule1 expresses the main decision to be made, for which the decision making 
process is launched. The strategic local rules 2, 3, 5 and 6 respectively come from the business rules 2, 
3, 4 and 5, which the project manager has identified as risking to be violated. StrategicLocalRule4 
translates a strategic decision of the project manager regarding the production costs objectives. A cost 
increase may be acceptable by the client at the printing facility since using greener product will help him 
getting the ISO 14001 certification. 
The strategic local rules 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are container rules. The requirements tree generated is 
represented on Figure 89. As explained in chapter 6, each requirement needs to be associated to a level 
of interest. The way the different levels of interest are represented on the tree is detailed in Figure 90. 
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Figure 89: Requirements of the strategic decision making level 
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Figure 90: Formalism of the requirements tree 
The project manager can now submit this trunk of requirements to the business process expert 
who will continue the Intelligence phase and complete the requirements tree. 
7.3.2 Tactical decision level  
The business process expert considers the first local rule and decides to refine it with: 
 TacticalLocalRule1: The replacement product of product Blanket Wash must be water 
based. 
This rule translates a tactical choice of the business process expert, which is to direct the research 
towards water-based solvents. Indeed, this expert believes that, with this orientation, the search will be 
quicker and the replacement product will have the greatest added value. 
By taking into considerations supply chain issues, he also refines the strategic local rules 3 and 4 
in: 
 TacticalLocalRule2: Raw materials used for replacement product of product Blanket 
Wash must be available at supplier S1 or at supplier S2 or at supplier S3. 
 TacticalLocalRule3: The replacement product of product Blanket Wash must be 
synthesizable with the production means that are available at production site PS0. 
The suppliers S1, S2 and S3 are located at less than 300km from the production site PS0, and 
from the business process expert point of view, their costs are within acceptable limits with regards to the 
strategic objective of 10% increase of production cost at maximum set at the higher level. The production 
site PS0 is also judged compatible with this objective by the business process expert, provided that no 
additional investment on production means is required. This is summarized in the local rules above. 
With these rules, the business process expert considers that he has fully exploited and covered the 
strategic local rule 3. Hence, he sets it as “ignored”. This has for consequence that it no longer appears in 
the requirements tree for the following business players. 
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Figure 91: Requirements at the tactical decision making level 
7.3.3 Operational decision level 
The first business player to participate to the operational decisions is the chemical engineering 
expert who defines the properties and their targets for the new product. The chemical expert then sets the 
constraints on the molecular structure. Afterwards, the chemical engineering expert is involved a second 
time for defining which property estimation models are best suited. 
7.3.3.1 Definition of the property targets 
To define the property targets in OCL, the chemical engineering uses the following structure of 
domain entities (shown as a UML class diagram). 
 
Figure 92: Class diagram used for the OCL description of the constraints on the properties 
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Among the requirements set previously, the chemical engineering expert first considers the 
requirements that are marked as to be considered in priority. 
The strategic local rule 2 is considered first. This rule is focused on the functionalities that the 
product shall provide, in particular “solubililization” property. Since the product will be used for removing 
ink from rubber blankets, the chemical engineering expert refines the strategic local rule 2 by defining a 
target property associated to the solubility power of the future product on this specific ink. The ink is 
considered as a phenolic resin described by HSP parameter values used in setting the constraints as: 
Context PropertyList inv 
self.property[RED].weight=4 
self.property[RED].value =0 
self.property[RED].unit=”n/a” 
self.property[RED].parameter[HSPd].value= 19.7 
self.property[RED].parameter[HSPp].value= 11.6 
self.property[RED].parameter[HSPh].value= 14.6 
self.property[RED].parameter[HSPradius].value=12.7 
self.property[RED].performanceFunction->type()=”Gaussian” 
self.property[RED].performanceFunction.tol=1 
self.property[RED].performanceFunction.val=0.8 
 
We define RED as the distance in the Hansen solubility parameter space between the new product 
and the ink divided by the solubility radius of the ink. With this definition, a RED which is smaller than 1 is 
acceptable as it corresponds to the case where the new product is inside the solubility sphere. However, 
the smaller the distance between the two products is, the better the solubility is. Hence, the target of this 
property is 0. 
Following the same formalism, several other property constraints are defined. The strategic local 
rule 5 stipulates that security rules must be respected. This “safety” requirement is refined in constraints 
on the flash point and the vapor pressure of the replacement product. Flash point is related to the 
explosion risk and the vapor pressure is related to the COV exposure of the operators. The strategic local 
rule 6 states that the replacement product must be compliant with the process in which it will be involved 
and the tactical local rule 3 specifies the production means from which the product must be synthesized. 
The chemical engineering expert refines them by defining constraints on the viscosity, the superficial 
tension and the density of the product. Finally the tactical local rule 1 that states that the mixture must be 
water-based is refined by the chemical engineering expert into a constraint on the water solubility 
(Log(Ws)) for all the components of the replacement product.  
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The tactical local rule 2 is not used by the chemical engineering expert and remains as “to be 
considered in priority”.  
These new constraints are written using the same formalism as the one made explicit for the RED. 
The precise parameters are detailed in the following table. 
Table 10: Parameters of the property constraints coming from priority requirements 
Property name Weighting Target Unit Performance function type 
Performance 
function parameters 
RED (19.7;11.6;14.6;12.7) 4 =0 n/a Gaussian tol=1, val=0.8 
Flash point 1 >323.15 K Gaussian tol=5, val=0.8 
Vapor pressure 1 <0.00267 Bar Gaussian tol=0.0001, val=0.8 
Viscosity (300K) 1 [0.8;1.4]  Cp Gaussian tol=0.1, val=0.8 
Superficial Tension 
(298K) 
1 [30;45]  dyn/cm2 Gaussian tol=5, val=0.8 
Density 1 [0.9;1.1] n/a Gaussian tol=0.05, val=0.8 
Log(Ws) 4 >4  mg/L Gaussian tol=0.5, val=0.8 
 
Once these targets are defined, the requirements without priority are considered. The strategic 
local rule 1 stipulates that the new product must be greener. This is a rather vague property. The 
chemical engineer expert defined constraints on some environmental indices to account for the green 
features of the product. For illustration, the property on the Environmental impact indices is the following: 
Context PropertyList inv 
self.property[Environmental impact].weight=0.2 
self.property[Environmental impact].value >8 
self.property[Environmental impact].unit=”n/a” 
self.property[Environmental impact].performanceFunction->type()=”Gaussian” 
self.property[Environmental impact].performanceFunction.tol=1 
self.property[Environmental impact].performanceFunction.val=0.8 
The other property constraints related to environmental indices follow the same pattern. 
The strategic local rule 4 which concern the price of the replacement product is refined in a 
constraint on the molecular weight. Indeed a heavy product is more likely to be costly to synthesize.  
The parameters used for these constraints are given in Table 11. 
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Table 11: Parameters of the property constraints coming from non-priority requirements 
Property name Weighting Target Unit Performance function type 
Performance 
function parameters 
Environmental impact 0.2 >8 n/a Gaussian tol=1, val=0.8 
Environmental Waste 0.2 >8 n/a Gaussian tol=1, val=0.8 
Health 0.2 >8 n/a Gaussian tol=1, val=0.8 
Safety 0.2 >8 n/a Gaussian tol=1, val=0.8 
LCA 0.2 >8 n/a Gaussian tol=1, val=0.8 
Molecular weight 1 <200 g/mol Gauss tol=20, val=0.8 
 
Once all the properties and their targets are set, the chemical engineering expert must weight 
them, as this is used to evaluate the performance of each alternative. As seen in chapter 2, the objective 
function is normalized by the sum of the weights of the properties. We propose to choose weights by 
following several principles: 
1. The most important properties have the greatest weight. Here the RED property, about solubilizing 
the ink, and logWs ensuring a water compatible solvent are assigned a weight of 4. 
2. Property estimation models which accuracy assessment for the case study is still under investigation 
are assigned a low weight. Here, the five indexes, Environmental impact, Environmental waste, 
Health, Safety, LCA, have not being truly validated, nor have a clear meaning; They are assigned an 
overall weight of 1, split into 5 times 0.2 for each index. 
3. By default the weight is equal to unity.  
A further comment on the assignment of weight is provided in section 7.3.3.3 about selection of the 
property models and their error. 
All the constraints on the properties and their targets set by the chemical engineering expert are 
added in the requirements tree. For readability reasons, we have chosen to represent here only some 
significant parts of the tree. 
Figure 93 presents a simplified version where only three property constraints are made explicit. 
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Figure 93: Partial view of requirements on the property targets 
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7.3.3.2 Definition of the molecular structure constraints 
Once all the targets on the properties are available, the chemical expert is able to express 
adequate constraints on the molecular structure of the product. He uses the following structure of domain 
entities as a support of OCL: 
 
Figure 94: Class diagram used for the OCL description of the constraints on the molecular structures 
First, the tactical local rule 1 is taken into account. This rule limits the search to water based 
products. The chemical expert refines it by constraining the product to be an aqueous binary mixture. 
Indeed, with knowledge of the property targets, he believes that a binary mixture is a promising solution. 
He thus writes: 
Context Mixture inv 
self.molecule->size()=2 
 
Context Mixture inv 
self.molecule[1]->type()=”FixedMolecule” 
self.molecule[1].id=”water” 
 
He also sets a constraint on the composition of the mixture, in order to have at least 30% of water 
in it: 
Context Mixture inv 
self.molecule[1].composition≥0.3 
Since he considers that this requirement will not be useful for the other requirements remaining to 
be set, this constraint is created as a leaf in the requirements tree. 
The binary mixture constraint implies that the structure of the second molecule in the mixture must 
be constrained. The chemical expert believes that the best choice is to deal with a free molecule made of 
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two fragments. The fragments are themselves constrained by taking into account all property target 
constraints set by the chemical engineering expert, as well as the strategic local rule 1 and the tactical 
local rule 2. As a reminder, the strategic local rule 1 states that the new product must be greener, while 
the tactical local rule 2 defines a set of suppliers where the raw materials must be available. Both these 
local rules restrain the fragments which can be used for building the molecule. As the chemical expert 
believes that a biomass based molecule would be promising, one fragment is a “ListFragment” containing 
biomass based synthons. For confidentiality reasons, those synthons are not made explicit.  
Those constraints are formalized as followed: 
Context Mixture inv 
self.molecule[2]->type()=”FreeMolecule” 
self.molecule[2].fragment->size()=2 
 
Context Mixture inv 
self.molecule[2].fragment[1]->type()=”ListFragment” 
self.molecule[2].fragment[1].listOfFragment={BMS1;…, BMS8} 
 
Context Mixture inv 
self.molecule[2].fragment[2]->type()=”FreeFragment” 
self.molecule[2].fragment[2].maxNumberOfGroups=10 
self.molecule[2].fragment[2].minNumberOfGroups=1 
self.molecule[2].fragment[2].numberOfCycles=0 
self.molecule[2].fragment[2].listOfGroups={-CH2-; >CH-; >C<; CH2=; -CH=; >C=; CH ; -C ; 
=C=; NH2-; -NH-; >N-; NH=; -N=; N ; OH-; -O-; O=; 
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Figure 95 Partial view of requirements on the molecular structures 
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7.3.3.3 Definition of the property estimation models and the associated operating conditions  
At this stage, all the constraints on the structure of the product to be found have been defined by 
the chemical expert. For each of the properties he previously identified, the chemical engineering expert 
has now the possibility to determine the best suited evaluation model and the associated operating 
conditions, and to translate this into constraints. 
As the solution sought is a mixture, mixture property estimation models are selected. For aqueous 
mixture properties, linear dependence on molar fraction is assumed except for viscosity (model of Teja & 
Rice in Reid et al., 1987), surface tension (model of Tamura et al. in Reid et al., 1987) and Hansen 
parameters (dependent from molar volume). 
For illustration, the models and operating conditions to estimate the Environmental impact, RED 
and Viscosity of each pure component within the mixture are: 
 
Context PropertyList inv 
self.property[Environmental impact].model.name=”Weis2009” 
Context PropertyList inv 
self.property[RED].model.name=”HSPiP” 
 
Context PropertyList inv 
self.property[Viscosity].model.name=”Conte2008” 
self.property[Viscosity].model.opCond[Temperature].value=298.15 
self.property[Viscosity].model.opCond [Temperature].unit=”K” 
 
Following the same formalism, a property estimation model is associated to each property. The 
following table summarizes all the parameters used to set the constraints on the properties. 
Table 12: Summary table of the properties, their target, their model and the associated parameters 
Property 
name Weighting Target 
Performance 
function 
Mixture 
Model 
Pure 
Compound 
Model 
Operating 
conditions/model 
parameters 
Molecular 
weight 1 
<200 
g/mol G(20,0.8)    
Flash point 1 >323.15K G(5,0.8) linear Catoire et al., 2006  
Vapor 
pressure 1 
<0.00267 
bar G(10
-4,0.8) linear Riedel, 1954 T=298.15K 
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Property 
name Weighting Target 
Performance 
function 
Mixture 
Model 
Pure 
Compound 
Model 
Operating 
conditions/model 
parameters 
RED 4 <0 G(1,0.9) Volumic fraction HSPiP 
HSPd=19.7 
HSPp=11.6 
HSPh=14.6 
HSPradius=12.7 
Env.Waste 0.2 >8 G(1,0.8) linear Weis, 2009  
Env.Impact 0.2 >8 G(1,0.8) linear Weis, 2009  
Health 0.2 >8 G(1,0.8) linear Weis, 2009  
Safety 0.2 >8 G(1,0.8) linear Weis, 2009  
LCA 0.2 >8 G(1,0.8) linear Weis, 2009  
Viscosity 
(300K) 1 
[0.8;1.4] 
cp G(0.1,0.8) 
Tamura et 
al. in Reid et 
al., 87 
Conte, 2008 T=298.15K 
Superficial 
Tension 
(298K) 
1 [30;45] dyn/cm2 G(5,0.8) 
Teja & Rice 
in Reid et 
al., 87 
Conte, 2008  
Density 1 [0.9;1.1] G(0.05,0.8) linear HSPiP  
Log(Ws) 4 >4 mg/L G(0.5,0.8) linear Marerro and Gani, 2002  
 
One must comment again the weight assigned when choosing the property themselves (section 
7.3.3.1). Properties estimated with a model that gives a large error in the estimated value could be 
assigned a low weight. However, we do not recommend that. The first reason is that such property may 
be important for the problem and there would be a conflict between a low weight for large error and a high 
weight for importance. The second is that such error can be accounted for in the parameters of some of 
the performance functions, like the tolerance and value at tolerance of the Gaussian function. 
At this stage, the Intelligence phase is completed. The output of this phase is the complete 
requirements tree, which contains all the constraints that the product to be found must satisfy. 
7.4 DESIGN PHASE 
Once the Intelligence phase is completed, the Design phase can start. The objective of this phase 
is to generate a set of alternative solutions satisfying the requirements expressed during the Intelligence 
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phase. In our scope, this phase mainly consists in the use of our CAPD tool, IBSS, and the creation of a 
reference document. 
7.4.1 Use of IBSS 
7.4.1.1 Input file 
For running our CAPD tool, it is necessary to set its parameters regarding the objective function, 
the mixture and the genetic algorithm. This is done through an input file to which the CAPD tool will 
access when it is launched. 
All the information for setting the parameters of the objective function and the mixture are available 
in the requirements tree built during the Intelligence phase. 
The parameters of the genetic algorithm are defined by the facilitator, who will determine the best 
tuning of the CAPD search algorithm based on the choices made during the Intelligence phase. In our 
case study, based on several preliminary tests, these parameters are chosen as: 
 Elitism: 30 individuals 
 Population size: 100 individuals 
 300 iterations 
 Probabilities of selection for modification: 
 
Modification? 
Operating condition 
Molecule Composition
s 
Fixed Molecule Free Molecule Framed Compositions Free Compositions 
 
List Fragment Free Fragment 
30% 0% 70% 
100% 
0% 
50% 
50% 
50% 50% 
Mutation 
Insertion 
Deletion 
Substitution 
65% 
15% 
10% 
10% 
0% 
Cross-over 
Figure 96: Distribution of the modification probabilities among the element defining a mixture  
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The facilitator then generates the input file of the tool by merging the information extracted from the 
requirements tree and his choices on the genetic algorithm parameters. The resulting XML file can be 
seen in appendix 10.6. It has to be noted that the translation of the requirements tree in an input file for 
our CAPD tool can be done automatically. This is particularly true for the OCL constraints, which are low-
level requirements. However, for now, the facilitator supervision remains necessary.  
The facilitator can now operate IBSS. The search is completed in less than 40 minutes. The results 
and the analysis of this search have been performed in (Heintz et al., 2012b). 
7.4.1.2 Returned alternatives 
The result file of the search presents each alternative with all the details on the mixture, the 
molecules and the composition, as well as the global performance of the alternative, the performance 
associated to each property and the property values calculated with the property estimation models. 
The facilitator selects all the alternatives having a performance ranking higher than 95% of the 
highest alternative performance. This percentage is decided by the facilitator, but he can consult the 
chemical engineering expert of the Intelligence phase which is able to provide him the level of confidence 
of the property estimation models. The more the models are trustworthy, the fewer alternatives need to be 
taken into account in the next phase. The file resulting from this selection can be seen in appendix 10.7. 
The results obtained demonstrate the performance of the genetic algorithm for our scope. Indeed, 
several solutions with very different molecular structures have been proposed, and the different possible 
compositions of a given mixture have been investigated. 45 mixtures are selected but, apart from water 
which was imposed, only 13 different molecules are proposed. Indeed, several mixtures are composed of 
identical molecules with a variation of the composition. This is in particular the case for the first 18 
mixtures. The best mixture has a performance of almost 0.96 out of 1 and the last one to be selected has 
a performance of 0.94. There is hence a fair number of molecules with a performance which can be 
considered to be good. 
It must also be noticed that all the 45 mixtures selected contain the same biomass based synthon 
as a ListFragment. Their FreeFragment, on the other hand, is more subject to variation. This unbalance 
between the variations of the ListFragment and of the FreeFragment is observed despite the fact that 
both have been assigned the same probability for modification in the search algorithm parameters. This 
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indicates that this specific biomass based synthon is probably the best from the list for satisfying the 
property targets. 
7.4.2 Comparative analysis 
The case study of the substitution of the “blanket wash” has been initially treated by Sinha and 
Achenie (2002). In their approach, they have selected 7 organic compounds, based on their water-
solubility and their EHS impact, and they have then optimized the aqueous ratio with the help of an 
MINLP method. Their best result is a mixture of γ-butyrolactone and water (0.45/0.55), and according to 
our objective function, it has a performance of 0.94. This is a good solution but with a performance lower 
than our bests. 
Sihna and Achenie (2003) relied on human expertise for selecting the solvents, and left the 
composition as the single optimization parameter for their search method. With our approach, we leave 
far more freedom to the computer tool, as it has already been presented. This is more computer 
intensive, but the field of exploration is much wider, and consequently, more innovative products may be 
obtained. 
7.4.3 Reference document 
In parallel to the generation of alternatives with our tool, the facilitator creates a reference 
document by transforming the requirements tree into a document understandable by the experts involved 
in the Choice phase. In this document, he also describes the parameters that he has set for the tuning of 
the CAPD search algorithm. 
A document which will serve as a baseline for the future analyses is now available. It must be 
mentioned that this document also contains the leaf requirements which were hidden to some business 
players of the Intelligence phase. With this reference document and with the file describing the best 
alternatives returned, the Choice phase can begin. 
7.5 CHOICE PHASE 
The last phase of the decision making process is the Choice phase. The objective of this phase is 
to choose the best solution among the set of alternatives generated during the Design phase. In our 
scope, this phase is divided in two stages. The first one consists in identifying which alternative will be 
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consolidated by laboratory testing. The second one consists in determining whether the alternative is still 
satisfactory once the experimental results are available. 
The experts use the documents provided by the Design phase, i.e. the list of the alternatives and 
the reference document that list all the requirements set during the Intelligence phase.  
7.5.1 First stage 
The first stage of the Choice phase consists in selecting the alternative which will be synthesized 
and tested in laboratory. Another possible outcome is the rejection of the set of alternatives available, 
leading to perform once again the Intelligence and the Design phases. This choice is made through a 
DELPHI method involving a large panel of experts. For this purpose, a questionnaire is written and 
submitted to the experts. The questionnaire corresponding to the first round is available in appendix 10.8. 
As already explained in chapter 6, the questionnaire is constructed as follows. 
A set of technical questions closely linked to the requirements set during the Intelligence phase 
guides the experts to determine whether the set of alternative is worthy of consideration or not. If not, the 
answers to the questions will help to determine the corrective actions for the new Intelligence and Design 
phases. 
The first technical questions concerns the way the performance has been calculated. They focus 
on the properties, the targets, the relative weighting of the properties and the property estimation models. 
The experts can also identify missing and/or unnecessary properties, and give their opinion on the 
credibility of the property values obtained. 
For example, we can question the use of the five green indexes used to refine the “green” property. 
There are two reasons to consider their replacement by other properties and/or models. First, the 
estimation models of Weiss et al. (2009) used for these indexes were found unreliable in the 
InBioSynSolv project, as they did not predict that fluoride solvents were not green. Second, all these five 
indexes have been used without paying attention to an eventual duplication with other property models. 
Indeed, the safety index may duplicate with the flash point and the vapour pressure properties used to 
refine the “safety” properties associated with strategic local rule 5. For information, in more recent 
problems, these green indexes have been removed and replaced by properties with more physics, like 
the acute toxicity (property estimation model LC50), the biodegration factor BCF property estimation 
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model BCF) and the bioaccumulation factor (property estimation model Kow). New weighting were also 
considered. 
Then the technical questions focus on the structure of the mixture. The experts give their opinion 
on the choice of a binary, water-based solvent, with a free molecule consisting of two fragments, one 
chosen in a list and the other constructed with given building blocks. 
Afterwards, the technical questions are dedicated to the parameters set for the search algorithm. 
Following these technical questions, the questionnaire becomes accessible to non-technical 
experts as well. Each expert is asked if the set of alternatives contains a sufficient number of alternatives 
with a satisfactory performance. Then, each expert mentions if the set of alternatives proposed is worthy 
of consideration, if a better set can be obtained, or if no satisfactory set can be obtained. In the latter 
case, it means that, according to this expert, the substitution is not feasible.  
The experts who consider that the set of alternatives is worthy of consideration have to indicate the 
top 5 alternatives and the alternatives to be rejected. 
For our case study, after each expert has answered this questionnaire, the answers are analysed 
and the questionnaire is updated in order to focus on the differences of opinion. A few other rounds 
follow, and a consensus is finally found.  
For example, the experts considered that the issue of the unreliability of the five green indexes was 
not critical enough to stop the whole procedure because their total weight amounted to 5x0.2=1. They 
decided to inspect further the water-based mixture alternatives provided by the CAPD tool. 
The mixture with the highest theoretical performance is retained for laboratory consolidation. This 
may appear to be a trivial choice, but it must be reminded that the first 18 alternatives (sorted by 
decreasing performance) consist of the same mixture with different compositions. This leads to believe 
that this mixture is both promising and robust to composition variation. Indeed, the figure below shows the 
evolution of the RED property with the fraction of the organic molecule occurring in the first 18 
alternatives. The best alternative, with a fraction of 0.31, lies at the minimum of this curve. Then it has the 
best performance in RED, one of the most important properties considered, with a weight of 4, explaining 
in part why it is ranked at the top when considering the total performance. 
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Figure 97: Best biomass based molecule and influence of its fraction on RED 
Optimal Performance = 0.96; MW: 180.203 g/mol; FP: 356.45K; Pvap@298K: 7.47E-05bar; HSP_Distance: 
6.72; RED: 0.53; Env. Waste_index: 8.13; Env. Impact_index: 5.48; Health_index: 7.74; Safety_index: 5.57; 
LCA_index: 4.37; Viscosity@300K: 1.41 cp; ST@298K: 44.64dyn/cm2; Log(Ws): 4.48mg/L; Density: 1.03; HSP_d: 
16.75; HSP_p: 8.48; HSP_h: 15.04. 
Since the product is water based, it is neither expensive nor complicated to perform laboratory 
testing on samples having different compositions. Hence, this opportunity is taken. With this perspective, 
the laboratory testing will in fact cover several alternatives at once. 
As a conclusion of this first stage of the Choice phase, the chemical product with the highest 
theoretical performance is retained for laboratory consolidation, and opportunity to test samples having 
different compositions is taken. 
7.5.2 Second stage 
The second stage of the Choice Phase consists in determining if, in light of the laboratory results, 
the alternative tested is still considered satisfactory, or if another alternative from the set shall be tested. 
Similarly to the first stage, another possible outcome is the request to perform again Intelligence and the 
Design phases for obtaining a new set of alternatives. This choice is once again made through a DELPHI 
method involving the panel of experts of the first stage. For this purpose, a questionnaire is written and 
submitted to the experts. This questionnaire is constructed in a way close to the questionnaire of the first 
stage of the Choice phase. 
As already explained in chapter 6, a set of questions guides each expert to determine whether the 
alternative meets his expectations or not. If not, the answers will help to identify a way forward. The 
experts who are not satisfied with the alternative tested are asked if another alternative can be selected in 
the set of alternatives currently available. Just like during the first stage of the Choice phase, the experts 
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who consider that another alternative can be selected have to indicate the top 5 alternatives and the 
alternatives to be rejected. The experts who reject the whole set of alternatives available must indicate if 
a better set can be obtained, or if no satisfactory set can be obtained. 
Finally, one should comment that as experiments occur during the first and second stage and since 
the CAPD tool was ran based on a fully predictive approach, the molecules found may not be available on 
the market and may require synthesis. This might take some time. At that point, the cost of the molecules 
should also be considered by the experts in the light of the strategic local rule 4, allowing for 10% 
increase at most of the production costs.  
Following the DELPHI process, the rounds will go on until a consensus is found. Since we do not 
actually have access to experimental results for the product we consider, we cannot go any further in the 
illustration of the decision making process without getting lost in conjectures. Nevertheless, with this case 
study, at this point, we have gone through all the phases of the process and the potential next stages are 
simply a repetition of what has already been presented. 
7.6 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, we detailed a case study illustrating how our decision making process for the 
chemical product substitution is taking place in an industrial context. The case treated is inspired by one 
investigated by Sinha and Achenie (2002), i.e. the substitution of a solvent removing ink residue and dried 
ink from rubber blankets, and dedicated to the lithographic printing industry. We considered the case of a 
chemical related company producing this solvent and confronted to the request for a greener solvent by 
one of its client. With this case study, we have gone through all the phases of our decision making 
process. 
In the Intelligence phase, the requirements on the product to be found are defined by business 
players from different levels of the enterprise. These requirements are defined by building a requirements 
tree, which grows bigger as the Intelligence phase progresses. On the strategic and tactical decision 
levels, SBVR Structured English formulations are used to unambiguously express a large variety of high 
level rules such as requirements on the performance of the product, on the supply chain or on security 
criteria. On the operational decision level, OCL is used to express lower level requirements expressing 
constraints on properties and on the molecular structures answering to the higher level rules, as for 
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example the definition of specific synthons in a molecule or the setting of targets on the vapor pressure or 
on environmental indices. 
During the Intelligence phase, the strategic alignment is guaranteed as the decision propagates 
through the strategic, tactical and operational levels of the enterprise. For example, a strategic local rule 
related to a production cost objective is refined in a tactical level rule about the production site to be 
selected. This tactical local rule then leads to the definition of operational level constraints on the 
chemical properties of the product to be found in order for this product to be compliant with the production 
process. 
In the Design phase, the requirements of the Intelligence phase are taken into account, in order to 
generate alternatives constrained by these requirements. The best alternative found by IBSS has a 
performance of 0.96 which is better than the mixture found by Sinha and Achenie (2002). The best 
alternatives proposed by our tool are selected and communicated to the experts of the next phase. 
In the Choice phase, we have presented how the two stages are performed, and how the DELPHI 
method is used. At the first stage, the experts question the selection and weighting of some property 
estimation models but finally agree on testing the alternative with the higher theoretical performance. As 
we do not have access to the experimental results, the second phase has not been performed.  
 
This chapter has demonstrated the adaptability skills of our CAPD tool, and has highlighted the 
interest of our decision making process in an industrial context involving a large number of persons with 
different expertise.  
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ABSTRACT 
In this final part, a general conclusion presents the main outcomes and contributions of our work 
and is followed by a discussion on the limitations and perspectives. 
The manuscript ends with the bibliography and with the appendixes. 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
8. Conclusion and Perspectives 
 
This chapter sets the conclusion of this PhD Thesis. The results are presented and the main 
scientific contributions are outlined. Finally perspectives are presented. 
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8.1 CONCLUSION 
8.1.1 Context and work overview 
Our research work has proposed a systemic approach aiming at enabling chemical engineering 
tools to handle sustainable and environmental issues. We have focused on the situation where chemical 
enterprises are confronted to the need to abandon some of their products and to replace them by 
“greener” ones. Despite the fact that this occurs frequently, stimulated by social awareness, 
environmental, health and safety related issues and a global reduction of resources, chemical companies 
are not equipped enough to face such repetitive challenges. Indeed, their traditional methods for 
answering these situations are time consuming, require consequent human and material resources, and 
are not always successful. 
To answer this issue, we have developed and implemented a Computer Aided Product Design tool 
designed to be a credible alternative to the traditional methods for searching replacement products. In 
parallel, we have proposed a decision making process providing a guideline and a frame which will help 
the process of chemical product substitution to be performed efficiently, in an industrial context. 
Although each can be used independently, we expect that the joint use of our CAPD tool and our 
decision making process will: 
- ensure a correct propagation of the requirement decisions for product substitution 
through the different levels of the enterprise, in spite of the variety of the 
stakeholders involved, with needs that are sometimes diverging, 
- propose rapidly a set of alternative solutions that are in coherence with all the 
needs and with the reality of the enterprise, 
- enable to gather the relevant experts, to provide them the necessary information 
and to guide them to see the real products beyond the computer generated 
results, and thereby guarantee that the best alternative will be selected in the end. 
In order to propose an approach which achieves these objectives, we explored several disciplines 
and retained techniques and concepts that were useful for our application. 
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8.1.2 Computer Aided Product Design in the chemical field 
Analysis of the literature has highlighted that although computer aided molecular design is popular 
and studied in detail, computer aided mixture design remains rare and limited in scope. They all consist in 
finding molecules that satisfy a list of property related constraints set initially. Differences between the 
methods are numerous: e.g. on molecular representation models, on resolution methods and on 
performance criteria. 
From the start, we have considered the design of a chemical product, either molecule or mixture, 
because it allows us to satisfy a considerable amount of constraints of diverse natures. By chemical 
product design, we cover the design of mixtures where the molecular structures, the composition and the 
operating conditions are investigated at the same time. To handle the numerous degrees of freedom that 
this choice set, we have used a meta-heuristic search genetic algorithm instead of enumerative 
techniques or exact methods, often used in CAMD methods published in the literature.  
The genetic algorithm has been implemented in a multi-level framework to manage many types of 
property estimation mixture and pure component models and to improve the search efficiency: the 
complexity, and hopefully accuracy, of the models used increases at each new level, as the number of 
candidates decreases. 
At each level, candidates are evaluated by aggregating their performance for each property target 
value. Each property performance can be customized by selecting various functions among which the 
Gaussian function is suitable to account for the model accuracy and confidence. 
We have chosen to use the molecular graph representation of Korichi et al. (2008) to which we 
have added information on the bond type. This representation can manage any molecular structure, even 
cycles, while remaining computable and understandable by users. Ambiguity is also avoided and the 
graph chemical properties can be estimated with a greater precision. Besides this representation is fit for 
the genetic algorithm and can generate inputs for many types of property estimation models. 
Such a detailed representation is compliant with the variety of needs of chemical related industry, 
like the ability to constrain part of the chemical product mixture formulation or part of each molecule 
structure or part of fragments within each molecule, by assigning fixed, list or free attributes to these 
variables. This enables the search of molecules sourced from renewable resources: molecules, synthons, 
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chemical function blocks. The genetic algorithm has been adapted to handle all this flexibility, in particular 
the modification operators like the possibility of inserting/deleting whole branches in the molecule. 
8.1.3 The Computer Aided Product Design tool 
The computer aided product design method has been implemented in the IBSS tool. The 
development of this tool has been model driven and its architecture is component and object oriented. 
The IBSS tool development relies upon four components: a search algorithm written in C#, a property 
calculation part written in VB.NET, a man-machine interface written in java and a functional group 
database stored as an XML file. Prior coding, UML2 has enabled to identify the users (basic and experts) 
and the main software functions listed afterwards. BPMN diagrams have described some dynamic 
behaviors between and within the software packages.  
To ease the use of the tool by basic users, we have defined in parallel to a ‘calculable’ type of 
property, a ‘real’ type of property that describes product qualities, like “safe”, “toxic”, “volatile”. The 
qualitative scale of each ‘real’ property is associated with the quantitative scale of one or more ‘calculable’ 
property defined by the expert user.  
The component and object oriented development eases the maintenance of the tool and enables to 
use the components independently. The tool has been tested and validated through several academic 
and industrial case studies. 
8.1.4 A decision making process for chemical product substitution 
A product substitution is generally performed at an industrial scale. However, in an industrial 
context, the issues at stake are numerous. Therein lies a large part of the complexity of a product 
substitution. A systemic approach is therefore needed to formalize a decision process for the chemical 
product substitution in an enterprise context.  
Our decision process has been inspired by Simon (1960) whose three phases, Intelligence phase, 
Design phase and Choice phase, have been adapted to our problem.  
During the Intelligence phase, the informational view, the resource view and the functional view of 
the enterprise have been taken into account to fully describe the requirements on the new product. Four 
business players coming from different decision making levels as defined by Ansoff (1965) and by 
Anthony (1965) have been introduced. On the strategic decision making level, the project manager 
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decides the business policy of the enterprise. On the tactical decision making level, the business process 
expert sets requirements so that the supply chain policy is respected. On the operational decision making 
level, the chemical engineering expert and the chemical expert transform the requirements into concrete 
constraints on the chemical product to find. 
In order to ensure the alignment of the requirements through the enterprise, a model driven 
approach has been used and a simplified model of requirements based on UML2 has been proposed. In 
this model, high level requirements are expressed thanks to local rules, inspired by business rules and 
using SBVR Structured English. The lower level requirements are expressed as constraints written with 
OCL. 
Starting from the strategic decision making level and helped by a facilitator, the business players 
are sequentially asked to refine the requirements on the basis of their knowledge and experience. 
Progressively, a requirements tree is created, in which the trunk and the main branches correspond to the 
high-level requirements, while the small branches correspond to the low-level ones. At the end of the 
process, the tree contains specific requirements on the replacement product, such as a vapor pressure 
target or a constraint on the use of specific synthons. 
The Design phase consists in using this information to generate promising alternatives. In this work 
we have used IBSS, our CAPD tool. The facilitator is in charge of building the input file with the 
information available in the requirements tree. He is also responsible for tuning the search algorithm. 
When the input file is complete, the tool is launched. A percentage of the best alternatives are selected to 
be used in the Choice phase. In parallel, the facilitator translates the requirements tree into a reference 
document. In this phase, many activities are performed by the facilitator. However, a large part of these 
activities can also be run automatically. 
During the Choice phase, the best alternatives of the Design phase are analyzed in light of the 
reference document. When the alternatives are generated with a computer aided design method, as it is 
the case with our approach, the margin of error due to the use of property estimation models imposes a 
consolidation by laboratory testing, which is potentially long and costly. The Choice phase has thus been 
divided in two stages. In the first stage, a specific alternative is chosen for laboratory testing. In the 
second stage, the laboratory results are analyzed in order to decide if the alternative is indeed 
satisfactory. At both stages, a DELPHI group decision-making method is used. The experts involved in 
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the DELPHI processes are independent and anonymous and remain the same for both stages. If they are 
not fully satisfied with the proposed alternatives, the experts have the possibility to request the 
modification of some requirements. In such cases, the Intelligence phase and the Design phase are run 
once again so that a new set of alternatives is proposed. 
8.2 SYNTHESIS OF SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS 
The main contributions of our work are highlighted hereafter.  
 Application of concepts of system engineering for the development of an approach for sustainable 
growth that takes into account every aspect from the molecule to the enterprise scale: that is to say 
molecule, chemical product, chemical process, business process, enterprise. 
 Multi-disciplinary work at the interface of several disciplines: chemistry, chemical engineering, 
industrial engineering and software design. 
 Proposition of a new method of Computer Aided Product Design: 
- Simultaneous investigation of molecule structures, composition, and operating 
conditions , 
- Adaptation of the genetic algorithm to product design, 
- Addition of the possibility to constrain molecular fragment, enabling the search of 
molecules sourced from renewable resources. 
 Development of a CAPD software tool: 
- Implementation of an object and component oriented architecture, 
- Adaptation of the genetic algorithm modification operators to molecular graphs. 
 Proposition of a structuring frame for a decision making process for sustainability in chemical 
engineering: 
- Implementation of a frame enabling the strategic alignment of the requirements, 
- Proposition of a model of requirements including business rules, constraints and 
modeling languages, 
- Proposition of a two stage Choice phase for integrating laboratory testing. 
 Close collaboration with an industrial partner and partial validation of our work by a third party 
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8.3 LIMITATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 
8.3.1 Computer Aided Product Design method 
 Our CAPD method and the tool we have developed are currently limited in their application to 
solvent design. An interesting perspective would be to extend their application to the design of other 
chemical products, such as vegetable oils or polymers for example. This implies that suitable 
property estimation models must be integrated in the property calculation library. For polymers, the 
molecular representation must also be adapted, and the search algorithm must be modified to take 
into account this new representation. Generally, we have to face our domain specific CAPD method 
to CAPD concepts coming from manufacturing field. 
 As of today, no feasibility rule, like rules checking the chemical synthesis easiness, is implemented 
in our CAPD tool. Implementing these rules would enable to perform a selection among the 
candidate solutions generated during the search by penalizing the ones that are not realistic. For 
achieving this objective, a work with our chemist partners is necessary to identify some satisfactory 
feasibility rules, that is to say whose range of application is wide enough, and for which no or very 
few exceptions exist. 
 Another perspective for our tool is to propose several search algorithms. Meta-heuristic methods 
such as simulated annealing or Tabu search can easily be adapted and integrated thanks to our 
software architecture. Indeed the model driven conception and the object and component oriented 
architecture make the implementation of all these perspectives feasible. 
 One last perspective is to integrate some property estimation models related to properties of 
industrial interest. For example a method able to predict the cost of a product would be useful in an 
industrial context, although building such a prediction model is a complicated task. 
8.3.2 Decision making process 
 We have detailed our decision making process up to the Choice phase as in Simon’s process. A 
future perspective is to consider the Implementation phase as well as in Vallin’s process. Indeed in 
this phase, some issues may arise and lead to reconsider the outcomes of the Choice phase or of the 
Intelligence phase. For example, it may happen that during the Implementation phase, the 
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substitution product purchase costs and the production process costs (due to the integration of the 
new product in process) appear to be greater than expected. 
 We have reduced our approach by selecting a unique model for the requirements and imposing it to 
all the business players. The next step is to handle the models used by each business player and to 
guarantee an alignment between all these models taking benefit from models transformation technics. 
 Each phase of the approach we propose relies on a facilitator. A large part of his tasks can be 
performed automatically. A future perspective is hence to investigate further this automation. 
Examples of tasks which can be automated are the monitoring of the progress of the Intelligence 
phase and the translation of the requirements tree into an input file for the CAPD tool. Some tasks 
can also be partially automated, such as the creation of the reference document gathering the 
requirements and the writing of the questionnaires which will be used in the DELPHI rounds of the 
Choice phase. 
 Our approach should also be supported by computational tools. For this purpose, existing tools must 
be chosen and adapted and/or tools must be developed for supporting each step of our process. 
Applications coming from BRM, DM, MDE, enterprise and information system engineering have to be 
considered. 
 Another perspective is to enable the capitalization of the activities performed during the Intelligence 
phase. Indeed, it would be interesting to keep track of the reaction adopted in front of a given 
situation, so that similar situations can be treated more rapidly. In practice, it means that it should be 
possible to store some complete parts of the requirements tree. For illustration, let us assume that a 
part of the requirements tree is stored, which contains the development of a requirement such as 
“product XX must be replaced by a greener one” into constraints (on the environmental impact, 
environmental waste, etc.). It would then be possible to reuse this part of the tree as a template in a 
situation where a new requirement would be “product YY must be replaced by a greener one”. 
 More generally that would be a high benefit to work on Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) (Bodein 
et al., 2012), especially in the Intelligence phase but also in the whole frame. Our proposal relies on 
skill and expertise from several human players. One of them, the facilitator, is a main actor for the 
success of the complete process. This can be seen as a limitation and a true drawback. To think on 
concepts and tools from KBE would be surely a strong progress line. Coupled to this scientific 
concern, innovation based methods should be furthermore analyzed. Semantic web technologies can 
also complete a KBE approach. 
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 On the way to compute the whole process, information communication technologies can bring many 
benefits in order to manage the Intelligence and choice phases more efficiently. Particularly 
technologies from Web 2.0 issues can ease the facilitator and experts’ tasks and players’ 
collaboration. The different actors (players, experts and facilitator) can have different locations. Those 
technologies would allow managing remote activities and formalize a stronger collaborative decision 
making. The Delphi method can then be replaced by another expert-based method in order to 
improve the consensus getting thanks to collaboration supporting tool.  
 Finally, we have simplified our approach by considering that the persons involved in our decision 
making process were “perfect”, that is to say competent, motivated and meticulous. Our process can 
therefore be improved by taking into account the social and psychological aspects. For example, 
methods for motivating peoples and methods for avoiding withholding of information can be 
integrated in our approach. 
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10.1 BASIC FUNCTIONAL GROUP CODING 
The basic functional group coding used in our work is based on the one proposed by Korichi et al. 
(2008) is the following. 
A functional group is coded as EG = P1P2P3P4 
With  P1  the atomic number, preceded with a 1 (106 for C, 107 for N, 108 for O, 117 for Cl,…) 
 P2  the highest bond order on the atom (ex. 1 for « -C- », 2 for « -N= », 3 for « -C≡ » and a special 
case 4 for =C= 
 P3 the bond type (0 for bond with C or with the same atom. e.g. C-C-C; N-N; 1 for bond with at 
least one non-similar atom (C-O, C=O, C≡N, N-O); 2 for atom in a non aromatic cycle e.g. 
pyridine, 3 in an aromatic ring e.g. benzene; 4 for an atom shared by two aromatic rings e.g. 
naphtalene; 5 for an atom shared by two cycles, one of them aromatic e.g. indane, 6 for other 
aromatic cases e.g. biphenyl; 7 for an atom shared by two non-aromatic rings. 
P4 is the number of implicit hydrogens 
The list of the available basic groups and their encoding are: 
 
Carbon: 
Atom C EG H Comments 
 
10610H 0 – 3 
– CH3  
– CH2 
– CH 
– C 
106103 
106102 
106101 
106100 
10611H 0 – 3 
X – CH3 
X – CH2 
X – CH 
X – C 
106113 
106112 
106111 
106110 
10612H 0 – 2 
ring non arom-CH2 
ring non arom-CH 
ring non arom-C 
106122 
106121 
106120 
10616H 0 – 1 
ring-sp-CH 
ring-sp-C 
106161 
106160 
 
10620H 0 – 2 
= CH2 
= CH 
= C 
106202 
106201 
106200 
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10621H 0 – 2 
X = CH2 
X = CH 
X = C 
106212 
106211 
106210 
10622H 0 – 1 
ring non-arom-CH 
ring non-arom-C 
106221 
106220 
10623H 0 – 1 
ring arom-CH 
ring arom-C 
106231 
106230 
106240 0 Common atom between two aromatic cycles 106240 
106250 0 
Common atom between two – 1 aromatic and 1 
non aromatic 
106250 
– C ≡ 
10630H 0 – 1 
≡ CH 
≡ C 
106301 
106300 
10631H 0 – 1 
X ≡ CH 
X ≡ C 
106311 
106310 
106320 0 ring non-arom ≡ C 106320 
= C = 
106400 0 connection to C only 106400 
106410 0 one non-C connection 106410 
106420 0 non-aromatic cycle 106420 
 
 
Nitrogen: 
Atom N EG H Comments 
 
10710H 0 – 2 
– NH2 
– NH 
– N 
107102 
107101 
107100 
10711H 0 – 2 
X – NH2 
X – NH 
X – N 
107112 
107111 
107110 
10712H 0 – 1 
ring non-arom-NH 
ring non-arom-N 
107121 
107120 
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– N =  
10720H 0 – 1 
= NH 
= N 
107201 
107200 
10721H 0 – 1 
X = NH 
X = N 
107211 
107210 
107220 0 non-aromatic cycle 107220 
107230 0 aromatic cycle 107230 
N ≡ 
107300 0 connection to C only 107300 
107310 0 one non-C connection 107310 
 
 
Oxygen: 
Atom O EG H Comments 
– O –     
10810H 0 – 1 
– OH 
– O 
108101 
108100 
10811H 0 – 1 
X– OH 
X– O 
108111 
108110 
108120 0 non-aromatic cycle 108120 
108130 0 aromatic cycle 108130 
O =  
108200 0 connection to C only 108200 
108210 0 one non-C connection 108210 
108220 0 non-aromatic cycle 108220 
 
 
Halogens: 
 EG H Commentaires 
– Cl 
117100 0 connection to C only 117100 
117110 0 one non-C connection 117110 
– F 
109100 0 connection to C only 109100 
109110 0 one non-C connection 109110 
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– Br 
135100 0 connection to C only 135100 
135110 0 one non-C connection 135110 
– I 
153100 0 connection to C only 153100 
153110 0 one non-C connection 153110 
 
 
Phosphor: 
 EG valency Comments 
 
11510H 
valency 
3 
C – PH2 
C – PH 
C – P 
115102 
115101 
115100 
X – PH2 
X – PH 
X – P 
115112 
115111 
115110 
 
1152*0 2 connections: 1 simple + 1 double 
115200 
115210 
 
1152*1 1 double connection  
115201 
115211 
    
1151*1 
valency 
5 
4 simple connections  
115101 
115111 
 
1152*0 4 connections: 3 simple + 1 double  
115200 
115210 
 
1154*0  3 connections: 1 simple + 2 double 
115400 
115410 
 
1154*1 2 connections: 2 doubles 
115401 
115411 
*: 0 if all connections are with C and/or P, 1 if at least one connection is with on atom different than 
C or P. 
 
 
Sulphur: 
 EG valency Comments 
P
P
HP
PH
P
P
PH
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1161*1 
valency 
2 
1 simple connection  
116101 
116111 
 
1161*0 2 simple connections  
116100 
116110 
 
1161*1 
valency 
4 
3 simple connections  
116101 
116111 
 
1161*0 4 simple connections  
116100 
116110 
 
1162*1 2 connections: 1 simple + 1  double 
116201 
116211 
 
1162*0 3 connections: 2 simple + 1  double 
116200 
116210 
 
1164*0 2 double connections  
116400 
116410 
 
1162*1 
valency 
6 
4 connections: 3 simples+ 1 double 
116201 
116211 
 
1164*0 4 connections: 2 simple+ 2 double 
116400 
116410 
 
1164*1 3 connections: 1 simple + 2 double 
116401 
116411 
 
  3 double connections   
*: 0 if all connections are with C and/or S, 1 if at least one connection is with on atom different than 
C or S. 
 
  
HS
S
SH
S
SH
S
S
SH
S
SH
S
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10.2 LIST OF CALCULATION MODELS 
 101_MolecWeight_mix 
 101_MolecWeight_pure_MT2010 
 102_MeltingPoint_mix  
 102_MeltingPoint_pure_MG2001 
 102_MeltingPoint_pure_CG1994 
 102_MeltingPoint_pure_JR1987 
 102_MeltingPoint_pure_JYY2004 
 103_BoilingPoint_mix 
 103_BoilingPoint_pure_MG2001 
 103_BoilingPoint_pure_CG1994 
 103_BoilingPoint_pure_JR1987 
 104_CriticalTemp_mix 
 104_CriticalTemp_pure_MG2001 
 104_CriticalTemp_pure_CG1994 
 105_CriticalPres_mix 
 105_CriticalPres_pure_MG2001 
 105_CriticalPres_pure_CG1994 
 105_CriticalPres_pure_JR1987 
 106_CriticalVol_mix 
 106_CriticalVol_pure_MG2001 
 106_CriticalVol_pure_CG1994 
 106_CriticalVol_pure_JR1987 
 107_GibbsEnergy298K_mix 
 107_GibbsEnergy298K_pure_MG2001 
 107_GibbsEnergy298K_pure_CG1994 
 107_GibbsEnergy298K_pure_JR1987 
 108_EnthalpyFormation298K_mix 
 108_EnthalpyFormation298K_pure_MG2001 
 108_EnthalpyFormation298K_pure_CG1994 
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 108_EnthalpyFormation298K_pure_JR1987 
 109_EnthalpyVaporization298K_mix 
 109_EnthalpyVaporization298K_pure_MG2001 
 109_EnthalpyVaporization298K_pure_CG1994 
 109_EnthalpyVaporization298K_pure_JR1987 
 110_EnthalpyFusion_mix 
 110_EnthalpyFusion_pure_MG2001 
 110_EnthalpyFusion_pure_JR1987 
 111_VaporPressure_mix,Temp_op,25,°C 
 111_VaporPressure_pure_Riedel1954,Temp_op,25,°C 
 112_FlashPoint_mix 
 112_FlashPoint_pure_CPN2006 
 113_HansenD_mix 
 113_HansenD_pure_MG2001 
 113_HansenD_pure_JR1987 
 113_HansenD_mix_MB2010 
 113_HansenD_pure_MB2010 
 114_HansenP_mix 
 114_HansenP_pure_MG2001 
 114_HansenP_pure_JR198 
 114_HansenP_mix_MB20107 
 114_HansenP_pure_MB2010 
 115_HansenH_mix 
 115_HansenH_pure_MG2001 
 115_HansenH_pure_JR1987 
 115_HansenH_mix_MB2010 
 115_HansenH_pure_MB2010 
 116_MolecVolume_mix 
 116_MolecVolume_pure_MB2010 
 117_HD_mix 
 117_HD_pure_MB2010 
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 118_HA_mix 
 118_HA_pure_MB2010 
 119_Density_mix 
 19_Density_pure_YG1993 
 119_Density_mix_MB2010 
 119_Density_pure_MB2010 
 120_AcentricFactor_mix 
 120_AcentricFactor_pure_CGOC1995 
 121_Viscosity_mix,Temp_op,25,°C 
 121_Viscosity_pure_CMMG2008,Temp_op,25,°C 
 121_Viscosity_mix_TejaRice81,Temp_op,25,°C  
 122_SurfaceTension_mix,Temp_op,25,°C 
 122_SurfaceTension_pure_CMMG2008,Temp_op,25,°C 
 122_SurfaceTension_mix_TKO55,Temp_op,25,°C  
 123_HSPDistance_mix,HSPd_target,0,HSPp_target,0,HSPh_target,0 
 123_HSPDistance_pure_MB2010,HSPd_target,0,HSPp_target,0,HSPh_target,0 
 123_HSPDistance_mix_MB2010,HSPd_target,0,HSPp_target,0,HSPh_target,0  
 124_EnvWaste_mix 
 124_EnvWaste_pure_Weis2009 
 125_EnvImpact_mix 
 125_EnvImpact_pure_Weis2009 
 126_Health_mix 
 126_Health_pure_Weis2009 
 127_Safety_mix 
 127_Safety_pure_Weis2009 
 128_LCA_mix 
 128_LCA_pure_Weis2009 
 129_Kow_mix 
 129_Kow_pure_KowHG 
 129_Kow_pure_MG2002 
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 130_MeltingEntropy_mix 
 130_MeltingEntropy_pure_JYY2004 
 131_AqueosSolubility_mix 
 131_AqueosSolubility_pure_MG2002 
 132_RED_mix,HSPradius_target,1,HSPd_target,0,HSPp_target,0,HSPh_target,0 
 132_RED_pure_MB2010,HSPradius_target,1,HSPd_target,0,HSPp_target,0,HSPh_
target,0 
 132_RED_mix_MB2010,HSPradius_target,1,HSPd_target,0,HSPp_target,0,HSPh_target,0 
 132_RED_pure_MB2010,HSPradius_target,1,HSPd_target,0,HSPp_target,0,HSPh_
target,0 
 133_LC50_mix  
 33_LC50_pure_MY2001 
 133_LC50_pure_Konemann1981 
 134_BCF_mix 
 134_BCF_pure_VK1975 
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10.3 UML DIAGRAMS 
10.3.1 Use Case Diagram 
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10.3.2 Problem Package Class Diagram 
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10.4 GRAPH CONSTRUCTION METHOD 
This section describes, through an example, the method implemented in the GraphConstructor 
class.  
10.4.1 Initialization 
The method input parameters are: 
 kmax: the maximum number of the functional groups in the graph 
 kmin: the minimum number of the functional groups in the graph 
 probAromatic: probability for a cycle to be aromatic 
 listM: the list of the possible values of the variable “ ”is equal to   the number of cycles 
in the graph 
 listExtConnections: the list of the external connection with specifications on the type 
 listOfSetOfFgroup: list of the functional groups that can be used, ordered in sets 
considering the number and the type of their attachments 
The method output parameters are: 
 fragmentGraph: graph of the fragment 
 setGroupReference: vector containing the reference of the set of the functional groups in 
listOfSetOfFGroup 
 connection: vector containing the information of the location of the external connections in 
the graph 
 cycleList: list of the cycles in the graph and the elements that form them 
 cycleListAromatic: list specifying the aromaticity of the cycles in cycleList 
The input data are transmitted by a freefragment object and correspond to the user constraints. In 
order to guarantee the diversity of the generated graphs, several choices are randomly made: 
 Choice of  , the number of groups in the fragment between kmin and kmax 
 Choice of  , which is equal to   the number of cycles, among the values in listM 
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The graph could be constructed with these two pieces of information but the chances to reach dead 
ends are high and the diversity of the structure generated may be poor. We thus choose to use group 
vectors. A group vector VG can be represented the following way: 
 𝐺            
Where:  
 
-    is the number of groups in the fragment that have one connection 
-    is the number of groups in the fragment that have two connections 
-    is the number of groups in the fragment that have “n” connections 
It must respect the following chemical feasibility rules coming from the octet rule:  
- ∑          
- ∑                                
Where: 
-    is the number of group in the fragment that have “j” connections 
-   is the number of group in the fragment 
-   is a number is equal to   the number of cycles 
-                is the number of external connections of the fragment 
A group vector is randomly chosen among all the possibilities. This allows constraining the 
structures in order to avoid dead ends. The fact that each possibility has the same probability to be 
chosen ensures a higher diversity of the generated structures. 
The following example explains how the choices are made. 
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Relevant input data: 
 1 external connection 
 kmin = 1 
 kmax = 10 
 listM={0; 1} 
 the maximum number of attachments of the groups is 4 
Choice of k kmin kmax 
Choice of m  
Calculation 
of all the 
possible VG 
and choice 
of one 
 
 
The number of functional groups in the graph, k, is randomly chosen between kmin and kmax, here 
k=6. The value of the variable m is then chosen in the values of listM, here m=1 which means that the 
structure will not have cycles. Then all the possible group vectors are generated. In this example, there 
are 5 possibilities. A group vector is randomly chosen and it will be used as basis for the graph 
construction. Here the graph will contain three groups with one connection, two groups with two 
connections and one group with four connections. 
10.4.2 Graph generation 
Once the group vector is chosen the groups are chosen one by one, respecting the group vector 
and the number of cycles. If a choice leads to a dead-end, another path is considered. 
During the generation, the external connections are considered as terminal functional groups 
(groups with a single attachment) and are temporally written in the graph. In order to have a graph easy 
to read, the graph always starts with a connection. If the graph has no external connection, it starts with a 
cycle or a terminal group. When the graph is complete, all the parameters are updated to extract the 
connections from the graph. 
Let us continue the example. Our objective here is not to be exhaustive but to show the main 
mechanisms of a random graph construction. This example is very simple (there is no cycle to be 
constructed) but it gives a good overview of how the elements are inserted, which tests are made and 
how dead ends are avoided. More information about how cycles are inserted to the graph is given in 4.6.4 
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We have the following relevant input data: 
 
1 external connection of type 1 
Group Vector:  
 
List of the Sets of groups 
 reference of the 
group set 
Number of cycles: 0 
 
The graph to be constructed must have an external connection of type 1 (single bound). It 
represents a molecular fragment. It must be conformed to the group vector and thus contains exactly 3 
functional groups with 1 connection, 2 with 2 connections, 0 with 3 connections and 1 with 4 connections. 
The graph must contain only the functional groups specified in the list.  
The list is arranged by sets of groups with the same connections. Working with set allows 
accessing quickly to the information of the connectivity of the group. Choosing first the set then the group 
allows testing early if the construction is in a dead end or not. The information of the set of the different 
functional groups of the fragment is precious for the modification operators; it is thus saved in the 
vectorial variable “setGroupReference”. 
 Choice of the first element 
The first element to be inserted to the graph is the external connection in order to facilitate 
the reading of the molecular graph (since it is the aggregation of all the fragment graphs). 
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Group Vector:  
1 external connection of type 1 
  R CH3 
fragmentgraph setGroupReference 
 
 Choice of the second element 
The next element must be conformed to the group vector and have at least one connection 
of type 1. With this information, the sets of groups are screened and only the suitable sets 
are kept. One of these sets is randomly chosen and some tests (on the valency, on the 
possibility to construct cycle if needed, etc.) are run. Here, the addition of a group of the set 
number 1, which contains terminal groups, will close the fragment (valency=0) while more 
functional groups need to be added. Thus it is not possible to add a group of this set. It will 
be deleted from the list of the possible sets of groups and another set will be randomly 
chosen. The tests are run with this new set and if they are passed then a functional group 
of this set will be randomly chosen and added in the fragment graph. The group vector is 
then updated in order to only present the information of the groups that still have to be 
inserted. 
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Connection of type 1 
Group Vector:  
 
 R CH2 CH3
 
 
 
Choice of a set of group 
 List of possible groups 
 
 List of possible groups 
 
 
Choice of a functional group =>-CH2- 
Random choice indexed on the number of the groups in the set 
Test NOK => valence =0 and graph not complete 
 
Test OK  
 
 Choice of the third element 
The choice of the next element is then made. It is always connected to the last inserted 
element that has free connections. Here it will be connected to the second element via a 
single bond. It can be noted that the group vector has been updated. 
The list of possible sets of groups is established. A set is chosen, tests are run and a 
functional group is inserted.  
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Connection of type 1 
Group Vector:  
 
  R CH2 N NH
 
 
Choice of a set of group 
 List of possible groups 
 
 
Choice of a functional group =>-N= 
Test OK  
 
 Choice of the fourth element 
The choice of the next element is then made. Here it will be connected to the third element 
via a double bond. 
The list of possible sets of groups contains only one set of groups and this set fail to the 
tests. This means that there are no possible set of groups to complete the graph. We call 
this situation a dead end. The previous choices need to be reconsidered.  
 
Connection of type 2 
Group Vector:  
 
 
Choice of a set of group 
 List of possible groups 
 
Dead end 
Test NOK => valence =0 and graph not complete 
 
 
 Reconsideration of the third element 
As we just have noticed, the choice of the set number 6 here leads to a dead end. This set 
is thus removed from the list of the possible sets, and another set is chosen. 
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Connection of type 1 
Group Vector:  
 
  R CH2 C NH2
CH3
CH3
 
 
Choice of a set of group 
 List of possible groups 
 
 
Choice of a functional group =>>C< 
Test OK  
 
 Choice of the fourth element 
The choice of the next element is then made. Here it will be connected to the third element 
via a single bond. The third element has several free connections but all of the same type. 
If it had free connections of different types, then a random choice would have been made 
in order to decide to which bound the next element will be connected with. The standard 
procedure for choosing the inserted functional group is followed. 
 
Connection of type 1 
Group Vector:  
 
  R CH2 C CH
CH3
CH3
CH2
 
 
Choice of a set of group 
 List of possible groups 
 
Choice of a functional group =>-CH= 
Test OK  
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 Choice of the fifth element 
The choice of the next element is then made. Here it will be connected to the fourth 
element via a double bond. The standard procedure for choosing the inserted functional 
group is followed. 
 
Connection of type 2 
Group Vector:  
 
  R CH2 C CH
CH3
CH3
O
 
 
Choice of a set of group 
 List of possible groups 
 
Choice of a functional group =>O= 
Test OK  
 
 Choice of the sixth element 
The choice of the next element is then made. As the last element inserted has no free 
connection, the last element inserted that still has free connections is considered. Thus, 
here the sixth element will be connected to the third element via a single bond. The 
standard procedure for choosing the inserted functional group is followed. 
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Connection of type 1 
Group Vector:  
 
  
 
Choice of a set of group 
 List of possible groups 
 
Choice of a functional group =>OH- 
Test OK  
R CH2 C CH
CH3
OH
O
 
 
 Choice of the seventh element 
The choice of the next element is then made. As previously, the last element inserted has 
no free connection and the last element inserted that still has free connections is 
considered. Thus, here the seventh element will be connected to the third element via a 
single bond. The standard procedure for choosing the inserted functional group is followed. 
After this insertion, the graph is complete. 
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Connection of type 1 
Group Vector:  
 
  R CH2 C CH
CH3
OH
O
 
 
Choice of a set of group 
 List of possible groups 
 
Choice of a functional group =>CH3- 
Test OK  
 
10.4.3 Update of the parameters 
When the graph is complete a last operation must be made. It consists in removing the external 
connections from the graph to put them in the vector “connection”.  
 
  
 
 
fragmentGraph 
setGroupReference 
connection 
 
The final fragment graph is a matrix with “k” lines and “k” columns. 
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10.4.4 Dead End case 
If no path leads to a fragment, then the group vector is reconsidered. If no group vector leads to a 
solution, then the parameter m and then the parameter k are reconsidered. All the possibilities are then 
checked. If in spite of that no possible solution can be found, the search stops and the user is asked to 
change the parameters of the fragment. 
10.5 COMPOSITION HANDLING 
10.5.1 Initialization method 
The composition of the different elements of the mixture can either be fixed, defined in a range or 
free. With the different values that are set by the user, the real range of modification of the composition 
will be calculated. This allows being always sure that at the end the sum of the composition will be equal 
to 1. 
The attribution of the composition is done iteratively. At each iteration, a randomly chosen element 
gets a composition value. This value is determined by randomly choosing an appropriate integer value “i”. 
The composition value will then be equal to                         . Then the real range is updated 
and the next iteration is considered until a composition value is defined for each element of the mixture. 
Let us consider the following example. The user defines a mixture with 4 elements. The first 
element has a fixed composition of 0.2. The second element has a composition value between 0.2 and 
0.9. The two last elements have free compositions: their value is between 0 and 1. The variation step is 
0.1. 
The constraint information is put into two constraint vectors (Min and Max). As the sum of the 
compositions must be equal to 1, each constraint is re-evaluated considering: 
                                    ∑               
   
  
                                    ∑               
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TYPE 
Fixed 
Range 
Free 
Free 
Min 
0.2 
0.2 
0 
0 
Max 
0.2 
0.9 
1 
1 
Min 
0.2 
0.2 
0 
0 
Max 
0.2 
0.8 
0.6 
0.6 
User Constraints Real Constraints 
 
Figure 98: Calculation of the real constraints 
If we consider the upper constraints of a free composition, even if all the other elements have a 
composition equal to their minimum value, the composition will never be able to be equal to1 but only to 
0.6. Thus 0.6 is the real upper bound of the composition of this element considering the constraints of the 
other elements of the mixture. 
The modification of the constraints is performed in the order of the elements and is repeated until 
the constraints are stable. 
Once the constraints are stable, the algorithm chooses randomly an element to fix its composition 
and select randomly a value between its upper and lower constraints. This value is then put into the real 
constraints vectors and the vectors are re-evaluated following the same process as previously. 
 
Min 
0.2 
0.2 
0 
0 
Max 
0.2 
0.8 
0.6 
0.6 
Choice of an element 
Min 
0.2 
0.2 
0.4 
0 
Max 
0.2 
0.8 
0.4 
0.6 
Choice of a value 
Min 
0.2 
0.2 
0.4 
0 
Max 
0.2 
0.4 
0.4 
0.2 
New real Constraints 
 
Figure 99: Random choice of a composition value 
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In the example presented on Figure 99, the third element is chosen. Its value must be between 0 
and 0.6. As the step of variation is 0.1, the value of the integer “i” is randomly chosen between 0 and 6. 
Here 4 is chosen. Thus, the value of the composition of the third element is 0.4 (0+4*0.1). Then the real 
constraints are reevaluated. 
This step is repeated until the sum of one of the real constraint is equal to 1. This vector will then 
be the composition vector of the mixture. 
 
Min 
0.2 
0.2 
0.4 
0 
Max 
0.2 
0.8 
0.4 
0.2 
 
Choice of an element 
Min 
0.2 
0.4 
0.4 
0 
Max 
0.2 
0.4 
0.4 
0.2 
 
Choice of a value 
0.2 
0.4 
0.4 
0 
 
Composition vector 
 
 
Figure 100: Random choice of a composition value that finalize the determination of the composition vector 
In the example presented on Figure 100, the composition of the second element is chosen. Its 
value must be between 0.2 and 0.8. As the step of variation is 0.1, the value of the integer “i” is randomly 
chosen between 0 and 4. Here 2 is chosen. Thus, the value of the composition of the second element is 
0.4 (0.2+2*0.1). Once this composition value is chosen, it can be observed that the sum of the lower 
constraints is equal to 1. The composition is necessarily equal to the lower constraints.  
10.5.2 Modification method 
The modification of the composition starts with the random selection of the element whose 
composition will be changed. Then, a “direction of modification” (plus or minus) is chosen. Considering 
the bounds specified by the user and the constraints of the composition values of the other mixtures 
element, a “quantity of modification”, in terms of number of step variation, is randomly chosen. A second 
element (or more) is randomly chosen in order to compensate the modification and to keep the sum of the 
composition equal to 1. Finally, the composition of the elements chosen are modified in accordance with 
the number of step and with the “direction of modification” chosen 
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Min 
0.2 
0.2 
0 
0 
Current 
0.2 
0.4 
0.4 
0 
Max 
0.2 
0.8 
0.6 
0.6 
Min 
0.2 
0.2 
0 
0 
New 
0.2 
0.4 
0.4 
0.5 
Max 
0.2 
0.8 
0.6 
0.6 
Random choice 
Direction of change: + 
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Figure 101: example of a composition modification 
In the example presented on the Figure 101, the fourth element is chosen for modification. It is 
chosen that the composition value of this element will increase of 5 variation step. Thus is new value is 
0.5. In order to maintain the sum of the composition equal to 1, another element is selected; its value 
must decrease of 5 variation steps. The second element is chosen but the lower bound of this element 
only allows a decrease of 2 variation steps. Another element is selected and its value is decreased of the 
remaining 3 variation steps. 
10.6 IBSS XML INPUT FILE 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<PbProblem xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
  <AlgorithmeData> 
    <Elitism>30</Elitism> 
  </AlgorithmeData> 
  <MixtureData> 
    <ElementsData> 
      <PbElement> 
        <Id>1</Id> 
        <Molecule xsi:type="PbFreeMolecule"> 
          <MoleculeSelectionProb>1</MoleculeSelectionProb> 
          <Fragments> 
            <PbFragment xsi:type="PbListFragment"> 
              <FragmentSelectionProb>5</FragmentSelectionProb> 
              <FragmentGraphList> 
                <PbFixedFragment> 
                  <StrFragmentGraph>260000</StrFragmentGraph> 
                  <StrConnexionVector>a_1</StrConnexionVector> 
                </PbFixedFragment> 
                <PbFixedFragment> 
                  <StrFragmentGraph>260100</StrFragmentGraph> 
                  <StrConnexionVector>a_1</StrConnexionVector> 
                </PbFixedFragment> 
                <PbFixedFragment> 
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                  <StrFragmentGraph>260300</StrFragmentGraph> 
                  <StrConnexionVector>a_1</StrConnexionVector> 
                </PbFixedFragment> 
                <PbFixedFragment> 
                  <StrFragmentGraph>260500</StrFragmentGraph> 
                  <StrConnexionVector>a_1</StrConnexionVector> 
                </PbFixedFragment> 
                <PbFixedFragment> 
                  <StrFragmentGraph>260600</StrFragmentGraph> 
                  <StrConnexionVector>a_1</StrConnexionVector> 
                </PbFixedFragment> 
                <PbFixedFragment> 
                  <StrFragmentGraph>260700</StrFragmentGraph> 
                  <StrConnexionVector>a_1</StrConnexionVector> 
                </PbFixedFragment> 
                <PbFixedFragment> 
                  <StrFragmentGraph>260800</StrFragmentGraph> 
                  <StrConnexionVector>a_1</StrConnexionVector> 
                </PbFixedFragment> 
                <PbFixedFragment> 
                  <StrFragmentGraph>261100</StrFragmentGraph> 
                  <StrConnexionVector>a_1</StrConnexionVector> 
                </PbFixedFragment> 
              </FragmentGraphList> 
            </PbFragment> 
            <PbFragment xsi:type="PbFreeFragment"> 
              <FragmentSelectionProb>5</FragmentSelectionProb> 
              <Kmax>10</Kmax> 
              <ListM> 
                <int>1</int> 
              </ListM> 
              <FunctionalGroupsSet> 
                <int>106103</int> 
<int>106102</int> 
<int>106101</int> 
<int>106100</int> 
<int>106202</int> 
<int>106201</int> 
<int>106200</int> 
<int>106301</int> 
<int>106300</int> 
<int>106400</int> 
<int>107102</int> 
<int>107101</int> 
<int>107100</int> 
<int>107201</int> 
<int>107200</int> 
<int>107300</int> 
<int>108101</int> 
<int>108100</int> 
<int>108200</int>       
<int>200000</int> 
<int>200100</int> 
<int>200200</int> 
<int>200300</int> 
<int>200400</int> 
<int>200500</int> 
<int>200600</int> 
<int>200700</int> 
<int>200800</int> 
<int>200900</int> 
<int>201000</int> 
<int>201100</int> 
<int>201200</int> 
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<int>201300</int> 
              </FunctionalGroupsSet> 
              <CrossOverSelectionProb>65</CrossOverSelectionProb> 
              <MutationSelectionProb>15</MutationSelectionProb> 
              <InsertionSelectionProb>10</InsertionSelectionProb> 
              <DeletionSelectionProb>10</DeletionSelectionProb> 
              <ListMInsertion> 
                <int>1</int> 
              </ListMInsertion> 
            </PbFragment> 
          </Fragments> 
          <StStructure>1 a_1 / a_1 2</StStructure> 
        </Molecule> 
        <Composition xsi:type="PbFreeComposition"> 
          <CompElement>1E-10</CompElement> 
          <CompSelectionProb>5</CompSelectionProb> 
        </Composition> 
      </PbElement> 
      <PbElement> 
        <Id>2</Id> 
        <Molecule xsi:type="PbFixedMolecule"> 
          <StrMolecularGraph>108002</StrMolecularGraph> 
        </Molecule> 
        <Composition xsi:type="PbFramedComposition"> 
          <CompElement>1E-10</CompElement> 
          <CompSelectionProb>5</CompSelectionProb> 
          <MinValue>0.3</MinValue> 
          <MaxValue>1</MaxValue> 
        </Composition> 
      </PbElement> 
    </ElementsData> 
    <OpCondtionsData /> 
    <MoleculeModificationProb>9</MoleculeModificationProb> 
    <CompostionModificationProb>1</CompostionModificationProb> 
    <OpConditionModificationProb>0</OpConditionModificationProb> 
    <Step_StaticComposition>0.01</Step_StaticComposition> 
    <SumEpsilon_StaticComposition>1E-08</SumEpsilon_StaticComposition> 
  </MixtureData> 
  <LevelData> 
    <PbLevel> 
      <IdLevel>1</IdLevel> 
      <PopulationSize>100</PopulationSize> 
      <StopCriterion>it_300</StopCriterion> 
      <ObjectiveFunctionData> 
        <Properties> 
          <PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
      <Name>Molecular Weight</Name> 
      <Weighting>1</Weighting> 
      <Target xsi:type="PbConstraintTarget"> 
        <Unit>g/mol</Unit> 
        <TargetValue>200</TargetValue> 
        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>20</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <IsMaximisation>false</IsMaximisation> 
      </Target> 
      <Model> 
        <Identifier>101_MT2010</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData /> 
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      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
        <int>1</int> 
        <int>0</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
    <PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
      <Name>Flash Point</Name> 
      <Weighting>1</Weighting> 
      <Target xsi:type="PbConstraintTarget"> 
        <Unit>K</Unit> 
        <TargetValue>323.15</TargetValue> 
        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>5</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <IsMaximisation>true</IsMaximisation> 
      </Target> 
      <Model> 
        <Identifier>112_CPN2006</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData /> 
      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
        <int>1</int> 
        <int>0</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
    <PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
      <Name>Vapor Pressure</Name> 
      <Weighting>1</Weighting> 
      <Target xsi:type="PbConstraintTarget"> 
        <Unit>bar</Unit> 
        <TargetValue>0.00267</TargetValue> 
        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>0.0001</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <IsMaximisation>false</IsMaximisation> 
      </Target> 
      <Model> 
        <Identifier>111_Riedel1954</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData> 
          <PbFixedOpCondition> 
            <Name>Temp_op</Name> 
            <Unit>K</Unit> 
            <OpCondvalue>298.15</OpCondvalue> 
          </PbFixedOpCondition> 
        </SpecificOpConditionsData> 
      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
        <int>1</int> 
        <int>0</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
<PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
      <Name>RED</Name> 
      <Weighting>4</Weighting> 
<Target xsi:type="PbConstraintTarget"> 
        <Unit /> 
        <TargetValue>0</TargetValue> 
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        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>1</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.9</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <IsMaximisation>false</IsMaximisation> 
      </Target> 
      <Model> 
        <Identifier>132_MB2010</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData> 
          <PbFixedOpCondition> 
            <Name>HSPd_target</Name> 
            <Unit /> 
            <OpCondvalue>19.7</OpCondvalue> 
          </PbFixedOpCondition> 
          <PbFixedOpCondition> 
            <Name>HSPp_target</Name> 
            <Unit /> 
            <OpCondvalue>11.6</OpCondvalue> 
          </PbFixedOpCondition> 
          <PbFixedOpCondition> 
            <Name>HSPh_target</Name> 
            <Unit /> 
            <OpCondvalue>14.6</OpCondvalue> 
          </PbFixedOpCondition> 
          <PbFixedOpCondition> 
            <Name>HSPradius_target</Name> 
            <Unit /> 
            <OpCondvalue>12.7</OpCondvalue> 
          </PbFixedOpCondition> 
        </SpecificOpConditionsData> 
      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
        <int>1</int> 
        <int>1</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
    <PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
      <Name>Env. Waste</Name> 
      <Weighting>0.2</Weighting> 
      <Target xsi:type="PbConstraintTarget"> 
        <Unit /> 
        <TargetValue>8</TargetValue> 
        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>1</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <IsMaximisation>true</IsMaximisation> 
      </Target> 
      <Model> 
        <Identifier>124_Weis2009</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData /> 
      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
        <int>1</int> 
        <int>0</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
    <PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
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      <Name>Env. Impact</Name> 
      <Weighting>0.2</Weighting> 
      <Target xsi:type="PbConstraintTarget"> 
        <Unit /> 
        <TargetValue>8</TargetValue> 
        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>1</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <IsMaximisation>true</IsMaximisation> 
      </Target> 
      <Model> 
        <Identifier>125_Weis2009</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData /> 
      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
        <int>1</int> 
        <int>0</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
    <PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
      <Name>Health</Name> 
      <Weighting>0.2</Weighting> 
      <Target xsi:type="PbConstraintTarget"> 
        <Unit /> 
        <TargetValue>8</TargetValue> 
        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>1</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <IsMaximisation>true</IsMaximisation> 
      </Target> 
      <Model> 
        <Identifier>126_Weis2009</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData /> 
      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
        <int>1</int> 
        <int>0</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
    <PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
      <Name>Safety</Name> 
      <Weighting>0.2</Weighting> 
      <Target xsi:type="PbConstraintTarget"> 
        <Unit /> 
        <TargetValue>8</TargetValue> 
        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>1</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <IsMaximisation>true</IsMaximisation> 
      </Target> 
      <Model> 
        <Identifier>127_Weis2009</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData /> 
      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
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        <int>1</int> 
        <int>0</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
    <PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
      <Name>LCA</Name> 
      <Weighting>0.2</Weighting> 
      <Target xsi:type="PbConstraintTarget"> 
        <Unit /> 
        <TargetValue>8</TargetValue> 
        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>1</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <IsMaximisation>true</IsMaximisation> 
      </Target> 
      <Model> 
        <Identifier>128_Weis2009</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData /> 
      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
        <int>1</int> 
        <int>0</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
    <PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
      <Name>Viscosity (300K)</Name> 
      <Weighting>1</Weighting> 
      <Target xsi:type="PbFrameTarget"> 
        <Unit>cp</Unit> 
        <TargetValue>0.8</TargetValue> 
        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>0.1</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <SecondValue>1.4</SecondValue> 
        <SecondPerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>0.1</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </SecondPerformanceFunction> 
      </Target> 
      <Model> 
        <Identifier>121_CMMG2008</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData> 
          <PbFixedOpCondition> 
          <Name>Temp_op</Name> 
          <Unit>K</Unit> 
          <OpCondvalue>298.15</OpCondvalue> 
          </PbFixedOpCondition> 
        </SpecificOpConditionsData> 
      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
        <int>1</int> 
        <int>1</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
    <PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
      <Name>Superfical Tension (298K)</Name> 
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      <Weighting>1</Weighting> 
      <Target xsi:type="PbFrameTarget"> 
        <Unit>dyn/cm2</Unit> 
        <TargetValue>30</TargetValue> 
        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>5</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <SecondValue>45</SecondValue> 
        <SecondPerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>5</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </SecondPerformanceFunction> 
      </Target> 
      <Model> 
        <Identifier>122_CMMG2008</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData /> 
      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
        <int>1</int> 
        <int>1</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
    <PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
      <Name>Log(Ws)</Name> 
      <Weighting>4</Weighting> 
      <Target xsi:type="PbConstraintTarget"> 
        <Unit>mg/L</Unit> 
        <TargetValue>4</TargetValue> 
        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>0.5</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <IsMaximisation>true</IsMaximisation> 
      </Target> 
      <Model> 
        <Identifier>131_MG2002</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData /> 
      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
        <int>1</int> 
        <int>0</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
    <PbProperty xsi:type="PbCalculableProperty"> 
      <Name>Density</Name> 
      <Weighting>1</Weighting> 
      <Target xsi:type="PbFrameTarget"> 
        <Unit>noUnit</Unit> 
        <TargetValue>0.9</TargetValue> 
        <PerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>0.05</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </PerformanceFunction> 
        <SecondValue>1.1</SecondValue> 
        <SecondPerformanceFunction xsi:type="PbGaussianFunction"> 
          <Tolerance>0.05</Tolerance> 
          <CorrespondingPerf>0.8</CorrespondingPerf> 
        </SecondPerformanceFunction> 
      </Target> 
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      <Model> 
        <Identifier>119_MB2010</Identifier> 
        <DefaultValueAuthorization>true</DefaultValueAuthorization> 
        <ModelSubstitutionAuthorization>true</ModelSubstitutionAuthorization> 
        <SpecificOpConditionsData /> 
      </Model> 
      <ConcernedMolecule> 
        <int>1</int> 
        <int>1</int> 
      </ConcernedMolecule> 
    </PbProperty> 
        </Properties> 
        <Penalization>0.3</Penalization> 
        <DefaultOpConditions> 
          <PbFixedOpCondition> 
            <Name>Temp_op</Name> 
            <Unit>K</Unit> 
            <OpCondvalue>298.15</OpCondvalue> 
          </PbFixedOpCondition> 
          <PbFixedOpCondition> 
            <Name>Pressure_op</Name> 
            <Unit>bar</Unit> 
            <OpCondvalue>101325</OpCondvalue> 
          </PbFixedOpCondition> 
          <PbFixedOpCondition> 
            <Name>HeatQ_op</Name> 
            <Unit>kJ</Unit> 
            <OpCondvalue>0</OpCondvalue> 
          </PbFixedOpCondition> 
          <PbFixedOpCondition> 
            <Name>Vap_ratio</Name> 
            <Unit /> 
            <OpCondvalue>0</OpCondvalue> 
          </PbFixedOpCondition> 
          <PbFixedOpCondition> 
            <Name>LLsplit_ratio</Name> 
            <Unit /> 
            <OpCondvalue>0</OpCondvalue> 
          </PbFixedOpCondition> 
        </DefaultOpConditions> 
      </ObjectiveFunctionData> 
      <IterationWherePopSaved> 
        <int>10</int> 
        <int>20</int> 
        <int>30</int> 
        <int>40</int> 
        <int>50</int> 
        <int>60</int> 
        <int>70</int> 
        <int>80</int> 
        <int>90</int> 
        <int>100</int> 
        <int>150</int> 
        <int>200</int> 
        <int>250</int> 
      </IterationWherePopSaved> 
    </PbLevel> 
  </LevelData> 
</PbProblem> 
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10.7 IBSS OUTPUT FILE EXTRACT 
N°1 
 performance= 0.959492806122624 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.529271892056647 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.40672219236265cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387213513382dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03390074787295noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.31 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.69 
  water  
N°2 
 performance= 0.959483072090784 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.531870156002891 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.4010758764631cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.63872038434dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.0344315558975noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.32 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.68 
  water  
N°3 
 performance= 0.959404814271987 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.52737726843303 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
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  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.41188490739863cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387223828031dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03334469931804noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.3 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.7 
  water  
N°4 
 performance= 0.959391899563443 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.535063368739207 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.39498925407358cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387194759475dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03493880385406noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.33 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.67 
  water  
N°5 
 performance= 0.959283824620189 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.538756016762459 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.38850235514826cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387186209899dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03542402626812noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.34 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
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   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.66 
  water  
N°6 
 performance= 0.959240699292394 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.526309332517178 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.41651719134954cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387234854033dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.0327615660623noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.29 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.71 
  water  
N°7 
 performance= 0.959162757780026 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.54286454992848 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.38165219546845cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.638717814887dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03588862723369noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.35 
  BMS3  1    
   CH3- 0 1 0  
  1 0 alcenyle 1 0  
   1 1 -CH-- 1  
   0 0 1 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.65 
  water  
N°8 
 performance= 0.959030607534105 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
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  RED: 0.547316176275308 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.37447300725794cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387170535675dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03633389398296noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.36 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.64 
  water  
N°9 
 performance= 0.959021877385793 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.526206571300025 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.42056838392516cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387246667605dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03214931979431noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.28 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.72 
  water  
N°10 
 performance= 0.958889040116762 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.552047700997809 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.36699645164382cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387163334004dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03676100879641noUnit 
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 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.37 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.63 
  water  
N°11 
 performance= 0.958768789122598 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.527223836342879 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.42398367610473cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387259356256dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03150572449014noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.27 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.73 
  water  
N°12 
 performance= 0.958739511820086 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.557004433353165 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.35925181435753cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387156511367dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03717105948536noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.38 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.62 
  water  
N°13 
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 performance= 0.958583296646805 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.562139176028956 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.35126618598463cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387150038609dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03756504864285noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.39 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.61 
  water  
N°14 
 performance= 0.958500036118482 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.529533044728017 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.42670376538051cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387273020956dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03082830912579noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.26 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.74 
  water  
N°15 
 performance= 0.958421510029431 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.56741130416805 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
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  Viscosity (300K): 1.34306462798516cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387143889489dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.0379439018282noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.4 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.6 
  water  
N°16 
 performance= 0.958255129221279 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.572785935761503 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.33467032562012cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387138040326dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03830847482615noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.41 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.59 
  water  
N°17 
 performance= 0.958231403597014 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.533323601602437 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.42866448329453cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387287778831dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03011433597186noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.25 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
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 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.75 
  water  
N°18 
 performance= 0.958085010864596 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.578233191261477 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.32610472883676cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387132469694dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03865956010033noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.42 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.58 
  water  
N°19 
 performance= 0.95798028623576 
  Molecular Weight: 192.214g/mol 
  Flash Point: 368.032916758153K 
  Vapor Pressure: 2.84280042515238E-05bar 
  RED: 0.538206451107371 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.40182936142585cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 46.4938048361451dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.53128999999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.04102467114549noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.32 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 vinyle  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.68 
  water  
N°20 
 performance= 0.957974706502363 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.538802516439778 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
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  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.42979639376516cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387303766526dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.0293607636127noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.24 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.76 
  water  
N°21 
 performance= 0.957954843006126 
  Molecular Weight: 192.214g/mol 
  Flash Point: 368.032916758153K 
  Vapor Pressure: 2.84280042515238E-05bar 
  RED: 0.539242599935837 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.39593436543464cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 46.4938046206306dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.53128999999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.04156094801898noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.33 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 vinyle  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.67 
  water  
N°22 
 performance= 0.957918807934406 
  Molecular Weight: 192.214g/mol 
  Flash Point: 368.032916758153K 
  Vapor Pressure: 2.84280042515238E-05bar 
  RED: 0.537769316424353 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.40730211122392cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 46.4938050655637dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.53128999999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.040463043227noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.31 
  BMS3 1     
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  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 vinyle  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.69 
  water  
N°23 
 performance= 0.957911906158439 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.583727537732597 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.31738768208552cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387127158161dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03899789254339noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.43 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.57 
  water  
N°24 
 performance= 0.957909166424576 
  Molecular Weight: 192.214g/mol 
  Flash Point: 368.032916758153K 
  Vapor Pressure: 2.84280042515238E-05bar 
  RED: 0.540794827407064 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.38965548821527cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 46.4938044177935dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.53128999999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.04207355242567noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.34 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 vinyle  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.66 
  water  
N°25 
 performance= 0.95785028306023 
  Molecular Weight: 192.214g/mol 
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  Flash Point: 368.032916758153K 
  Vapor Pressure: 2.84280042515238E-05bar 
  RED: 0.542789709819585 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.38302813902787cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 46.4938042265471dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.53128999999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.04256401795143noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.35 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 vinyle 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.65 
  water  
N°26 
 performance= 0.957779982125267 
  Molecular Weight: 192.214g/mol 
  Flash Point: 368.032916758153K 
  Vapor Pressure: 2.84280042515238E-05bar 
  RED: 0.545162431480045 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.37608500795629cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 46.4938040459254dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.53128999999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.04303374851414noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.36 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 vinyle 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.64 
  water  
N°27 
 performance= 0.95776551217358 
  Molecular Weight: 192.214g/mol 
  Flash Point: 368.032916758153K 
  Vapor Pressure: 2.84280042515238E-05bar 
  RED: 0.538024574708778 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.41231103571427cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 46.4938053102769dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.53128999999999mg/L 
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  Density: 1.03987422314294noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.3 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 vinyle  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.7 
  water  
N°28 
 performance= 0.957736473980802 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.589247211352263 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.30853754396592cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387122088061dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03932415461184noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.44 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.56 
  water  
N°29 
 performance= 0.957736370053276 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.546194230397459 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.43002436090125cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387321144454dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.0285642036369noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.23 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.77 
240 D. EPILOGUE 
 
 
 
 
  water  
N°30 
 performance= 0.957699828823528 
  Molecular Weight: 192.214g/mol 
  Flash Point: 368.032916758153K 
  Vapor Pressure: 2.84280042515238E-05bar 
  RED: 0.54785592249444 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.36885628241343cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 46.4938038750671dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.53128999999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.04348403178459noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.37 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 vinyle 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.63 
  water  
N°31 
 performance= 0.957611194274631 
  Molecular Weight: 192.214g/mol 
  Flash Point: 368.032916758153K 
  Vapor Pressure: 2.84280042515238E-05bar 
  RED: 0.550820048168085 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.36136984536565cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 46.4938037132013dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.53128999999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.04391605097436noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.38 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 vinyle 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.62 
  water  
N°32 
 performance= 0.957559292263103 
  Molecular Weight: 180.203g/mol 
  Flash Point: 356.454776773145K 
  Vapor Pressure: 7.47383874841577E-05bar 
  RED: 0.594773711319794 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
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  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.29957129752761cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6387117243299dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.48283499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.03963898092083noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.45 
  BMS3 1     
  1 alcenyle 1 0 0  
   1 -CH-- 1 1  
   0 1 CH3- 0  
   0 1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.55 
  water  
N°33 
 performance= 0.956774825148985 
  Molecular Weight: 152.149g/mol 
  Flash Point: 336.552420068399K 
  Vapor Pressure: 0.00023991926800688bar 
  RED: 0.450757826162366 
  Env. Waste: 4.9799 
  Env. Impact: 6.5002 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.9947 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.25022630619606cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6518688956472dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.682975mg/L 
  Density: 1.08175638712681noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.42 
  BMS3 1   
  1 alcenyle 1  
   1 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.58 
  water  
N°34 
 performance= 0.956769128316393 
  Molecular Weight: 152.149g/mol 
  Flash Point: 336.552420068399K 
  Vapor Pressure: 0.00023991926800688bar 
  RED: 0.450987549321481 
  Env. Waste: 4.9799 
  Env. Impact: 6.5002 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.9947 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.23807982611209cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6518581140448dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.682975mg/L 
  Density: 1.08243650612058noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.43 
  BMS3 1   
  1 alcenyle 1  
   1 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.57 
242 D. EPILOGUE 
 
 
 
 
  water  
N°35 
 performance= 0.956768967583158 
  Molecular Weight: 152.149g/mol 
  Flash Point: 336.552420068399K 
  Vapor Pressure: 0.00023991926800688bar 
  RED: 0.450994029218998 
  Env. Waste: 4.9799 
  Env. Impact: 6.5002 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.9947 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.26223655347711cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6518802031725dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.682975mg/L 
  Density: 1.0810521795783noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.41 
  BMS3 1   
  1 alcenyle 1  
   1 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.59 
  water  
N°36 
 performance= 0.956753023788663 
  Molecular Weight: 152.149g/mol 
  Flash Point: 336.552420068399K 
  Vapor Pressure: 0.00023991926800688bar 
  RED: 0.45163635485741 
  Env. Waste: 4.9799 
  Env. Impact: 6.5002 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.9947 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.22582029718413cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6518478225075dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.682975mg/L 
  Density: 1.08309375175749noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.44 
  BMS3 1   
  1 alcenyle 1  
   1 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.56 
  water  
N°37 
 performance= 0.956750284283747 
  Molecular Weight: 152.149g/mol 
  Flash Point: 336.552420068399K 
  Vapor Pressure: 0.00023991926800688bar 
  RED: 0.45174663294802 
  Env. Waste: 4.9799 
  Env. Impact: 6.5002 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.9947 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.27408548309006cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6518920760643dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.682975mg/L 
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  Density: 1.08032258064516noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.4 
  BMS3 1   
  1 alcenyle 1  
   1 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.6 
  water  
N°38 
 performance= 0.95666863970857 
  Molecular Weight: 152.149g/mol 
  Flash Point: 336.552420068399K 
  Vapor Pressure: 0.00023991926800688bar 
  RED: 0.455021475122067 
  Env. Waste: 4.9799 
  Env. Impact: 6.5002 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.9947 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.29718870073892cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.6519176964805dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.682975mg/L 
  Density: 1.07878150997686noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.38 
  BMS3 1   
  1 alcenyle 1  
   1 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.62 
  water  
N°39 
 performance= 0.955228923062431 
  Molecular Weight: 164.16g/mol 
  Flash Point: 351.82549758119K 
  Vapor Pressure: 8.89329711083451E-05bar 
  RED: 0.475493665341761 
  Env. Waste: 4.9799 
  Env. Impact: 6.5002 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.9947 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.36083730834699cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 46.2453953890617dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.42421999999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.07275286480758noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.32 
  BMS3 1   
  1 alcenyle 1  
   1 vinyle  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.68 
  water  
N°40 
 performance= 0.952245821485876 
  Molecular Weight: 154.165g/mol 
  Flash Point: 327.435009084978K 
  Vapor Pressure: 0.000633034823550716bar 
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  RED: 0.531756854589555 
  Env. Waste: 5.5339 
  Env. Impact: 6.043 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.6375 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.4053775820826cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 43.8986083621172dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.94766499999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.04595456886954noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.33 
  BMS3  1   
   CH3- 1 0  
  1 1 -CH-- 1  
   0 1 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.67 
  water  
N°41 
 performance= 0.952190609915709 
  Molecular Weight: 204.225g/mol 
  Flash Point: 378.481556169258K 
  Vapor Pressure: 1.1310805527493E-05bar 
  RED: 0.556069949439751 
  Env. Waste: 8.1283 
  Env. Impact: 5.4842 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.5675 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.39431994586883cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 48.2268010629777dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.53953500000001mg/L 
  Density: 1.04310083882718noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.34 
  BMS3  1    
   vinyle 0 1 0  
  1 0 alcenyle 1 0  
   1 1 -CH-- 1  
   0 0 1 vinyle  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.66 
  water  
N°42 
 performance= 0.951879771678181 
  Molecular Weight: 152.149g/mol 
  Flash Point: 336.552420068399K 
  Vapor Pressure: 0.00023991926800688bar 
  RED: 0.610095745921569 
  Env. Waste: 4.9799 
  Env. Impact: 6.5002 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.9947 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.41391888757598cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 44.652251871521dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.682975mg/L 
  Density: 1.06211571900539noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.23 
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  BMS3 1   
  1 alcenyle 1  
   1 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.77 
  water  
N°43 
 performance= 0.951703666800949 
  Molecular Weight: 166.176g/mol 
  Flash Point: 340.87208252206K 
  Vapor Pressure: 0.000213353976749257bar 
  RED: 0.540253168745294 
  Env. Waste: 5.5339 
  Env. Impact: 6.043 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.6375 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.37946200218475cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 45.7533831289004dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.99611999999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.0543318163012noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.36 
  BMS3 1    
  1 -CH-- 1 1  
   1 vinyle 0  
   1 0 CH3-  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.64 
  water  
N°44 
 performance= 0.951116883176762 
  Molecular Weight: 166.176g/mol 
  Flash Point: 340.87208252206K 
  Vapor Pressure: 0.000213353976749257bar 
  RED: 0.547744977288275 
  Env. Waste: 5.5339 
  Env. Impact: 6.043 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 5.6375 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.41568070586769cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 45.7534040786425dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 4.99611999999999mg/L 
  Density: 1.05093038161917noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.31 
  BMS3 1    
  1 -CH-- 1 1  
   1 CH3- 0  
   1 0 vinyle  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.69 
  water  
N°45 
 performance= 0.941504350493172 
  Molecular Weight: 138.122g/mol 
  Flash Point: 317.84396037589K 
  Vapor Pressure: 0.000888212832108586bar 
  RED: 0.604022676358798 
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  Env. Waste: 4.4259 
  Env. Impact: 6.8558 
  Health: 7.7391 
  Safety: 6.6391 
  LCA: 4.3732 
  Viscosity (300K): 1.41138785787372cp 
  Superfical Tension (298K): 45.5076007615545dyn/cm2 
  Log(Ws): 5.38977000000001mg/L 
  Density: 1.08080427446569noUnit 
 Molecule N°1 
  Composition = 0.25 
  BMS3 1  
  1 vinyle  
 Molecule N°2 
  Composition = 0.75 
  water  
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10.9 ACRONYMS 
BPM: Business Process Modeling 
BPMN: Business Process Modeling Notation 
BRE: Business Rule Engine 
BRM: Business Rule Management 
BRMS: Business Rules Management System 
CAMD: Computer Aided Molecular Design 
CAPD: Computer Aided Product Design 
CAPE: Computer Aided Process Engineering 
DLL: Dynamic Linked Library 
DM: Decision Making 
DSML: Domain Specific Modeling Languages 
DSS: decision support system 
ICT: Information and Communication Technology 
IDE: Integrated Development Environment 
IS: Information System 
KBE: Knowledge Based Engineering 
MCDA: Multi Criteria Decision Analysis 
MCDM: Multi Criteria Decision Making 
MDA: Modeling Driven Architecture 
MDE: Model-Driven Enginnering 
MILP: Mixed-Integer Linear Programming 
MINLP: Mixed-Integer Non Linear Programming 
MMI: Man Machine Interface 
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OCL: Object Constraint Language 
OMG: Object Management Group 
OO: Object Oriented 
PSE: Process System Engineering 
RUP: Rational Unified Process 
SBVR: Semantic for Business Vocabulary and Rules 
SysML: System Modeling Language 
UML: Unified Modeling Language 
VB: Visual Basic 
XML: Extensible Markup Language 
 
